THE STELE-GODDESS WORKSHOP
TERRACOTTAS FROM WELL U 13:1
IN THE ATHENIAN AGORA
101-1 13)
(PIATES
HE SETTING OF WELLU 13:1in a complex of shopsor workshopsofthe late 5th and
4th centuries B.C. to the east of the Athenian Agora, deep under the later stoa of the
Libraryof Pantainosthat lined the way to the Roman Agora, has been providedby T. Leslie
ShearJr.' The terracottasfrom its upper fill constitute a major find, and the author is
greatlyindebtedto Leslie Shearfor this opportunityto try to explain their significance.They
range stylisticallyfrom the Early Classicalperiod to a quite advanced phase of the Rich
Style, chronologicallyprobably from ca. 470-460 B.C. down to a little before the filling of
the well shaftitself,placed in ca.380 B.C. or, at latest,no lower than the 3 70's on conventional
ceramic chronology by Alison Adams Dickey, the last person to make a detailed study of
its pottery.2Somewhatfragmentary,these terracottascompriseelementsfrom one archetype
(the originalmodel from which molds were taken)and a minimum of forty molds of various
kinds,3 as well as parts of at least twenty-one finished figurines4and six vases in the form
of statuettes. They are all from Layer 1 of the upper fill of the well, with the following
four exceptions: 1, 8, and part of 28b from Layer 2; 4 from Layer 5. These exceptions,
however,tend to confirmthe impressiongiven by the potterythat these stratain the upperfill
may be of similar source and date. Certainlythe other fragmentsof 28 are from Layer 1,
includingone making a directjoin with that from Layer 2. Also, more tentatively,one may
hesitate to separate the Layer 5 mold, 4, from the apparentlyrelated contemporarymold
from Layer 1, 5.
This find, the largest by far of Attic terracottamolds of this date, indicates that some
of the materialfor these layersof the fill was probablyfrom the vicinity of a major terracotta
factory. As a result, it sheds significantnew light on the way in which these figures were
made, some of it quite unexpected, such as the form takenby the Rich Style archetype3. It
is also a very importantbody of terracottasin its own right, in particularhelping to chart
T
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Shear 1975, pp. 346-361, figs. 4, 5, pls. 77-81; also brieflymentioned, Camp 1986, p. 143; Camp 1990,
p. 138. The tally of fragmentsof terracottasand molds originallygiven (Shear,op.cit.,p. 359) was considerably
reduced in their subsequentstudy when many were found to join, although a few more were also added from
the uninventoriedmaterialin storage.
Supplement to the finds from this well, the author
2 It had originallybeen planned to devote a Hesperia
contributingthe present account of the terracottasand Alison Adams Dickey that of the pottery,but she has
unfortunatelyhad to withdrawfrom the project, and the full publication of the associated pottery may now
be delayed for a few years.
3 On the basis that, although 35 and 36 show somewhat similar intaglio detail, they appear not to have
formed part of the same mold.
' Allowing for the possibilitythat 59 and 60 could have belonged to a single figurineand that 61 and 62
probably did so and, on the other hand, excluding any likelihood that 46 and 48 could be from the same
statuettebecause of differencesin scale and fabric.
Hesperia64.4, 1995
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the transitionbetween the Classicaland the Rich Styles and confirmingthe rapid evolution
of the latter. As Attic terracottasof this period are still not at all abundant, this addition
to the tally provides much that is new and some that is surprising,such as the importance
of the large Attic protomai. The technical aspects will be discussedfirst, followed by the
differenttypes of terracottasrepresented,and finally,and only briefly,by the more vexed
questions of the general changes to which they bear witness and their place in the history
of Attic terracottas.
The formatadoptedalso callsfor comment. In a masterlyseriesof articlesin thisjournal
Dorothy Burr Thompson has establishedthe main frameworkof our present knowledge
of Attic terracottasof the Hellenistic period by her detailed publication of the examples
from a successionof contexts in the Athenian Agora.5 Although he cannot hope to match
the unique blend of scholarship and human understandingwith which she brought her
statuettes so vividly to life, the author knows of no better model to follow in presenting
a find-group of comparable importance for the history of Attic terracottasin the 5th and
early 4th centuriesB.C.He also adopts it as a modest token of his deep indebtednessto her
guidance and inspirationover many years.6

TECHNIQUE
The materialin the Catalogueat the end is arranged,in the firstinstance, on the basis of the
way in which it was made and of its technical role. This makes simplerthe evaluation of its
significancefor the context as a whole and facilitatesits discussion in the present section.
On the other hand, it is much easier and clearer to consider molds and terracottasof the
same kind together in the detailed treatment of their subjectsand styles that follows after
that and to present them side by side in the Plates. Only brief explanations are given of
the technical terms used.7
2, 71, 72
The period of concern here saw small numbers of simple Attic terracottasstill being
made wholly by hand, but none of the handmadefragmentsfrom this well is reallytypical of
these. 1 (P1. 101) and 2 (P1. 106) seem likely to have carried molded human heads when
complete, and 71 (P1. 111) may be from the handmade base of a largely molded vase in
NONMOLDED ELEMENTS: 1,

5 D. B. Thompson 1952, 1954, 1957, 1959a, 1962, 1963b, 1963c, 1965, 1966a, 1966b. Republishedwith

her own afterthoughtsand with comments on the revised dating of the contexts by S. I. Rotroff:Thompson,
Thompson, and Rotroff 1987, pp. 181-459, pls. 2-64.
6 The author also wishes to acknowledgeher encouragementin his preparingthis articleand the aid of the
A.S.C.S.A. PublicationsCommmitteeand its readers,especiallyGloria S. Merker,and also ofJohn M. Camp,
Homer A. Thompson, MargretS. Pond Rothman, and LucillaBurn in going throughit and offeringtheir help
and suggestions. The considerableassistanceof Susan I. Rotroffon chronologicalquestions was invaluable.
The author is also indebted to the work of the late Spyros Spyropoulosand Olympia Theophanopoulou in
assemblingthe statuettesand molds and in taking clay impressionsfrom the latter. The Agora photographs
are from earliernegativesby Eugene VanderpoolJr. and more recentones by CraigA. Mauzy; the few pictures
of items from other collectionsare from the author'snegatives.Jan Jordan has smoothed his path throughout,
and the staffof Hesperta
have providededitorialguidance.
7 For fulleraccounts see Nicholls 1952, 1984.
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the form of a statuette. 72 (P1.111)is one of the almondvasesthat can be shown to have been
made rathermore laboriouslyon the potter'swheel and by hand insteadof being molded like
many of its counterparts.
ARCHETYPE:3

3 (P1.110)preservestwo non-joiningfragmentsfrom the upperpart of an archetype,the
carefullyhandmade fired model on which the molds for statuetteswere made by having
their moist clay pressed against it. To judge from what survivesof its subject, it belongs
to an importantphase, of the late 5th and 4th centuriesB.C., in which terracottastatuettes
and groups became much more complex at the expense of a much shallower and almost
reliefliketreatmentof the figuresthemselves. This seems to be the firsttime8 that an original
archetype from this phase of the Rich Style has been identified, and it reveals that, to
give them adequate strength, these models could actually be fashioned in relief against a
plain, flat ground, the edges of the molds presumablybeing formed by contact with this
background.9 On the present example this fairlysubstantialbacking extended up to about
what was originallythe level of the top of the figure'sneck. It is not, however,flat but bent
around at an angle, suggesting that this archetype is for one of the rare examples of this
class in which the compositiongave the effect of being centered on the corner between two
adjoining sides of the rectangularplinth on which it stood.10 Interestingcorrespondences
exist between what survivesof the figure and a statuette of this kind representinga veiled
dancer beside an altarfrom a burialin the Athenian Kerameikos;the Agora archetypemay
representthe initial stage in that same seriesor in a similarone. II
The figure's himation-wrappedleft arm is carried well forward and modeled in considerable depth, but her back-thrustright shoulder is shown very shallowly indeed. Her
head has been removed by deep cuts at the sides and base of the neck, presumablyto form
the archetype for separatelyfashioned head molds. On the other hand, the part of the
himation that formed her veil has been left to continue up to the top of the background
and has been cut off at that level. The surface of one of the fragmentshas been severely
abraded, suggestingthat the archetypemay have been discardedsome while before it was
incorporatedin the well fill.

8

See note 306 below on secondary (i.e., derivative,as explained in note 19 below) archetypesfor plastic
vases of this stage.
9 It may have been this featurethat, in addition to ensuringthe smooth edges to these molds, also allowed
them from time to time to add on variable areas of relief ground as well, notably on the plastic vases; see
pp. 432, 449 below on 67 and 39 and also note 204.
10 E.g. the plasticlekythosof a winged dancer from Phanagoria:Stephani 1854, pl. LXX: 1, 2; Winter 1903,
II, p. 141, fig. 6, p. 185, fig. 6; Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 96, p. 37.
11 KerameikosMuseum T 41, from the child's grave hS 264 (p. 470), dated ca. 400 B.C. (Vierneisel 1965,
p. 29; Knigge 1988, p. 145)or in the early 4th centuryB.C. (Higgins 1973, p. 66, note 3; D. B. Thompson 1984,
p. 33, but child's identity apparentlyunresolved);most of contents shown in group photograph:Vierneisel,
op.cit.,pl. 27; Thompson, op.cit.,fig. 1;Knigge, op.cit.,fig. 141 (thestatuettesonly);presentitem appearssecond
from right. The author is indebted to the excavatorsand to Dr. B. Schlorb-Vierneiselfor past access to the
Kerameikosmaterial.
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MoLDs:4-43
Most of the terracottamolds from this context are quite distinctivein fabric, but some
are more carefullyfinishedthan others, and it will be useful to divide them up on this basis.
The finest class comprises 5-9, 14, 20, 24, 25, and 28-30. These are mostly thick
walled, and their clay forms a kind of sandwich,with an ordinarybuff, pinkishbuff, or gray
layer in the center and with front and back surfacesof a much finer,paler clay:blond, blond
buff, or ocher blond in color. This finerclay was presumablyused because it registereddetail
better, and it would appear that, in making the mold, the archetypehad firstbeen covered
with a thin layer of it to form the contact surfacebefore the ordinarymain layer was added.
The evenly rounded blond-claybacks of these molds were also very smoothly finished and
sometimes burnished. Two of the molds for protomai, 5 and 8, have had fine stone grits
added to the ordinarybody clay that formed the centrallayer of the "sandwich";these two
were firedmuch harderthan the remainder,and theirlayeredstructureproved more durable
than that on the other examples. This addition of grits occasionallyoccurs on 5th-century
Attic figurines'2 and seems to be a technical borrowingfrom architecturalterracottas. It
also suggeststhat the layered structureof these molds may owe its inspirationto the similar
practicesadopted on architecturalterracottasculpture.'3Coarsergritssimilarlyoccur in the
body clay of 25.
The next class is made up of the molds:4, 10-12, 16, 17, 23, 26, 27, 39, and possibly
also 13, 15, 18, 19, 21, 22, 31, and 33-37. These are mostly lighter,thinner-walledmolds,
without the blond layer over their backs, which consist simply of the body clay and are
frequentlymuch rougher, often still showing the finger marks from being pressed against
the original model from which they were taken. They still retain, however, the distinctive
layer of finer blond clay inside, forming their contact surface. But on some of them this
is very thin, too shallow to have been a separatelyapplied layer. On these, might the two
clays have simply been mixed together, the finer forcing its way to the surface with the
pressureof forming the mold? It seems likely that the distinctionbetween this second class
and the previous one is by no means clear-cut, since it appears that some of the present
examples may once also have had smooth blond backs that have become detached. Here
the shield molds, 34-38, offer useful evidence. Most of these would appear also to belong
to the present class, but one of them, 38, which has lost its contact surface entirely, still
12

E.g. AthenianAgoraT 763, a head, froma Group attestedfrom the Akropolis,of a large early-Sth-century
seated goddess found in the Building Fill E-F 12-14 (to the mid-Sth century B.C., but mainly pre-480) in the
Strategeion(?). It shows an initial, experimental, heavy-walledstage of hollow molding (see p. 467 below).
Undecorated and possibly made to serve as a secondaryarchetype(see note 19 below), it has a layer of finer
clay on its molded surfacesbut not its back. Gloria Merkerhas advised the author of heavy-walled,normal
Corinthian-clayand gritty,local "architectural"-clay
molds for figurinesthat she will be publishing from the
Tile Worksat Corinth (sent there to achieve a harder,more durablefiring?).
13 Weinberg 1957; Nicholls 1970; Boukidis 1982a, 1982b. Here Corinth seems to have taken the lead and
to have influencedAttic practice. In the absence as yet of analyses,it may be rash to assumethat the fine, blond
surface clays of these molds were necessarilylocal or Aiginetan (Thompson, Thompson, and Rotroff 1987,
p. 197, note 12; attested in Attic terracottasof this date: Fillieres, Harbottle, and Sayres 1983, pp. 62, 67),
since there may well have been a wider trade already in specializedclays, and existing analyses suggest that
Corinthianclay may have been playinga part in Attic production(note 248 below). Other known blond clays,
e.g. from East Greece, also remain possibilities. For a layered constructionon an apparent Attic archetype
from the Pnyx, see D. B. Thompson 1943, no. 138, p. 166, figs. 77, 78.
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retains the pale, smooth, finer back surface characteristicof the first class. Also the mold
11, assigned here, shows the same grits in its body clay and the same general fabric as 25
among the previousexamples. The piece molds 31 and 33a, b seem to belong to the present
class,but the rathersimilarpiece mold, 32, is wholly in fine, blond clay. The three molds 13,
18, and 19 (Pls. 104, 105) are clumsily made, almost like rough impressionstaken from
their models, but are, it seems, rather to be regarded as poorly finished derivative molds
of this same second class, to which they otherwiseconform.
The remainingmoldsbelong to a classrecentlystudiedby the late Claireave
Grandjouan'4
and are quite differentfrom those alreadyconsidered. They are in two kinds of clay. The
roundels 42 and 43 are in a hard-firedpinkish or pinkishbuff clay not entirely unlike that
of large Attic vases. The others, 40 and 41, are in a mostly buff clay. The grits, often
accompaniedby grog, that are a featureof the majority,althoughnot all, of the other molds
of this classare not in evidence. The reasonfor using a finerclay here may not be far to seek.
Although dogmatism is not possible, e.g. in the face of the poor surface condition of 40,
and although some of the coarse incision on 43 (P1. 113) was cut on the archetype, these
molds seem to have followed the normal practices of contemporaryterracottafigurinesin
adding some of the finer surfacedetail by intaglio work on the mold before firing, e.g., the
hair strandingof 42 and, possibly,the raised dots of the flower center of 41. Such details
could not be evenly cut on molds made almost entirelyof coarse, gritty clay, and the many
molds of this class in such clay would seem to have played a more purely replicativerole.
The fabricof these moldshas been consideredat some lengthbecause,with the exception
of the lastfouritems, it seems to show a remarkablemeasureof consistency.The employment
of a finer surfaceclay is not unknownon isolatedAttic molds of this period,'5 but its common
use on the examples from this well suggeststhat they may nearly all be connected with a
single, rather distinctivefactory. It is also the cause of the main problem presented by the
condition of these molds, the flaking away of large areas of their contact surfaces. This
account covers all the molds from this context whose subjectscould be identified,but there
were many more mold fragments that apparently did not join these and whose contact
surfaceshave been lost completely.'6
The best available evidence for terracottafactories in this period is provided by the
remains of that excavated in the Potters'Quarter in Corinth.17 Unfortunately,this factory
seemsto have been largelydevotedto the derivativeproductionof alreadyoutmodedfigurines
and gives all too rare indicationsof the qualityand creativityof which Corinthiancraftsmen
were capable, particularlyin the 4th centuryB.C.
It is much more difficult to try to establish the image of a factory from the present
evidence of the discardedmaterialin a fill. But the workshopthat it suggestsappearsto have
been an innovativeone, based on the evidence of the archetypealreadydiscussed. Further,
14

Grandjouan1989. Forthe normalfabricof these molds, ibid.,pp. 2-3; forvariousdegreesof the alternative
lower-grit,higher-firedfabric,see the gorgoneion molds, ibid.,nos. 84-86, 89.
15 E.g. on a Rich Style dancermold from the AthenianAgora, T 1616, fromArea R 19:Nicholls 1984, p. 30,
fig. 13, bottom right. Obviously,those of the present examples where this layer is no more than surfacedeep
shade off more readilyinto the more general contemporarymold usage.
16 Stored in PP' containersT.291 and T.396.
17 Forthe buildingsof the factorysee CorinthXV, i, pp. 34-49, pls. 9-14, 52; for the molds see ibid.,pp. 82-113,
pls. 28-46; for the figurinesalso found there see CorinthXV, ii, pp. 3-243, pls. 1-54.
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some of the molds indicate that the workshophad also institutedproduction from various
other new archetypesthat have not survived.
Especiallyinterestingare those for shieldsof Athena, 34-38 (P1.112), which constitute
a set of what are called "parallelmolds". This term is mainly applied, as here, to the
first-"generation"molds taken directlyfrom the same archetype,and thus largely identical,
but differingin the subsidiarydetail that was cut in intaglio afterwardson each mold. Here
the variationsare particularlyclear in the differentrenderingsof the aegis, and the leastworn
of the molds also record traces of the slightly differentpreliminarysketching of that aegis
on the archetype,as a rough guide to this subsequentintagliowork on the molds.
A number of the other molds from this context appear to represent an early stage in
production and are probably likewise of the first generation. The better preserved of the
piece molds for a large bird, 33 (P1.112), probablya goose (or swan)and intended to take a
rider,also showsevidenceof anotherinterestingpracticeon the lost archetypethat can best be
describedas texturing.A patternof shallow,curving,parallelgrooves was apparentlyadded
when the clay was leather-hard,penetratingmore deeply where the surfaceof the archetype
was still not quite firm. It was presumablyintended to suggest the layers of small feathers
over the bird's body. An analogous device may be attested on drapery on an Attic mold
of about this stage, possiblyin that case to indicatethe weft of the cloth.18 Also, althoughthe
effectis ratherdifferent,the apparentuse of a modifiedform of the potter'sroulettingtool to
make rows of pittingson the almond vase 72 (P1.111) may usefullybe compared.
Also notable is the close stylisticrelationshipexisting between the mask 4 (P1.103) and
protome head 5 (P1.102), possiblyindicatingthat both belong to the same Group and that
their archetypeswere the work of a single craftsmanwho had some direct connection with
the presentworkshop.
The mold for the group of seated figures 23 (P1.109) reveals that, despite its tiny size,
all three heads had been removedfrom its archetype,much as on 3, before it was itselftaken.
Separatemolds must have been made for each of these small detached heads.
Nevertheless,other statuettes,25 (Pls. 105, 107)and 30 (P1.111),show the head molded
integrallywith the body. This practicemay help accountfor the high level of consistency,the
same head so often being associatedwith the same body in each series, and may be more
a featureof the "derivative"stagesof the series. This last term is appliedto all generationsin
the seriesafterthe first,this subsequentproductionoccurringwhen, as often, new moldswere
taken from the actual molded figures of the same series, a process that might be repeated
many times over. Each time that it happenedit was markedby a significantreductionin size
due to the shrinkageof the clay of both statuetteand mold, thereby providing the criterion
18 Agora T 2004, from the lower fill of CisternF 19:2 (ca.375-340

B.C., on currentdating). D. B. Thompson
(1984, p. 37, fig. 21) follows an earlier interpretationof it by Ellen Reeder Williams as an impression from
metalwork.A recent reexaminationof it by MargretRothman and the author reveals it ratheras a derivative
body mold, of much the same kind as 13 (p. 41 1 below),takenfrom a complex early Rich Style compositionof
the class discussedon pp. 446-449 below, the mold having also caught the edge of the draperyof an adjoining
figure. The original behind this mold was a clay archetype on which the initially ribbed peplos overfold of
this figure was lengthened furtherwhile the clay was still damp. Its original texturingthus seems analogous
to that of 33.
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for distinguishingeach subsequentgeneration in the series.19 The protome molds 8 and
9 (P1. 102) attest two such successivegenerationsin a single series. Furtherclear evidence
of representinga derivativestage is also displayedby the mold for a plasticvase, 39 (P1.109),
whose flaked surface still retains the rough outlines of the applique rosettes that had been
added around the edge of the actual vase from which it was taken. Here the head of the
figure seems to have been broken away before the mold was taken, which brings us back
to the questionof separatehead molds. It is to be noted that the mold for a young woman or
goddess, 13 (P1.104), includesonly the lower half of the head. This is probablya derivative
mold taken from an existing statuettewhose head, already in position, could not easily be
excludedfrom the mold. It appears,however,to have been the coroplast'sintention to make
a separatemold for the head and neck too, which may explain why only part of them has
been allowed to registeron the body mold.
Identifyingmarks are not yet common on the backs of these molds and are limited to
lettersor strokeson 7 (P1.103) and possibly39. There is no evidence of tie marks,a possible
semblanceof such on 13 provingon closerinspectionto be the productof subsequentsurface
damage.
44-70
In the well context, the finished products are far outnumbered by the molds. Their
clays show the wide variety typical of Attic terracottasin this period, between blond and
reddishor brown but mostly in the buff or pinkishbuff range;many, too, had misfiredgray.
The much finer clay of the roundels64 and 65 (P1.112) seems to mark them as Corinthian
imports; along with 66 (P1. 112), these also show successivegenerations of the kind dealt
with in the last section.
The retouching of the soft clay after molding was not originally a normal feature of
Attic terracottas,the fine tooling of the hardened clay on some Early Classical examples
giving a quite differenteffect; but, at the end of the 5th and in the early 4th century B.C.,
retouchingbegan to become commoner for such things as hair and garland details and the
pelt of animals, as on 49, 52, and 69 (Pls. 106, 105, 111);compare also the similarlytooled
hair on 1 (P1. 101), whose moldmade part is lost. On 51 (P1. 106) retouching seems to
have been used to conceal the attachment of a separatelymolded head and enhance the
scrawninessof the neck of a "grotesque"figure in the process. The statuettes had plain
handmade backs added. On the smaller figures, 50 and the human part of 49 (P1. 106),
these were unpierced,but otherwisethey normallyhad a rectangularvent hole cut in them,
partly preserved on 46, 47, 51-53, and 57. On the vases in statuette form, 67 and 68,
the plain backs appear to have been molded. Because of their different,pottery-typefiring,
the plain clay slip used as an adhesivein their assemblyis also liable to turn black (e.g., on 68
and possibly 71). With the apparentexception of 50 (see below), all these figureshad been
coated with the usualwhite clay slip that servedas the ground for theirpolychromepainting.
The white slip, however, often survivesonly patchily and usually little is left of the colors
above, just traces of black on 55 and of red on 68; but on 69 (P1. 111) the decoration in
MOLDED FIGURINES AND PLASTIC VASES:

19 The term "secondaryarchetype"is applied to those mold impressions,sometimes retouched, that were
never completed as figurinesand that served simplyas the models from which derivativemolds were taken.
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both red and black is ratherbetter preserved. Evidence of painting also remains on 64, but
this roundel has been in a fire and its colors have been burnt gray and black. As usual,
on the plastic vases this white-slippedpolychrome treatmentwas confined to their figurine
elements,while theirbacks,plinths,and functionalvase featureswere normallyblackglazed.
Whereas the molds clearly came from terracottaworkshopsand their shared idiosyncraciessuggestthat only a singlefactorymay have been involved,the finishedproductsdealt
with in this section might have found their way into the well fill from many other kinds of
establishments,whether domestic or public, commercial or religious. This is particularly
the case with the plastic vases, although, even here, it is to be noted that the workshop
that we have hypothesizedwas apparentlyengaged in the derivativeproductionof elaborate
examples,as attestedby the mold 39 (P1.109). Indeed many of the linksthat do exist between
the figurinesand the molds might be due simplyto coincidence. Thus 44 (P1.10 1)represents
a later version of the kind of Athena protome attestedby the mold 5 (P1.102). 58 (P1.110)
might conceivablybe from the same seriesas the mold 26 (P1.109), and 59 and 60 (P1.110)
might be of the same series as 27 but, if so, apparentlyfrom a different"parallel"mold.
Some details, however, seem to tie certain of the statuettesmuch more closely to our
suggested workshop of the molds. The figure of a little girl, 50 (P1. 105), is an imperfect
impressionand seemingly a factory reject, although fired, perhaps as part of the packing
of the kiln. It appears never to have been decorated because it retains no traces of white
slip, even in the gaps right through its walls which had been left by its faulty molding and
which could surelybe expected to preserveevidence of any slip applied.
Most interestingof all, however,is the largestof all the statuettesfound in this context,
that of a goddess by a stele pouring a libation, 57 (P1.108). The polos on her head has fine
lotus-and-palmettedecorationin relief,which above her rightbrow has been lost because of
flakingon the surfaceof the mold used, flakingof the kindthat is an unfortunatefeatureof the
molds of this workshopand that largelyarisesbecause of their layered construction. 57 thus
bridgesthe gap between the statuettesand the molds from Well U 13:1 and can probablybe
rightlyclaimed as a productof the same factoryas the molds. Dorothy Thompson has given
delightfullyapt and distinctivenames to her main Hellenisticterracottacontexts in the Athenian Agora (note 5 above). May we follow more clumsilyin her footstepsin naming this the
Stele-GoddessWell and the factoryto which it bearstestimonythe Stele-GoddessWorkshop?
The special class of relief molds 40-43 (P1. 113) may have little connection with this
workshop. Their role is controversial,and theirfabriccuts them offfrom the other terracottas
of this deposit. They may thus have been the equipment of a differentestablishment,quite
separatefrom the Stele-GoddessWorkshop;but, even so, at this stage it doubtlessrequireda
terracottafactoryat least to produce them, if not to use them afterwards.Later,however,in
their more replicativephase, their fabric (pp. 409 above, 461 below) may imply that the
necessarymolds were more usuallymade at tile works.
CONDITION AND ITS INTERPRETATION

It now remains to consider a different pattern of evidence, that of wear by surface
abrasion. For it appearsthat a number of the items may have lain about as fragmentsin the
open for some years before they were incorporatedin the well fill. Among the figurines,
one of these, part of a seated goddess of ca. 470-460 B.C., 45 (P1. 105), dates from near
the beginningof this workshop,the others, 63, 48, and 54, from its time span. Possiblymore
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significantis that similarwear occurs on certain of its more advanced molds, 9 (P1. 102),
28 (P1.107), and 33b (P1.112), and on part of its Rich Style archetype,3 (P1.110).
The question raised by this wear is whether these objects are simply very short-lived
casualtiesof the production line or whether they imply that the factory itself had come to
an end some while beforethe well was filled. Some other indicationsmay supportthe second
interpretation,although, on present evidence, it is hard to reach a firm conclusion. Some
thirty-ninepercentof the terracottaitemsfromthiswell, includingthe molds, have to varying
degrees been misfired gray, a rather large proportion to be due simply to the vagaries of
the kiln. Is it possiblethat some of them might have been affectedsubsequentlyby a fire that
destroyedthe factory,and might the heat of this have contributedalso to the surfaceflaking
afflictingso many of the molds? One terracottafrom this deposit was certainly damaged
by fire some time after it was made: the apparentdyimported roundel 64 (P1.112). Its link
with the workshop is admittedly more tenuous but not impossible if it has been inferred
correctlythat other fragmentsof the same seriesfound with it, listed as 66, testifyto a local
Attic derivativeproductionof these very disks. Also, the way in which the main core clay of
certain of the molds (e.g., 6 and 17) has been reduced to a mass of thin, friable striations
suggestssubsequentexposureto heat far in excess of that of their originalfiring.
Unless the stratificationof 4 in Layer 5 indicates that it had in fact been discarded
somewhat earlier than the rest, its good surfacecondition and that of 5 raise the question
whether they might have been retainedin the factoryto the end, even when their style had
become outmoded, either because of their quality or because their subjects, a ritual mask
and a protome, were ones where conservatismremained acceptable.
THE TYPES REPRESENTED
Protomai
Mask
Figuresof ordinarydepth: standing;seated
Crouching and recliningfigures
Riders
Articulatedfigure
"Grotesque"figures

Figuresgiven a shallowtreatment:standing;groups;dancers
Detached heads
Residual elements from plasticvases
Birds
Shields of Athena
Decorative reliefdisks
'Architectural"relief molds

5-9, 44
It will be simplestto begin with what would seem to be the most primitiveprotome from
this well, 1 (P1.101),even though it appearsalso to be one of the latest. A mere fragmentand
one with unique features,its interpretationcan only be tentative,but it does seem to preserve
the bottom corner of the plaque of a plaque-protome.The Attic plaque-protomeappearsto
have evolved in the second quarterof the 6th centuryB.C. A schematicallyrenderedbust of a
goddess, it consisted in essence of a flat, normally handmade plaque with a molded head
attached to its upper part.20 As it developed, projectingforearmswere also added at the
PROTOMAI: 1,

20

Winter 1903, 1, pp. 238-240, especiallythe more complete examples, p. 238, figs. 1-7, p. 239, figs. 2-6,
8-10; Sedgwick 1939, p. 39; Besques 1954, no. B 92, p. 16, pl. XII; Nicholls 1982, p. 91; Croissant 1983,
pp. 19-20 (themajorityof the Attic examplesthat he dealswith, pp. 235-307, are in fact fromplaque-protomai,
some with the plaques still largelypreserved,e.g., pls. 99, 101, 110, 113, 117, 118).
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bottom corners of the plaque, and multiple (almost invariablytriple)forms also emerged,
with three heads attached to the same plaque. Although the vast majorityof the examples
are Archaic, the Athenian Agora excavations have shown that these primitive protomai
continued on through the Classicalperiod and probablydown to about the end of the 5th
century

B.C.21

In the presentcase, the retouchingof the shoulderlocksat the verticaledge of the plaque
appearsto suggesta date no earlierthan the late 5th centuryand possiblyinto the early4th.22
More strangely,in the schematicrenderingof these locksand otherdetailsthis example seems
almostto be tryingto harkback to the earlydays of these protomai. There was no projecting
forearm at the bottom corner, and the lower edge of the plaque takes the form of a raised
band, which at presentcan be paralleledonly on a very earlyAgora example apparentlywith
a molded plaque;23a flangededge admittedlyalso occurson some earlyAttic examples and,
more especially,their Boiotian imitations, but this is confined to the sides and top of the
plaque.24The painted decorationof the lower half of these plaques appears to have been a
highlyformalizedrepresentationof the embroideredgarmentworn. Here old-fashioneddot
rosetteshave been incised, presumablyintended to show through the slip and be picked out
in color. Two small hollows made in the raisedlower band may also have had something to
do with articulatingthe lost painted decoration. The long continuanceof this primitivekind
of protome may make these apparentretrogressivetraitsintelligible. Otherwise, apart from
residualArchaic features in some work of the Early Classical period, deliberate archaism
in Attic terracottasof the Classicaland Rich Styles is seen mainly in the revival of Archaic
drapery patterns on some of the more traditionalfigurines25and the old-fashioned types
sometimesadopted, e.g. for subsidiaryritual(?)images in elaborategroups.26
The large mold for a bust-protomeof Athena, 5 (P1. 102), seems a splendid evocation
of traditionalreligiousbeliefsin Athens a littlebeforethe middle of the 5th centuryB.C. She is
shown dressedin a peplos worn with an overfoldthat still hangs in early-lookingfolds. Over
this she wears her aegis, fringedwith the rearingforepartsof snakesand with her gorgoneion,
whose right cheek alone survives,set in the middle of it. She also has a low polos or else a
stephane (it is difficultto tell which because its shape at the sides is not preserved),worn
with a veil over the back of her head.27 Despite a Classicalserenity,her still heavy lower lip
and the treatmentof her centrallypartedwavy hair suggest a date yet in the Early Classical
"' Early Classical:Agora T 3159 from Area R 8 with late-5th and early-4th-centuryB.C. pottery. Classical
(early)multipleprotome:Agora T 785 + T 786 fromWell E 13:1 (ca.470-425 B.C. and perhapsbeyond). More
advanced Classical:Agora T 3692 from Area E 29, Agora T 3366 from Well Q 15:2 (late 5th century to ca.
400-390 B.C.). No earlierthan the late 5th centuryB.C., on style:Agora T 2949 from Area D 18.
22 On the technique see p. 411 above.
23 Agora T 1953 from Well S 21:2 (ca.600-550 B.C., disturbed). Function presumptive;plaque made with
the aid of an architecturalmold (the revetment, Agora A 2889 from Well T 18:2, of ca. 575-500 B.C. and
earlier,of same series and generation).A painted bottom band (signifyinga schematicgirdle?)is commoner.
24 Luilies 1955, no. 117, pp. 45-46; Besques 1954, no. B 91, p. 16, pl. XII; Spyropoulos 1971, p. 326,
Collection,
no. 111, p. 43, with pl. (H. W Catling). Schematic renderingof a veil?
fig. 8; Bomford
25 E.g., on the three similarsmall enthronedgoddessesfrom the child's grave hS 264, KerameikosMuseum
T 5A-C. For bibliographysee note 11 above (onlyT 5A, B illustrated).
26 See note 212 below, the discussionof the Stele Class (pp. 445-446), and P1. 108. Cf. also the fragmentary
Italiote(?)Rich Style group with an archaisticstatue:Schmidt 1994, no. 222, p. 140, pl. 40.
27 See 8 (p. 417 below) on how this veil may have been contrived.
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period. There are traces near her right shoulder of a peg hole, presumablyfor securing
the protome to a wall.28
There are also clear indicationsof the attachmentof the goddess'sright forearm, bent
forwardat right angles in the same way as those encountered on the much more primitive
plaque-protomai (p. 413 above), so that, in a sense, this bust-protome can also be seen
as their naturalisticallyrendered successor. The forearm had to be detached from the
archetypebefore the mold could be taken,but the evidence for its presence is unmistakable.
On the plaque-protomaithese forearmstended to have the hand closed,29often as if to hold
something, or else extended.30 Analogousvotive terracottaforearmswith extended hands
were also producedin Athens in Classicaltimes and placed in graves,possiblyas emblems of
divine protection.31
Fragmentsfrom two very similarbust-protomai,both with such appliqueforearms,were
found in the Athenian Agora in a well fill of the late 5th century B.C. (P1. 103).32 Too little
survivesto tell for surewhetheror not they could be from differentparallelmolds of the same
series and generation as 5. T 1579 b shows the same renderingof the overfold but has a
straightbottom edge under the arm; T 1579 a reveals the same rounded shape under the
arm but may treat the overfold rather differently.Their context also does not necessarily
prove that this series continued in production as late as the late 5th century B.C. Both are
in poor condition (so much so that they were originallymisinterpretedas fragmentsfrom
terracottafurnituremodels) and are thus possibly to be reckoned among the earlier finds
from this well. Similar but coarser Boiotian bust-protomaiof Athena are also known.33
They presumablydrew their inspirationfrom Attic works such as 5 but avoided the telltale
appliqueforearms.
The fragment44 (P1.101) is also from a bust-protomeof Athena but of a differentand
later series. The overfold of the peplos and its folds below now follow ordinary Classical
28

It may be that this is the productof its havingbeen markedout on the archetypeand not a vestigialfeature
from a previousgeneration,identifyingthe mold as derivative.
29
Agora examples, Archaic: T 1535 from Area T 22; mainly Classical (partlyclosed): T 2381 from Fill
B 19:7 (ca.430-410 B.C.), T 1036 from Area B-C 9-10, T 3868 from Well and Cistern F 16:8 (ca.firstquarter
of 3rd centuryB.C. but with earliermaterial;see note 317 below):Miller 1974, no. 143, p. 245, pl. 47.
30 Agora examples, Archaic:T 1816 and T 1905 from Well U 25:2 (early6th century to ca. 520-500 B.C.),
T 1912 from Well Q 18:1 (ca. 550-525 B.C.), T 2048 from Well F 19:4 (ca.490-450 B.C.); late 5th century (?):
T 2005 from lower fill of Cistern F 19:2 (note 18 above; ca. 375-340 B.C. but including earlier, Archaic
terracottas),but fingersas T 1905 above.
31 Unless they were made as attachmentsfor something that has otherwise perished completely, such as
woodenpinakeswith such frontalpainted bustsof goddesses. Unlike the protome attachments,they consistently
show hollow forearms. Higgins 1954, nos. 687-690, pp. 172, 183 (from the mid-5th-century tomb Al);
DelosXXIII, nos. 230-255, pp. 98-101, pl. 25; Kubler 1935, pp. 271-272, fig. 6 (Kerameikos,Sarcophagus
HTR 13, ca. 450-440 B.C.); Schlorb-Vierneisel1966, no. 6, p. 50, Beil. 40:4 (Kerameikos,Grave hS 163,
end of 5th century B.C.); possibly Miller 1974, no. 143, p. 227, pl. 47 (earlier,out-of-context find from Well
and Cistern F 16:8;notes 29 above and 317 below).
32 Agora T 1579 a (shownaskew),p.H. 9.5 cm.; T 1579 b, p.H. 5.3 cm.; both from Well B 15:1 (lastquarter
of 5th century B.C.) and both mentioned but not illustrated,Corbett 1949, p. 339. KerameikosT 260 C is
also part of a bust-protomeof Athena with similarforearms and of about this stage but of the smaller scale
of the later Agora T 2489 (note 34 below).
33 E.g. Paris, Louvre CA 1835, MNB 803: Winter 1903, I, p. 246, figs. 2, 3; Besques 1954, nos. C 78-79,
p. 96, pl. LXIX.
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conventions. Again the goddesswas wearinga snake-fringedaegis, here with a broad-jawed
gorgoneionwith a protrudingtongue. The side-swepthair of the gorgoneioncoversthe ears,
and this treatment may carry the creation of the protome down past the Classical period
into the later 5th century B.C. Nothing survivesto determine whether or not 44 also had
applique forearms, but evidence from the Athenian Agora suggests that bust-protomaiof
goddesses may occasionallyhave continued to be so endowed right through the Classical
period and even later.34
Among the more orthodox bust-protomai,8 and 9 (P1.102) are fragmentsfrom molds
apparentlyfor two successivegenerationsof the same series representinga veiled goddess,
probably Aphrodite. The larger-scaleand thus earlier-generationmold, 8, preserves her
right shoulderand parts of her neck and right arm and shows how her peplos and veil were
fastenedat the shoulder.Indeed, it is one of a numberof examples(is5 another?)that suggest
that on many of these protomai the veil is simply to be understood as the rear overfold of
the peplos carried up over the back of the head. 9 preservesthe left side of the goddess's
polos, and her head, neck, and left shoulder,but the detail is blurred because of its worn
surface. The closestparallelsfor these molds appearto be providedby local derivativesfrom
Olynthos of protomai of a goddess, doubtlessAphrodite,wearing a peplos with an overfold
and holding a dove by its wings in her right hand and a round fruit(?)in her left. Two
differentseries appear to be involved. The earlier,35of which two generationsare attested
there, would seem, on style, to have begun no later than Classical times and possibly late
in EarlyClassical. The other,to which the Agora molds seem likelyto belong, stillhas simple
Classicaldraperyand a Classicalhead but may have continuedin productionfor a long time
afterthat. Parallelvariationsare responsiblefor the presence or absence of an under-chiton
beneath the peplos, showing at the arms (bare on 8), the occasional appearance of a relief
necklet,and some differencesin the height of the polos. The publishedOlynthos terracottas
in Greece, now in the Thessalonike and PolygirosMuseums, have been inventoried with
the volume and catalogue number of their publication, and this shorterform of citation is
followed here. Ignoring for the moment the more modest material in America (in Oxford,
Miss., and Cambridge,Mass.),the authorhas drawnup the followingpreliminaryschema of
this series at Olynthos:
Generation 1(+): IV 52 + IV 72; fragmentsXIV 41, XIV 50; uninventoriedfragments.
Generation 2(+): fragmentsIV 35, IV 152, IV 189, possiblyXIV 118.
Generation 3(+): XIV 19;fragmentsIV 40, IV 54, IV 70.
Generation 4(+): Salonica 0 1791 (unpublished);fragments IV 41, IV 50, IV 225,
XIV 13.
Generation 5(+): fragmentVII 76.
Generation 6(+): VII 30; fragmentVII 124 (both modified variantswith much higher
polos and relief necklace of Rich Style type).
Remains of the mold for such a bust-protomeprobablyof Classicaldate: Agora T 3425 a, b, discovered
in Area P 17 with a late-5th-centuryred-figuredsherd; more summary headless bust-protomeof this kind,
possibly already dating into the 4th century: T 2489 from Fill C 19:5 (currentlydated late 5th to mid-4th
centuryB.C.).
35 E.g. Olynthus
VII, nos. 31-33, pls. 7, 8, and variousfragments.The authoris deeply indebted to Dr. Ioulia
Vokotopoulou and her colleagues and staff for all their help when he reexamined the Olynthos terracottas
in the Thessalonikeand PolygirosMuseumsin 1989.
34
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These Olynthos examples appear to be local derivativesand presuppose an anterior
Attic production of the same series. If 8 representsan earlier generation (as it definitely
appears to), then at least seven generationswould seem to be attested;if 9 is also anterior,
then production extends to eight generations. This in turn may help one to understand
the way in which many such protomai apparendycontinued to be made far down into the
4th century,particularlyin North Greece.
6 (P1. 101) consists of three non-joining sets of fragments apparendy all part of the
same mold for a bust-protome of a goddess with her hands placed under and between
her breasts. She, too, is dressed in a peplos with an overfold and what is probably a low
polos, worn with a veil at the back of her head and about her shoulders,although it is less
immediately clear how this is contrived. A fragment from the Athenian Akropolis36and
another from the Coroplast'sDump in the Athenian Agora37appear plausiblyof the same
series. Direct comparisonhas establishedthat, in that case, the Coroplast'sDump fragment
is one generationearlierthan 6. Once again, however,it is the local derivativematerialfrom
Olynthos that helps fill out the picture:the only complete example of the series38is much
smaller than the Agora mold, but there seem also to be an earlier and larger generation,
attestedonly by uninventoriedscraps,and a fragmentaryearlierone still,39nearerthe size of
6. Further,the Olynthos evidence reveals that this protome series is closely related to a
clusterof otherswhich we may usefullycall the Tiny Eros Group, the name seriesconsisting
of busts of Aphroditewith a very small Eros standingon her left arm.40 Although this may
create a certain presumptionthat the other veiled goddessesin poloi of this Group are also
intended as Aphrodite, a fragment of a protome seemingly near it in style shows Artemis
holding a little fawn.41 The faces of these protomai seem to have moved a little beyond
the strictlyClassicalstyle, and their strandedwavy hair has acquired a somewhat different
character.They are, as a result,more difficultto date, but the most plausibleinterpretationis
probablyto treat them as startingin about the last quarterof the 5th centuryB.C.42
The last fragmentaryprotome mold, 7 (P1.103),is in an extremelypoor, flakycondition,
makingit very difficultfor its pieces to hold togetherfor photography.This is why it (though
not its cast)is shown not quite at the right angle on Plate 103, tipped rathertoo far forward.
It is so poorly preservedthat even the sex of the subject is uncertain. There was no polos
as on 6, 8, and 9, and the top of the mold is aboutwhere the bottom of the polos fell on those
examples. The hair, which extends far down onto the low brow, was rendered much as
on 6 but with the strandingrunning rather more towards the top and back of the head.
Apart from the brows, the corner of the right eye and a part of the right ear seem to be
preserved. Between these last there are what might be vestiges of wisps of hair or beard,
but the semblance of heavier banding which appears on the cast below this is actually the
36

Akr.Mus. no. 12808 (fragmentof polos, hair,right eye, and cheek).
Agora T 1767 a from Cistern S 19:3 (on whose date spreadsee note 250 below): D. B. Thompson 1952,
pp. 147, 162, no. 52 a, pl. 39.
38 OynthusXIV, p. 83, no. 18; for other fragmentsof this generation,see Olynthus
IV, nos. 40, 126, 145.
39 OlynthusIV, nos. 13, 66, 93, 240.
40 Oynthus XIV, pp. 84-85, nos. 20, 21.
41 Oynthus V, no. 69.
42 Their hairstyle
seems to recur more summarilyon small statuettesof that time, e.g. the veiled seated
goddess,Agora T 1471 from Well B 13:5 (ast quarterof the 5th centuryB.C.).
37
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product of the layered flaking of the surface of the mold. Nevertheless, on its back this
mold has the best identifyingmarkoccurringin this context (pp.4 11 above, 47 7-478 below).
The few items publishedhere go some way to transformingour understandingof Attic
terracotta protomai in this period. Hitherto, tantalizing fragments that confirmed that
Athens was stillproducinglarge protomai of splendidquality43were too incomplete to give
an adequate idea of their type or appearance,while numerous derivativeexamples known
only in other fabrics appeared to be Attic in style, though not in clay. The new molds
and protomai enable us to start to see what had been happening, but much more remains
unresolved. The Attic evidence has hitherto been scant because, unlike the Rhodians,
Boiotians,and North Greeks,the Atheniansonly rarelyplaced terracottaprotomaiin graves.
Also, such protomai seem no longer to have been so welcome as dedications at the great
Attic marble temples of Classicaltimes. As any museum curatoris all too aware, faced with
the problemsof exhibitingthem within the constraintsimposed by modern showcases,these
terracottaprotomai had their gaze turned downwardsand were apparentlydesigned to be
hung on a wall surfaceabove eye level. Was it this circumstancethat increasinglyrestricted
their acceptabilityat many temples? During the Archaic period, terracottaprotomai were
common Attic dedications,although the finer,largervarietiesoccurred only spasmodically.
Does the splendidrangeof examplesof these lastof the Nymph Group,fromthe Sanctuaryof
the Nymph by the AthenianAkropolis,44representtheirrapidappropriationof the available
wall space there soon after the large-scaleAttic protome had come into being? Or do the
carefullyburied, largelyEast Greek examplesfrom the Heraion in Delos45demonstratethe
appropriatewall capacityof a tiny Late Archaic shrine?
Whatever the circumstances,it is clear from this context that Attic protomai enjoyed
a splendid "Indiansummer"in the Early Classical,Classical,and Rich Style periods before
declining into an increasinglybackward-lookingand derivativegenre. Their main types,
however,have much earlierArchaicbeginningsin whichAthensplayeda leadingpart. Smallscale molded neck-protomaihad evolved in Attica in the 7th century B.C. and persistedon
into the 6th,46and when, by about the beginningof the second quarterof the 6th century at
the latest, Athens gave birth to the large-scalemolded votive protome with certain of the
examples of the Nymph Group,47these were apparentlyat first greatly enlarged versions
of the same type. The primitiveplaque-protomai,into which these were quickly debased
(p. 413 above),had alreadyacquiredarms by the mid-6th centuryand had thus evolved into
highly schematic bust-protomai,while a kind of solid bust was matched by molded, almost
full bust-protomaiof plaque type.48 In addition, the full bust-protomai,wholly molded
and veiled, current in Late Archaic East Greece, show a veil treatmentthat seems to have
43 E.g. notes 36 and 37 above.
44

[Meliades] 1958, p. 11, fig. 7; Meliades 1962, p. 25, pl. 3:a.

45

Delos XI, pp. 164-166, figs. 122-126; D6losXXIII, nos. 103-160, pp. 53-64, 73-80, pls. 9-18 (there

are also isolatedAttic items, most notably a local modifiedderivativefrom Attic, no. 148).
46 Jenkins 1936, pp. 50-51, pl. VI:8; Stais 1917, p. 208, pl. 9; Sedgwick 1939, pl. 1:2, 3, 6; Croissant 1983,
nos. 152, 153, pp. 237-241, pl. 94.
47 In particularthe exampleswhose molded shoulderlocksframethe head (e.g.top rightin the photographin
the publicationscited in note 44 above), as opposed to those that had been debased into earlyplaque-protomai
(e.g. ibid.,top center). The author is indebted to Mrs. Maro Kyrkou-Tsone'shelp with this material.
48
E.g. Winter 1903, I, p. 240, fig. 10 (betterattestedfrom Eleusis)and the more evolved variety,ibid.,fig. 5.
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appeared earlier on the Attic molded short bust-protome,49raising the question whether
their new type might not also have had linkswith Attica. Although whatever developments
in Attica may have preceded 5 are not known, it is startingto become clear that Archaic
Athens played a leading role in evolving the wholly molded, short bust-protome,showing
only the part of the body immediatelyadjoiningthe neck.50
MASK: 4

The mold for the mask of a bearded god, 4 (P1.103), seems close in style and date to
that for a protome of Athena, 5, discussedabove. Almost certainly it is to be associated
with the masks of Dionysos depicted on Attic black- and red-figuredvases, but here the
top of the head is lost and, with it, all traces of any garland or polos that may once have
confirmedthe god's identity.The plain, flat treatmentof the generousbeard, with the detail
presumablyto be added in the painted decorationof the finishedproducts,strikesan earlier,
alnost Archaic note but is probably here to be understood as an older feature retained as
part of the convention for such masks. Otherwise the style seems to fall in the latter part
of the Early Classical period. Splendidly idealized, he still shows a fairly heavy lower lip
and has centrallyparted, wavy hair,much as on WarriorA of the Riace bronzes.51
The vase scenes depictingthe use of these masksfrequentlyshow them tied to a draped
column to form an impromptuimage of Dionysos.52 The survivingexamples of the actual
masks themselves of Archaic, Classical, and Rich Style date seem to fall into three main
categories:
(1) The usually life-size or larger marble masks seemingly to be associated with some
sanctuariesof Dionysos in Attica. 3 These can hardly be what is shown tied to columns
49 E.g. the veil fragment from a distinctly larger example, Akropolis Museum, old number 1387, and,

of a different series, a complete protome showing only the upper part of the bust (Brouskari1974, p. 118,
fig. 228); a further,later series,probablyalreadyof Early Classicaldate, appearsto be attestedby the protome
no. 147. Similarveils also occur on Archaic Boiotian short bust-protomaiapparentlyof Attic
Berl.Privatbesitz,
derivationor inspiration. For the Late Archaic East Greek veiled full bust-protomaireferredto, see Higgins
1954, nos. 147, 148, p. 70, pls. 27, 28. An Agora fragment from the veil of a bust-protome, T 1708 from
Well 0 19:4 (dumpedfill:mostlylate 5th centuryB.C. but depositedin the 2nd centuryB.C.), seems later,near to
the East Greek Early Classicaltype: Higgins, op.cit.,nos. 237-242, pp. 89-90, pls. 40-43, and Besques 1954,
nos. C 75-77, p. 96, pl. LXVIII.
50 The most significant new evidence for Attic large-scale short bust-protomai is that provided by two
fragmentarymolds from Pit H 4:5 in the Athenian Agora (to ca. 425 B.C. but including Archaic terracottas):
T 4051 a-c, MC 1227 a; T 4052, MC 1227 b (Rotroffand Oaldey 1992, no. 365, pp. 33, 127, pl. 61). They
recall known examples, e.g. Akr.Mus. no. 12729 (Winter1903, I, p. 241, fig. 9; Brouskari1974, p. 36, fig. 42),
but are much larger. Croissant(1983, pp. 20-21) devotesscantspace to these questionsof typologicalevolution,
although he has done much to establishthe sculpturalcredentialsof such Archaic protomai.
5' BronzidaRiace,pls. A 10-A 14, A 18, A 19, A 40, A 43.
52 Insecurelylinkedwith the Lenaiaor Anthesteriafestivals:Jahn1862, pp. 72-74; Frickenhaus1912;Wrede
1928; Hoorn 1951, pp. 24-29; LIMCIII, 1986, pp. 424-428, pls. 296-300, s.v.Dionysos (C. Gaspari);Berard
et al. 1989, pp. 124, 139-142, 151-156, figs. 166, 190, 194, 207, 209-214; Frontisi-Ducroux1991. But the
masksare also depicted decked with the grapes of the Oschophoriaor lying in a harvestliknon.
53 Wrede 1928. This remainsthe most comprehensiveaccount, althoughthe Berlinmaskprobablydoes not
represent Dionysos and the Ikaria example may be the face from a statue (Romano 1982). Some smaller
stone masks may possibly be connected: the crude poros ones from the Akropolis(Brouskari1974, p. 121)
and a marble example from the Agora (Shear 1973, pp. 402-404, pl. 74:d). For a clue as to their ancient
positioningsee Pausanias 1.2.5.
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in the vase scenes, althoughthey may well have played some analogousrole in the public cult
of the god.
(2) Elements from two life-size Archaic terracotta masks from the Athenian Agora,
T 2659 and P 17782 (twonon-joiningfragmentsfrom the same maskfrom FillA 18-19: 1, to
the mid-5th century B.C. but mostly early 5th century;P1. 103);T 3116 (fromArea 0 15).
These were hand-modeledand show a plain, concave back suitableto fit to the cylindrical
shape of a column of modest, domestic dimensions, and the example illustratedhere also
preservespart of one of the holes for the cord to tie it to the column. Presumablyproducedin
pottery workshops,they are decorated in a largely black-figuretechnique. Indeed, some
black-figureartistsadornedtheirvaseswith big full-faceviews ofjust such masksof Dionysos,
and the present examples are remarkablyclose to certain of these.54 They seem to be the
only extant examples of the actual masksshown tied to columns in the vase paintingsnoted
earlier, and their own form suggests that these scenes may be concerned more with the
domestic than the public cult of Dionysos, whatever the festival being marked. Indeed,
in that case, did they possibly simply have a role in the household celebration of various
Dionysiac feasts at differenttimes in the year (see note 52 above)?
(3) Molded terracottavotive or decorativeversionsof (2). What distinguishesthem from
(2), apartfrom their technique, is that they were designedto be hung high on a flat wall, like
protomai. The early examples tended at first to be under half life-size, but larger versions
were soon also attested.55The presentmold appearsto belong to this type. The earliestsuch
examples consist of two series of the same Group known from Boiotia and thought to have
originatedthere around 500 B.c.56 Their facial type and hair treatment,however, set them
somewhat apart from other Boiotian terracottasbut find ready parallels in Attic work of
about the last quarterof the 6th century.It is thus possible,but at this stage unprovable,that
they may be Boiotian derivativesfrom an Attic Group that has yet to be attestedfromAthens
itself or the Boiotian productsof an expatriateAthenian.
DEPTH:10-16
STANDING
FIGURES
OFORDINARY

Although it is clear that Attic terracottashad become technically more sophisticated,
much more creative and innovative,and sometimesof superbquality in the Early Classical
period, it is distinctlymore difficultto trace their development through this phase because
they are no longer so abundantly attested from votive deposits as they had been in Late
Archaictimes, althoughthe evidencefromthe AthenianAgoraconfirmsthat theirproduction
continued unabated. In order to form some idea of their role, it is often necessary to use
Most notablythose of the Classof Neck Amphoraewith Masks:ABV,p. 275; Paralipomena,p. 121;Addnda2,
p. 72. Among other vase representationsone may cite those on cups of the Group of Walters 48.42 within
the Krokotos Group:ABV,pp. 205-207; Bell 1977. On both, see now Frontisi-Ducroux1991, pp. 178-185,
253-255, figs. 104-109; cf. also the maskson lekythoi:ibid.,pp. 162-166, 252-253, figs. 99-101.
55 E.g. the following Boiotian masks, the concept of Dionysos Perikioniosbeing common to both Attica
and Boiotia: mid-5th century B.C., Schneider 1972; Frontisi-Ducroux1991, pp. 208-209, 259, fig. 117 (for
hanging on a wall, despite the extra peg holes); of Rich Style date, Besques 1954, nos. C 85, C 86, p. 97,
pl. LXX; Frontisi-Ducroux,op.cit.,pp. 209-210, 260, figs. 118, 119.
56 Most usefully listed in Schurmann 1989, p. 42, under no. 89. Series A, e.g. LVIC III, 1986, p. 425,
nos. 11, 12, pl. 296, s.v. Dionysos (C. Gaspari);Frontisi-Ducroux1991, pp. 207-208, 257-258, figs. 115, 116.
Series B, LLVMC
III, loc.cit.,no. 14, pl. 296 (the quite differentAkropolishead, ibid.,no. 21, pl. 297, is probably
from a vase).
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the documented survivingAttic fragmentsto identifythe derivativesfrom Attic terracottas
in other,betterpreservedGreekfabrics.This in turn suggeststhat Athens may have played a
much more importantpart than has hithertobeen allowedin the evolution of EarlyClassical
statuettesand that relationshipsbetweenthe differentfabricsmay have been more complexly
interwoventhan had been anticipatedwhen theirproductswere firstused to distinguishlocal
trendsin the chiton- or peplos-cladfiguresof that period.57
The mold fragment10 (P1.104)preservesthe lowerpart of a woman or goddessstanding
with her right leg slightly advanced and flexed and clearly outlined through her clinging
chiton. It finds close parallelsin a well attestedRhodian series in which the chiton is worn
with an indistinct deep kolpos (or else overfold?)and with, over it, a narrowly bunched
himation acrossthe left shoulderand carriedaround the body and over the left arm.58 The
problemis that the Agora mold is on a distinctlylargerscale than these and so seems unlikely
to be derivedfrom them. The explanationis to be found in another,tallerseries,known from
foreign derivatives,59that is closely similarthroughoutsave that its drapery is rendered in
much greater detail and that it wears a polos and has a head in Attic style. The Rhodian
examples probablyrepresenta separateseries copying the Athenian one, or a hypothetical
earlier Athenian version yet to be discovered, or the same original that inspired them all.
The Rhodian figuresare alreadyattestedfrom tombs of advancedEarlyClassicaldate, while
the Attic seriesseems unlikelyto be much earlierthan this, based on the styleof its head. The
beginnings of the type, however, are probably to be sought in Attic rather than Rhodian
terracottasbecause it was among the Attic figuresand not their Rhodian counterpartsthat
this distinctiveway of wearing the himation had evolved at the end of the Archaic period.60
The same parallelismoccurswith similar,intimatelyrelatedfiguresthat flex the other leg
but that are otherwisealmost identical with thosejust described. Again, there are a rather
smallerRhodian series6land antecedent(?)Attic versions,both a bare-headedone62and one
with a polos, known mainly from foreignderivatives.63In this case there is also a varietyin a
57 Poulsen 1937.

58 E.g. Winter 1903, I, p. 59, fig. 5; Lindos I, no. 2269, p. 549, pl. 105; Poulsen 1937, p. 82, fig. 51;
Breitenstein 1941, nos. 251, 443, pp. 26-27, 49, pls. 26, 56; Besques 1954, nos. C 45, C 135, C 595, pp. 90,
106-107, 159, pls. IXIII, LXXVII, CIII; Higgins 1954, nos. 210-218 bis (including items from Fikellura
Tombs 147, dated ca.460-440 B.C., and 171, dated ca.475-450 B.C.), pp. 83-84, pl. 37; Higgins 1973, nos. 17,
19, pp. 59-60, pls. 33, 67; Sindosnos. 27-31 (B. Misaelidou;from Tomb 40, dated ca.460-450 B.C.), pp. 25-27.
59 E.g. Brussels,Musees Royaux M 773: Verhoogen 1956, p. 24, fig. 14, right. (Some Boiotian versions
with poloi, however, seem more related to the Rhodian series of note 58 above, e.g. Athens, N.M. 4532 and
Nauplia Museum nos. 322, 499; for the phenomenon see note 64 below).
60 Athens, N.M. 14385; the same series seems to have continued later with an early Early Classical head
(Winter 1903, I, p. 59, fig. 8), and a headless example in Chicago, Smart Gallery U.C. 446 (TC 62), may
ratherbelong to this stage.
61 E.g. Carlsruhe,BadischesLandesmuseumB 379 (Schtrmann 1989, no.320, p.94, pl.57, where apparendy
treatedas an Italiote derivative);possiblyHiggins 1973, no. 20, p. 60, pl. 37.
62 New York, M.M.A. 1972.118.125. Local derivativesof this(?)now in Thessalonike and Oxford, Miss.:
VII, nos. 168, 169; also DtlosXXIII, no. 241, pp. 101-102, pl. 23.
Olynthus
63 Winter 1903, I, p. 59, fig. 6; Poulsen 1937, p. 76, fig. 44 (IstanbulMuseum, from Chalke); Athens,
N.M. 4558; Nauplia Museum no. 1009; Washington,D.C., CorcoranMuseum no. 26.540; Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden no. S 727 (Leyenaar-Plaisier1979, no. 185, p. 92, pl. 31); Paris, Louvre MNB 3053
(Besques 1954, no. C 46, p. 91, pl. LXIV);perhapsalso DdlosXXIII, no. 240, p. 101, pl. 23.
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polos near in style to the Rhodian series but known mostdyfrom BoiotiaY64But, among
these Early Classicalchiton- and himation-cladterracottafigures of women or goddesses,
the series that range themselvesaround the superbAttic name piece in Paris of the Group
of Hett Collection 23965 provide some of the most interestingevidence. Here there was
also a second, laterAttic seriesof a differentGroupof nearerthe mid-5th century66based on
the same originalsculpturaltype and a more humdrumRhodian series67that seems to have
drawn most of its inspirationfrom this second version.
The mold 13 (P1. 104) is for a small statuette of a young woman or goddess, clad in
chiton
and himation(see also p. 411 above). Her missingextended left forearmwas to have
a
been added after molding. Agora T 1706 (P1.104)68is an Attic statuetteof the same series
and generation. It reveals that her right hand, not preservedon the mold fragment, held
verticallyagainsther side. This seriesmay have been based on a
a ribbedphialemesomphalos
lost sculpturaloriginal known from later marble copies and perhaps to be dated near the
beginning of the Classicalperiod proper,the Kore of the Museo Nuovo Capitolino.69Such
near-contemporaryversionsof majorworks,however,seem rarelyto have been meticulous
copies. In most cases the aim may simply have been to capture the iconography that had
come to be accepted as part of the identity of a particularmythologicalfigure or deity, the
artistpossiblyoften workingsimplyfrom memory and apparentlyfeeling free to vary minor
details.70 In the present instance, the himation does not extend so high across the chest as
on the CapitolineKore, and a Classicalconventionhas been adoptedfor renderingthe wavy
hair. By the same token, the evidence of this series that the goddess was holding a phiale
need not carrygreat weight. Further,as such workswere based on alreadywell established
sculpturaltypes, it followsthat they were, to varyingdegrees, later than their originals. The
present series seems more likely to date from the end of the Classical period proper than
its beginning. This is most clearly indicated by its small scale. The tiny versions of the
ordinarystanding and seated divine statuettesthat coexisted with their larger counterparts
in Late ArchaicAthens appearto have passedinto eclipsein the EarlyClassicaland Classical
64

E.g. Higgins 1954, no. 811, pp. 216-217, pl. 111;Detroit, Instituteof Arts no. B 4697.

65 Deposited in the Louvre for many years past and its authenticity established by thermoluminescence

testing (on informationkindlyprovidedby Alain Pasquier);in the opinion of the author,who noted it in 1952,
outstandinglyfine Early ClassicalAttic work. A weak derivativeof the same seriesfrom Athens in the Cabinet
des Medailles,Paris,holds an indeterminateappliqueanimal,possiblysuggestingthat the goddess is Artemis(?.):
Winter 1903, I, p. 61, fig. 7. Their early date is confirmedby the intimatelyrelatedseated figuresof the Group
(cf. 45, p. 427).
66 New York,M.M.A. 1972.118.112: Bothmer 1961, no. 178, p. 47, pl. 62; Madrid, Museo Arqueologico,
inv. no. 3167, with alien (Rhodian)head(?):Laumonier 1921, no. 1, p. 2, pl. I.
67 BritishMuseum, from the child burial,FikelluraTomb 253, dated ca.475-450 B.C.: Higgins 1954, no. 220,
p. 285, pl. 38; Berlin, StaatlicheMuseum, from Corinth:Winter 1903, I, p. 178, fig. 4; Koster 1928, pp. 60-61,
pl. 35; Paris, Cabinet des Medailles 94, from Camirus, 1865; New York,with aberranthead: Bothmer 1961,
no. 175, p. 46, pl. 62; LindosI, no. 2272, p. 550, pl. 105.
68 From Area 0 20, with 4th-centuryB.C. pottery. P.H. 6.4 cm. For the phiale, see the fragment from a
differentminiaturestandingfigureof this stage, Agora T 3372 (fromArea H 13).
69 Mustilli 1939, no. 5, pp. 116-118, pl. 74; Helbig4 II, no. 1758, pp. 534-535 (H. von Steuben).
70 Cf. p. 468 below. A similarphenomenon occurs where known sculpturaltypes are used for deities, etc.,
on the marble reliefs dedicated as votives or set at the head of public documents, and a similar,but slighter
variabilityis also in evidence in the near-contemporarysmall votive marble copies of them in the round (e.g.
note 77 below). On the broaderissuessee now Bartmann 1992.
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periods there, to be revivedagain at the end of the Classicalstage, perhapsfrom ca.430 B.C.
on, continuing on into the Rich Style. It seems simplest to link our series with the early
part of this revival.
The mold 11 (P1.104) is for a woman standingwith her right leg slightlyflexed and her
rightarm raised. It is of ratherlimiteddepth, almostborderlineto the shallowerfiguresdealt
with separatelyon pp. 444-446. Unless this impliesa deliberateconservatism,as well it may,
her draperywith its flattish,formally arrangedzigzag folds would suggest a date still early
in the Classical period. But, with the upper part of her shoulder missing, it is hard even
to be surein distinguishingthe garmentsworn. The main one appearsto be a peplos with an
overfold. Either that overfoldis to be understoodas also fastenedpartway along the upper
arm from which its outer folds descend, or else a second garment is shown here, a short
(doubled?)himation of the same length as the overfoldpresumablyhanging down her back
from her shoulders, the situationbeing obscured by minor illogicalitiesin the detail. The
wearing of such a short mantle down the back behind the peplos or a peplos-like chiton
is known from the Classical period, e.g., on the Parthenon frieze and on the Capitoline
Demeter and relatedworks(note 77 below). Further,she also displaysa differentlyrendered
sleeve of thinner material fastened along the rest of her arm, suggesting that she is also
wearing an under-chitonunder the peplos.
The closest terracottaparallelis provided by a series already of Rich Style date where
the combination appears to be that of a chiton and a himation and where the weight is
on the other leg.71 There the woman had both arms raised to steady something fashioned
separatelyand no longer preservedthat she was carrying on her head. What survives of
her arms, however, does not preclude this from being of only modest width, and it may be
that such statuettesare simply more elaborate versions of the similarlydressed Rich Style
kanephoroi.72On the Agora mold, however,the angle of her preservedrightforearmreveals
that if she was indeed carryingan object on her head, it was something very much wider.
This also rules out the other common types with raised arms, the hydrophoroi and the
mourningwomen. That the right hand appearsto have been removed before the mold was
taken, presumablybecause it was molded with the object held, makes it most unlikelythat
the raisedarm held somethingin a differentmaterialsuch as a staffor spear. There remains
another possibilityin the Attic repertoryof this date, found in the statuettes of a woman
carryinga little girl on her shoulder,usuallyidentifiedas Demeter and Kore and probably
rightlyso in view of the polos or divine dignityof the child. These, to be sure, normallyhave
the girl on the goddess'sleft shoulder,but her right arm is raisedto grip the child's extended
71 Hutton 1899a, p. 33, fig. 16; Burlington
Greek
Art, no. 24, p. 75, pl. 78; Sotheby's,
18 June 1930, no. 152,

p. 23, pl. 9; Higgins 1967, pl. 31:F.Of the same series is the Berlin example from the Piraeus:Winter 1903, I,
p. 78, fig. 1. An older, still Early Classicalversion of such a subject in a symmetricalhimation is attested by
the Agora mold T 1379 from Well M 20:3, lower fill (last quarterof 5th century B.C.). For the persistence
into the Rich Style of conservative,Classical-typedraperyof the kind shownby 11, see Besques 1954, no. C 24,
p. 86, pl. LIX and the analogousbut differentfiguresdiscussedunder 12 below.
72 Usefully assembled:D. B. Thompson 1954, pp. 270-272 (Linda Roccos has since observed that ibid.,
nos. 4 and 9, pls. 20, 22, are probablyfrom the same statuette);also Higgins 1954, p. 195 under no. 729 (the
BritishMuseum head from Larnakanow no. 66.1-1.149), and Schtirmann1989, pp. 40-41 under no. 86. Add,
fromAmarynthos,Eretria,Sapouna-Sakellarake1992, p. 213, pl. 122:p,bottom left. On their significance,see
the Thesmophoria figure on the calendar frieze incorporatedinto the Little Metropolis (Agios Eleutherios)
in Athens:Deubner 1932, no. 4, pp. 50-60, 250, pl. 33:4.
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right hand or wrist, as on an advanced Classicalversion in the Louvre73and the early Rich
Style series now also attested from the child's grave hS 264 in the Kerameikos.74 These
examples show little correspondencewith the draperyof the present mold, but a different
version in Bonn wears a short mantle down her back.75 little more can be said while the
Agora mold remains unique. As noted on p. 409 above and in note 185 below, 11 shows
the same fabric as the more characteristicallyRich Style mold for a woman or goddess, 25
(Pls. 105, 107),but it seems impossiblefor the two to be physicallylinked.
The fragment 14 (P1.105) is from a mold of a differentseries from the last but perhaps
for an analogous figure, this time with what seems more definitelya longer cloak hanging
down her back and with her left leg slightlyflexed. Among extant terracottasit appears
to have been closest to the Rich Style Copenhagen and Berlin statuettescited in note 71
above, althoughthese show a differenttreatmentof the folds at the ankle and there is little to
indicate that our mold need be so advanced; a pedestaled Rich Style Nike in Berlin may
also be compared.76 Among the major sculpturesknown from copies, the concept seems
to be enshrined in the Capitoline Demeter and the smaller,near-contemporaryversion in
Venice.77But early Rich StyleAttic terracottasand plasticvases were capable of developing
this into something much more sophisticated,with the underlyingbody structureshowuing
throughmuch lighter drapery,as witnessthe seriesof the Athens Nike lekythos.78
The mold fragment 15 (P1. 104) belongs somewhere near these last in type, but with
its contact surfacealmost entirelylost, it is impossibleto be any more precise than that.
The remaining two molds raise problems of a differentkind. 12 (P1. 105) preserves
the lower part of a woman standing with her left leg slightly flexed and dressed in shoes
and a peplos, the latter worn with an overfold, its bottom preserved where it descended
lower at her right side but, despite that adjustment,also slightly too long and trailing on
the ground a little at her feet. The draperyfolds suggesta Classicaldate, but the slenderhips
and over-longgarment seem alien to the Classicalstyle in Athens. These features,however,
are well matched on a splendidEarlyClassicalseriesof a young woman in a peplos, standing
in the same way and with the overfold giving the effect of descending lower to her right,
73 Besques 1954, no. C 98, p. 100, pl. LXXII; LIMC IV, 1988, p. 870, no. 302, pl. 582, s.v. Demeter
(L. Beschi).
74 Kerameikosno. T 40; see note 11 above (fifthfromrightin publishedgroup photograph). Others: Winter
1903, I, p. 144, fig. 5 and the examples there listed, except c andf; Besques 1963, nos. Bo 104 and MYR1138,
pp. 5-6, pl. 5; Higgins 1973, no. 60, p. 66, pl. 39; Vysmavkts1976, no. 80, p. 29, with pl.; Athens, N.M. 5842,
10155; earliergeneration(?):Corinth XII, no. 140, p. 34, pl. 10.
75 Winter 1903, I, p. 144, fig. 4; also the example formerly in the ErlenmeyerCollection, Basel: Sot&by's,
9Ju y 1990, no. 80, p. 46, fig. on p. 45.
76 Winter 1903, II, p. 179, fig. 1; Koster 1928, pl. 33; Rohde 1968, p. 41, pl. 18:a.
77 BrBr 358; bibliography:Helbig4 II, no. 1387, pp. 193-194, (H. von Steuben). The statuette in Venice:
Kabus-Jahn1972, pp. 23-28, pls. 10-13; cf. also the other types, op.cit.,pp. 29-40, 61-67, pls. 14-22, 36-40;
Ridgway 1981, pp. 192-198.
78 Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 10-15, pp. 7-9, pls. 3, 4; Derksen 1993; perhapsalso the statuettefragment
from the Pnyx, Assembly Place Period III (to the third quarterof the 4th century B.C. on the evidence of the
Thasian jar stamps, according to Virginia Grace), D. B. Thompson 1943, no. 19, p. 139, fig. 54, and the
head archetype, note 306 below. Near it are the Agora fragments,T 2395 (Area C-D 17-18) and T 2859
(PitC 19:2, to the third quarterof the 4th centuryB.C.).
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where it merges into the open edge of the garment.79 Her drapery,though, hangs quite
differently,in simpler,more fluidfoldsthat suggestthe weight of the cloth. If 12 is a modified
derivativeof this same series,then such drasticchangeshave been made in updatingit on an
anteriorsecondaryarchetypeas to obliteratemost of its characterand leave its identification
quite uncertain.
The alternativeis to link it with a curiouslater Group that seems to have tried to hark
backto the EarlyClassicalidiom. The authorsuggeststhat thisbe named the Maying Group.
The name series shows a slenderyoung woman holding out the bottom edge of her peplos
overfoldwhich she is using to carrythree large rosettelikeflowers,possiblyconceived as the
materialfor a garlandsince these figuresare also often adapted as Nikai by adding wings.80
Other seriesin the Group depict a young woman pluckingat the rightedge of her peplos and
adjustingits hang at her left shoulder8lor, relatedto this, holding a bird in her left hand82or
a tambourine.83 The peplos is treated in a very shallow linear fashion, and the overfold
tends to extend a very long way down at the sides,particularlyat the right,which the Maying
series renders quite clearly as the open edge of the garment. Although the draperymight
seem at firststill EarlyClassical,the heads of these figuressuggestthat they extend down into
the time of the earliest Rich Style in Attica. Although some of them are reputedly from
Athens, their style seems somewhat alien there and perhapsmore at home in the periphery
of Corinth,84an impressionstrengthenedby the fabricof certain of the examples.
On the other hand, the Agora mold 12 is separatedfrom this Group by the harsher
and heavier renderingof its draperyfolds, and if it is for modified Attic derivativesof one
79 E.g. the complete Athens, N.M. 17386, and the fragmentaryVienna, KunsthistorischesMuseum V 2050
(Poulsen 1937, p. 50, fig. 27, where wrongly linked with a quite differentseries). Paris, Louvre MNB 420
(Besques 1954, no. C 1, p. 82, pl. LV) may be a weak modified derivativein which the detail has been much
debased (?).
80 Stackelberg1837, p. 45, pl. LXIII:2 (fromAthens);Winter 1903, I, p. 78, fig. 4, II, p. 179, fig. 2 (excluding
the differentSicilian,etc., versionsof similarsubjects,e.g. Poulsen 1937, pp. 12, 93, figs. 7, 55-59; Breitenstein
1941, no. 442, p. 49, pl. 56), the examples from Eretriain Athens, National Museum, being inv. nos. 3976
(Hutton 1899b, pp. 31-32, fig. 4) and 12402 and the LanckoronskaCollection example subsequentlyBomford
Collection (LifeinMiniature
no. 52, p. 20, pl. 36, right [F.Nicholson];Bomford
Collection,
no. 117, p. 44, with pl.
facing [H. W. Catling]; Sotheby's,
10 July 1979, no. 258, p. 112, with pl. facing); Besques 1954, no. C 228,
p. 119,p1.LXXXVI.
81 E.g. Olynthus
XCI, nos. 186, 187; Athens, N.M. 3977, from Eretria (Hutton 1899b, pp. 31-32, fig. 5);
Providence,Rhode Island School of Design inv. no. 06.329.
82 E.g. Olynthus
VII, no. 159; Athens, N.M. 12403, from Eretria.
83 E.g. Athens, N.M. 12308, from Atalante.
84 Gloria Merkerreportsthe presence of this Group (forwhich she prefersa different
classification)among
the abundantterracottasfrom the Demeter Sanctuaryat Corinth. Their heads bear some resemblanceto Rich
Style Attic (e.g. to Athens, N.M. 10224, from the Piraeus),but their bodies, although clearly later, stand in
a close stylisticrelationshipwith those of the main class of Early Classical bronze karyatidmirrors, mostly
variouslyascribedto Sikyon, Corinth, or Argos (Keene Congdon 1981, pp. 150-203, pls. 26-91). The author
has in the past employed the term "Corinthianperiphery"to embrace Corinthian-typeterracottaproduction
not known from Corinth and possiblyfrom outside that city. That situationwill change dramaticallywith the
publicationof the rich new finds from Corinth, but there may still be the need for some such wider term until
we know much more about the terracottasof Corinth'sartisticallyactive neighbors, such as Sikyon, and the
relationshipsbetween these and those of Corinth. There may also be the possibilityof expatriateCorinthian
production(cf. note 248 below).
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of its series there has been a deliberateattempt to bring the treatmenthere more into line
with local practice, as, e.g., on the Berlin Nike and the series of the Athens Nike lekythos
cited earlier.85Or is it simply an independentlocal work loosely inspiredby this Group?
The mold 16 (P1. 104) is for a large statuette of a woman or goddess clad in a chiton
and himation and standing with her right leg slightlyflexed and her weight on her other
foot. What survivescompares well with major marble works of developed Classical date,
most notably the "Kore"Albani.86 When we look for parallels among known terracotta
statuettes,however,we come up againsta puzzling phenomenon:the VariableGoddess.87
It will suffice here to cite the variations on a single original from two quite different
Groups, as these comprise most of the relevant material. The Variable Goddess Group I
includessuch standingfemale figures,usuallywith the chiton off the right shoulder:
(a) holding an apple(?)in her right hand and with her left hand on her hip;88
(b) with her right hand drawingher himation over her right shoulderand her left hand
on her hip;89
(c) with her loweredrighthand holdingthe edge of the largehangingfold of the himation
and her left hand on her hip;90
(d) with her lowered right hand as on the previous version but holding a small swan
in her left.91
The VariableGoddess Group II shows such a figure:
(a) with her loweredrighthand holdingthe edge of the largehangingfold of the himation
(as on I c) and her left hand on her hip;92
(b) with her righthand grippingthe edge of the himation(hereworn as a veil)at shoulder
level and her left hand on her hip;93
85

Notes 76 and 78 above. For the effect one can more readily compare weak derivativesof other series
of peplophoroi elsewhere,e.g. Corinth
XV, i, no. 25, p. 96, pl. 33.
86 LiMC II, 1984, p. 24, no. 149, pl. 18, s.v.Aphrodite(A. Delivorriasetal.);also attestedamong the Grimani
statuettesin Venice:Kabus-Jahn1972, no. 149, p. 24, pl. 18. Looserparallelsfor the lower draperycan be also
drawnwith other works,such as the "Hera"Borghese,the "Hera"Barberini,and the Athena Velletri.
87 Cf. p. 468 below. Some of these relationshipshave been suspectedearlier,e.g. Higgins 1954, pp. 229-230,
234.
88 Berlin, S.M. 8497, from Salamis, Cyprus (Winter 1903, I, p. 80, fig. 7; K6ster 1928, p. 62, pl. 37);
Louvre CA 1502 (Besques 1954, no. C 226, p. 112, pl. LXXXV; LLMIC
II, 1984, pl. 20); Munich, Staatliche
Antikensammlungen,inv. no. SL 124 (Sieveking 1916, I, p. 23, pl. 32; also variant with appliqu( veil, ibid.,
p. 24, pl. 33); mold from Olynthos (OlynthusXYV, no. 259).
89 Winter 1903, I, p. 83, fig. 3; London, B.M. 73.8-20.610 (Higgins 1954, no. 875, p. 234, pl. 127);Chicago,
Art Instituteinv. no. 1959.111; LindosI, nos. 3058, 3062, 3063, pp. 716-717, pl. 143.
90 Stackelberg1837, p. 45, pl. LXVI:2 (fromAthens);Winter 1903, I, p. 81, figs. 1, 2 (the latter Corinthian
derivatives);Leiden, Rijksmuseumvan Oudheden, inv. no. LKA 941 (Leyenaar-Plaisier1979, no. 55, pp. 3435, pl. 11); Oxford, Ashmolean, inv. no. 1951.363; London, B.M. 75.10-12.18, from Thisbe (Higgins 1954,
no. 876, p. 234, pl. 127); Frankfurt,Liebighaus, inv. no. 476, Corinthian derivative (Bol 1981, pp. 73-74,
fig. 96); LindosI, nos. 3054-3056, 3059, pp. 716-717, pl. 143; New York, M.M.A. 59.48.17; San Francisco,
De Young Museum, inv. no. 1925.28.38.
91 Winter 1903, I, p. 81, fig. 4; London, B.M. 73.8-20.609 (Higgins 1954, no. 877, p. 234, pl. 127);
Cambridge,Girton College (Lifein Miniature,
no. 81, p. 25, pl. 16 [F.Nicholson]).
92 Winter 1903, I, p. 81, fig. 6; Brussels,Musees Royaux, inv. no. A 1325 (Verhoogen 1956, pl. IX).
93 Winter 1903, I, p. 83, fig. 4; Oxford, Ashmolean, inv. no. 1927.2117 (Vafopoulou-Richardson1981,
no. 23, p. 25, pl. 23); Amsterdam, Allard Pierson Museum, inv. no. 1006 (Scheurleer 1986, no. 29, p. 44,
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(c) with her right hand as on the previous example, but with her left holding a small
swan.94
There are also other variantsin and near this Group, but these deviate rathermore from the
underlying type. The figures with a swan, I d and II c, have in the past been identified
as Leda or Nemesis, but the bird seems to be held more as a divine attribute than as a
lover. The simplestinterpretationwould seem to be that all the variantsof each Group were
created together as sets to show differentaspects of the same goddess, whose identity was
felt to be enshrined in the underlying sculpturaltype. Various details, such as the apple
apparentlyheld by I a, would appearto suggestthat Aphroditeis intended, and this seems to
be confirmedby other versionsof the type outsidethe Groupsconsideredhere, in particular
a Corinthian variant in Athens in which the goddess wears a polos as well as a veil and
holds the hand of her child, Eros;95this last belongs ratherto a stage, which the author has
suggestednaming the "EvolvedStyle",whose advanced work may bridge the transitionto
the Tanagra Style (pp. 474 476). Internalevidence suggeststhat the derivativeproduction
of GroupI may have continuedfor a long time. Indeed, its rigidstructureand its treatmentof
the chiton folds over the chest raise the questionwhether the originalbehind them all might
not go back at least to early in the Classicalperiod. Group I, however, would seem itself
to have begun in the late 5th centuryB.C., to judge from the initialhairstyleused; this seems
subsequentlyto have been modified with shoulder locks, a hair knot, or the tall lampadion,
testifyingto a productioncontinuingfar down throughthe 4th century.The Group II figures
are largerand much freer in style but may not have begun so very much later.
Up to now there has been little evidence that Attic workshopstook much cognizance of
the VariableGoddess type, althoughwith these figuresso widely attestedin other mainland
fabricsand with isolated Attic finds of its examples, it would be surprisingif they did not.96
With 16 so incomplete, no certaintyis possible. Its style is naturallycloser to Group II than
Group I, but its scale is distinctlylarger and its drapery treatment was once rather finer
and more detailed than on the examples of Group II cited above.
SEATEDFIGURES OF ORDINARY DEPTH: 17, 18, 45-48

The worn fragment 45 (P1. 105) in the heavy fabric of the Attic Early Classical style
preservesthe chest of a seated woman. From what can be made out of the outline of her
himation carried up obliquely over her left shoulder and the extremely faint vestige of the
lower edge of the overfoldof her chiton, thispiece may belong to a known seriesdepictingan
with pl.); London, B.M. 1926.11-15.12, from Lake Kopais area (Higgins 1954, no. 862, pp. 229-230, pl. 123);
LouvreMNB 569, from Tanagra(Besques1954, no. C 36, p. 80, pl. LXII);Chicago, OrientalInstitute,inv. no.
A 25537; Boston, M.EA. 87.405; WturzburgH 5075 (Schmidt 1994, no. 62, pp. 57-58, pl. 15);Berl.Privatbesitz,
no. 161.
94 Winter 1903, I, p. 82, fig. 5; Amsterdam,AllardPierson Museum, inv. no. 1004 (Scheurleer1929, p. 15,
fig. 2); London, B.M. 1940.6-10.13 (Higgins 1954, no. 863, p. 230, pl. 123);WtirzburgH 4278 (Schmidt 1994,
no. 64, pp. 58-59, pl. 14);formerlyBomford Collection (Lifein Miniature,
no. 79, p. 25, pl. 17 [F.Nicholson];
Bomford
Collection,
no. 118, p. 44, pl. on p. 45 [H. W Cading]; Sotheby's,
1OJu(y1979, no. 231, p. 96).
95 Athens, N.M. 4160 (Winter 1903, II, p. 6, fig. 5; Karouzou 1980, p. 153, with fig.; Lattimore 1987,
pp. 419-420, fig. 5).
96 Cf. also the mold fragmentfrom the Pnyx, AssemblyPlace Period III (see note 78 above on dating):D. B.
Thompson 1943, no. 33, p. 140, fig. 56. For other U 13:1 standingtypes, see pp. 439-440, 443-446.
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enthronedgoddess, representedby an example formerlyin the BomfordCollection.97This
can be assignedto the Group of Hett Collection 239, whose name seriesis brieflydiscussed
on p. 422 above.
The mold fragment 17 (P1. 105) retains parts of the throne and footstool and of the
draped right leg and foot of a seated goddess. The draperyforms a distinctivepattern of
flat, Early Classicalfolds, with the lower edge of a deep kolpos at the knee. Precisely this
pattern is first attested on a seated goddess in the Serpieri (formerlyVlastos) Collection in
Athens,98with a fine Early Classicalhead of the same series as one from the North Slope
of the Akropolis.99 She apparentlywears a peplos with both a hip-length overfold and a
knee-lengthkolpos, a not unusual combination on Attic and Attic-derivedstatuettesof this
period,100but here with quite distinctivefold patterns. This same sculpturaltype reappears
updatedin quite differentGroupsclearlyof Attic derivationat the end of the Early Classical
and the startof the Classicalperiod, either with the hair stillbound in a kerchief,probablya
sphendone,1I1or else wearinga polos and shoulderlocks.102All would appearto have been
inspiredby the same original,includingthe few examplesintroducingminor variations,e.g.,
also showing a short, hip-length kolpos under the overfold as well as the deep one! The
influenceof this originalis possiblyalso to be seen in parts of the fold treatmentof otherwise
quite differentcontemporaryenthronedgoddesses'03and in still later echoes.104
The other mold fragmentrelevanthere, 18 (P1.104), preservespart of the throne back
and the left arm of a seatedfigure,probablythat of a goddess. She seems to have held her left
hand by her breast, but here there is less certaintybecause the contact surface has flaked
away over this area. The stylewould seem to date from the EarlyClassicalor the earlierpart
97 Recorded by the author on Parismarket, 1952; subsequendlyBomfordCollection (Sotheby's,
0l uly 1979,

no. 211, p. 90, with pl. facing). Heads apparendlyof this series,but of an earliergenerationfrom the Athenian
Akropolis:Akr. Mus. 12352, 12398, 12400 (Winter 1903, I, p. 72, fig. 2); also Agora Museum, North Slope
excavations,AF 1196; and (presentgeneration)Akr.Mus. 12404 (plainhair), 12411.
98 Poulsen 1937, p. 59, fig. 36. The author is deeply indebted to Mrs. Serpieri for access to her collection
some years ago.
99 Agora Museum AF 250: Morgan 1935, p. 207, fig. 12:a.
100 It implies a peplos of extremely generous length, perhaps more appropriateto a goddess than a mortal
woman.
101Winter 1903, I, p. 72, figs. 6, 9; Louvre CA 2544 (Besques 1954, no. C 233, p. 120, pl. LXXXVI);
Oxford, Ashmolean, inv. no. 1893.95, from Thebes (Poulsen 1937, p. 57, fig. 35); Munich, Staadiche
Antikensammlungen,inv. no. 6659; Yeroulanos Collection ET' 33/165 and smaller derivative examples,
including one from Trakhones Grave B74; ClaraRhodosVIII, no. 17, pp. 187-193, fig. 179 (from lalysos,
Marmaro, Grave 78, mostly second quarter of 5th century B.C. but with a few later items); Simon 1989,
no. 271, p. 165, pl. 104 (H. Froning).
102 Winter 1903, I, p. 72, fig. 3; Copenhagen, National Museum, inv. no. 7337 (Breitenstein1941, no. 264,
p. 28, pl. 29).
103 E.g., with slightlydifferentfold patternsand throne:New York,M.M.A. 59.48.6; also close but without the
deep kolposat the knees:Hamburg,Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe, inv. no. 1927.37, ChaironeiaMuseum,
VII, nos. 218, 223, and weaker derivatives, including modified examples
inv. no. 432 from Abai, Olynthus
such as VII, no. 249; likewisewithout the kolpos but with an under-chitonshowing at the bottom under the
peplos:Copenhagen, National Museum, inv. no. 6349 (Poulsen1937, p. 58, fig. 37; Breitenstein1941, no. 265,
p. 28, pl. 29).
104 E.g. Copenhagen, National Museum, inv. no. 6591, from Polygiros(Breitenstein1941, no. 349, p. 39,
pl. 40), differentlyproportionedand apparentlya much laterversionof the same subjectas the Vlastos/Serpieri
figure.
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of the Classicalperiod, but it is not possible to identifythe serieswith any confidence from
what remains. Although this pose, with the left hand to the breast, is occasionallyattested
on peplos figures,105it seems more appropriateto chiton-cladwomen with the end of the
himation draped above held in the bent crook of the arm, as on one of the seated goddess
series of the Group of Hett Collection 239.106 The only evidence of such draping of the
himation here is a faint bulge across the upper arm, but this detail became quite faint on
some of the derivativesof that series,107and these also occasionallydeveloped the practice
shown here of indicating the uprightsas well as the crossbarof the throne back.108 This
series, however,has the left hand ratherfurtherover, more between the breasts. A separate
series,which seems to be a debasedversion of the same type, appearsto hold its hand more
as here but not quite so high.109
46 (P1.105) is part of a statuetteof the Mother of the Gods, shown seated with a lion
on her lap. She is wearinga chiton and has a himationdrapedover her left shoulder. Closest
to this is a series attestedfrom Olynthosrevealingthat the goddess held a phiale in her right
hand and clasped the lion with her left.110 Its style suggestsa date near or of the early Rich
Style. Alreadyearly Rich Style Attic is a second seriesknown from Naukratisin which both
the goddess'shands clasp the lion.111 The underlyingsculpturaltype shown by the drapery,
etc., is that imperfectlyattestedin the Attic marble statuettesand stelai of the Mother of the
Gods and in some of the wider Graeco-Romaniconographyof Cybele."12 It is thought to be
that of the cult image variouslyascribedto Pheidiasor Agorakritos,apparentlyhoused in the
Old Bouleuterionin the Athenian Agora until the Hellenistic Metroon was built nearby to
receive it."13 The lion on the goddess'slap was a much older attributeon Attic terracotta
statuettesof the Mother of the Gods, regularlyappearingfrom Late Archaic times on, and
may here be more of a vestigialfeature. On this subject,perhapsthe most interestingof these
near-contemporaryAttic terracottaversionsfrom around the beginning of the Rich Style is
that from Kerameikostomb hS 264, 114in which the goddess'slap is left empty,althoughthe
lion seems to have appearedon that of the figurein relief on a small stele added beside her.
The badly worn fragment48 (P1.106) preservesmuch of the legs, the right somewhat
advanced, of a woman dressedin chiton and himation and apparentlyseated on a klismos.
Probably the most straightforwardinterpretationis to regard this as being from the same
105 E.g. Besques 1954, no. C 58, p. 93, pl. LXV.

106 Winter 1903, I, p. 70, fig. 6; Athens, N.M. 3975; Copenhagen, National Museum, inv. no. 7304
(Breitenstein 1941, no. 282, p. 31, pl. 31); formerly Erlenmeyer Collection, Basel (Sotheby's,
9 July 1990,
no. 68, p. 38, with fig.). Quite close in drapery treatmentis the standing name series of this Group (p. 422
and note 65 above);for a differentseated-goddessseriesof the same Group, see note 97 above.
107 E.g. Besques 1954, no. C 187, p. 114, pl. LXXXII.
108 E.g. on an example recordedby the author on Athens market, 1949-1950.
9 Winter 1903, I, p. 70, fig. 3; Washington,D.C., CorcoranMuseum, inv. no. 26.536.
110 OlynthusV, nos. 355, 356, XIV, no. 181; Higgins 1954, no. 718, p. 191, pl. 93.
111 Oxford, Ashmolean, inv. no. G 75, from Naukratis(Gutch 1898-1899, no. 74, p. 84, pl. 12); possibly
"parallel"(?):Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum, inv. no. 910.108.37 (G 2805).
112 E.g. Svoronos 1908, pls. 116-120, 198, 239, 240; Corpus
CultusCybelaeAtd&isque,passin,
for variationsof the
same enthroned type.
113 H. A. Thompson 1937, pp. 115-217; Vermaseren1977, pp. 32-35.
114 See note 11 above (sixthfrom right in publishedgroup photograph);also D. B. Thompson 1984, p. 33,
fig. 2. Prev'iouslywrongly ascribedto a somewhatsimilarDemeter type. On the stele see also p. 445 below.
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series as 46 above, although differencesin scale and fabric seem to preclude its being from
the same actual statuette. Pose and draperytreatmentfit the type, and the Olynthos series
(note 110 above) substitutesa klismos for the goddess's throne. The drapery motif and
the pose do, however, also occur on other quite differentcontemporaryseries of women
or goddesses seated on klismoi,and fine distinctionscannot be drawn with the fragmentin
such poor condition. The most importantof these others are two differentmodifiedversions
of a major sculptural type usually dated ca. 440-430 B.C., the Aphrodite on a Klismos
("Olympias"),of which part of the marble original survives(from the Athenian Akropolis),
as well as later copies.'15 Probably simply because of the technical exigencies of frontal
molding, both series have changed the sprawledposture of the marbles to a rather more
upright one and have modified the position of the left arm over the back of the klismos,
but their adoption of such similarsolutionsto both problemssuggeststhat the one has been
influencedby the other. What is possiblythe earlierand trueris bareheaded and may have
begun in the late 5th centuryB.C., althoughit is alreadynear the Rich Style CD Group and
its production doubtless also continued much later.116The other, its leg treatment nearer
17 its head enables it to be ascribedto
to 48, has added the conventionalpolos of a goddess;"
a differentearly Rich Style Group. There are also other possibilitiesfor 48, for example,
among the figurescharacteristicof this period seated on openworkklismoi.118
47 (P1.106)preservesthe upper body and arms probablyof a goddess, similarlydressed
in chiton and himation but seated this time on a throne. The date is probably again near
the beginning of the Rich Style, to judge, for instance, from the palmette in relief on the
throne back. This seems closest to the series of the NaukratisMother of the Gods cited
earlier (note 111 above), but here there is no lion. There is, however, an area extending
from below the breaststo behind the hands where the detail has been obliteratedand from
which such an attributemight have been cut awaywhile the clay was stillsoft (perhapson the
secondary archetype from which this figure'smold was taken?). Or is it that a separately
fashionedlost attribute,such as a child, had been added here on this example?
Other seated figures are dealt with under more specialized headings on pp. 446-447,
and it seems that the detached head 69 (p. 453) may also belong with these.
115

The original:Akr.Mus. 6692. Langlotz 1954; Delivorrias1978;LIMCII, 1984, pp. 90-91, nos. 819-841,
s.v.Aphrodite (A. Delivorriasetal.).
116 Stephani 1861, p. 87, pl. IV:3; Winter 1903, II, p. 107, fig. 9. Classificationof the Olynthos examples:
Generation 1+: O1ynt4usXIV, no. 176; Generation 2+: OlynthusXIV, nos. 178(?), 477; Generation 3+:
Oynthus IV, no. 246, VII, nos. 220, 229-240 (VII, no. 234 now Fogg Museum, inv. no. 1960.539), XIV,
nos. 139, 149, 154; Generation 4+: Olynthus
VII, no. 221. On the subject, the Aphrodite figures with an
Eros whispering in her ear may be related: Olyntius VII, no. 248 and, with modified hair, IV, no. 375. For
the CD Group see p. 447 below.
117 Winter 1903, II, p. 127, fig. 1; Besques 1954, no. C 621, p. 163, pl. CV (= LIMCII, p. 91, no. 824, pl. 82);
Leyenaar-Plaisier1979, no. 26, pp. 20-21, pl. 5; SchlOrb-Vierneisel1966, no. 10, p. 53 (from Kerameikos
Cremation hS 156, shortly after 400 B.C.); the fragment, Agora T 2209 (from Area A 19-20) and, perhaps,
the heads T 1389 (from Pit D 5: 1, currendydated first half of 4th century B.C.) and that published by D. B.
Thompson 1943, no. 41, p. 142, fig. 57 (fromPnyx, AssemblyPlace Period III, on whose date see note 78).
118 E.g. the late-Sth-centuryseries, attested by Wtirzburg,Martin-von-Wagner-Museum,inv. no. H 1621
(Schmidt 1994, no. 49, pp. 50-5 1, pl. 12), and the fragmentaryKerameikosMuseum no. T 93. Cf. p. 438
below on the type.
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CROUCHING
FIGURES:
ANDRECLINING
19, 20, 50, 52, 67

The mold fragment 19 (P1.105) preservespart of its bottom and side edge but has lost
most of its contact surface. What detail remainsis of drapery,apparentlya himation, looped
over a left arm, and of a socket for the separate forepart of that arm to be added after
molding. Only two possibilitiessuggest themselves: that it is from the lower corner of a
protome with added projectingforearmslike 5 or that it is part of a reclining figure, such
as that of a banqueter. Shape and proportionstend to argue against a protome, and the
indicationsof the survivingunderlyinglayerof the clay favorthe propped-upupperbody of a
figure lying on a mattress. Originally for technical reasons connected with their venting,
Late Archaic Attic terracottasshowed reclining and banqueting figures on their mattress
but without their couch.119 The same practice continued into Early Classical times,120to
which this mold seems to belong, but the whole couch was apparentlyalready beginning
to be depicted before the startof the Classicalperiod.121Added appliqu6arms had already
made their appearanceon Attic recliningstatuettesin the Late Archaicperiod with the name
piece of the Group of the BrusselsHetaira.122
The remainingitems dealt with in this section are Rich Style productsof the end of the
5th and early 4th centuriesB.C. 20 (P1.105) is a mold fragmentretainingthe right hand and
right knee of a kneeling figure. This belongs to a known series showing a young woman
in chiton and himation in a half kneeling, half squattingposture with her left hand in her
lap.'23 Later figures in the same posture are used to depict knuckleboneplayers, and this
may be what is intended here, althoughit does not seem to have been made explicit.'24
It has alreadybeen pointed out (p. 412) that 50 (P1.105)was a faulty statuettethat was
fired but that may have been discardedundecorated. It shows a long-hairedchild in what
is almostajunior version of the banquetingposture,seatedwith its legs to one side, its weight
on its left hand, and holding a small jug, apparentlyof chous type, in its right hand. It
is dressedin a thin, long-sleeved,ankle-lengthchiton and is apparentlyalso to be understood
as having had a cloak, visible at the sides, hanging down its back and carried up as a veil
behind its now missing head. On the basis of its dress, this would seem to be a statuette
of a little girl taking part in the festivitiesof the Anthesteria. Possiblyrelated is a similarly
dressedstandingstatuetteseeminglyof a veiled littlegirlwearingearringsand holding such a
119 E.g. Ear-MuffsGroup, series N, 0, P, and Enigmatic Group, series Q (Winter 1903, I, p. 191, figs. 4,
6; Nicholls 1982, pp. 103-104, 118-119, pl. 25:a-c).
120 E.g. the Heraklesfigure:Winter 1903, I, p. 191, fig. 7; Higgins 1954, no. 664, pp. 177-178, pl. 87.
121
E.g. from SarcophagusZ 25, West Cemetery,Eleusis:Mylonas 1975, pp. 273-275, pls. 322, 323.
122 FR
II, pp. 18-19, fig. 8; now Brussels,Musees Royaux, inv. no. A 1032; same series:the head, Akr.Mus.
12314 and, probablyone generationlater,the body, KerameikosT 106 (fromGrave HTR 61).
123
Apparentlyoriginallyof or near the CD Group (on which see p. 447): Kapetanakes 1973, p. 285, figs. 18,
19; Olynthus
IV, no. 320, XIV, nos. 251 (now Oxford, Miss.), 254. Series later modified and also more freely
copied: Stackelberg 1837, p. 45, pl. LXIV (fromAthens);Winter 1903, II, p. 134, figs. 5-7; Jameson 1969,
p. 320, pl. 81:d;LindosI, no. 2967, pp. 697-698, pl. 137; Breitenstein1941, no. 275, p. 30, pl. 30 (fromAttica);
Peredolskaya1964, pp. 17-18, pl. 16:5. There are also doubtful (Bloesch 1943, pp. 104-105, pl. 57) and
spuriousexamples (Higginsn.d., p. 170, fig. 209). Discussedfurtheron p. 476.
124 She seems to have held no knucklebonebag, and crouching and kneeling figuresalso had other roles in
Rich Style Attic terracottas,e.g. as attendants.The action of the righthand has also been variouslyinterpreted,
e.g. by Peredolskaya(1964) as pickingflowers.
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jug;125the distinctivestyle of her round, puckishface linksher to a much wider Group. The
same series,however,or a closely relatedone of the same Group is adopted for plasticvases,
and these also show the garlands,fillet,etc., more appropriateto the little Dionysos.'26 This
raisesthe questionwhether,with these at least, the coroplastmay not have intended normal
female attirebut a junior version of the long formal chiton often adopted by Dionysos and,
possibly,the veil of an initiate. Even more puzzlingpairs of childrenthat seem to be without
Dionysiac links are attested from Olynthos among contemporaryplastic vases apparently
not of Attic derivation:a nakedboy and a chiton-cladgirl(?),squattingside by side, the latter
possiblyholding a dove(?),127and a chiton-cladgirl(?)in a pose much like that of 50, holding
a bird and a fruit(?),with a standingboy in an orientaltiarabeside her.128
The statuettefragment52 (P1.105) preservesa portion of a recliningyouth, his upper
body bare but with indications near the fractureline that its lower regions were draped,
presumablyin a himation. His face is in the fullydevelopedRich Style. His hair is worn long
after the fashionalreadywidespreadin Athens by the later 5th centuryB.C..; here, however,
an applique knot at the top and extensive retouching of it after molding suggest placing
the figure's execution into the 4th century. The fragment is apparentlyto be understood
as part of a banqueter,presumablyshown recliningon a couch. It is treated here because it
may simplyhave been an isolatedfigurelike its predecessorsfrom Archaic to Classicaltimes,
apparentlyincluding 19 above. But there is a tendency for Attic Rich Style banquetersto
form part of more complex groups of the kind mainly dealt with on pp. 446-449, the more
formal of them with the full iconographyof the "funerarybanquet"reliefs (initiallymainly
commemorating heroes or chthonic deities), with the reclining god or hero, a goddess or
heroine seated at his feet and often also an attendant.129But these Attic Rich Style terracotta
examples show curious featuresin the gesturesof endearment and the consistentyouth of
the "hero" and, occasionally,other anomalous details such as an attendant Eros. Might
some of them have had a much more specificrelevance,for example, to the chthonic aspects
of the union of Aphrodite and Adonis, whose love seems to have been a popular subject
with the Rich Style coroplasts?
The plastic-vasefragment67 (P1.105) retainsthe himation-wrappedright leg and right
forearmof a child, apparentlyto be understoodas in a sidewayscrouchingposition somewhat
125 Athens, N.M. 14546; also the variant mold from the Pnyx, Assembly Place Period III (note 78 above):
D. B. Thompson 1943, no. 60, p. 146, fig. 60.
126 Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 234-236, pp. 71-72, and cf. ibid.,nos. 237-239 and Athens, Kanellopoulos
Museum, inv. no. 721; Higgins 1959, nos. 1708, 1709, pp. 62-63, pl. 40. The oddity of having a thin chiton
reveal all the modeling of a male body and yet conceal its genitals is not unknown in Attic Rich Style figures,
particularlyof Dionysos and Eros, e.g. Trumpf-Lyritzaki,op. cit., no. 33, p. 15, pl. 5; Reeder Williams 1978,
no. 37, pp. 389-390, pl. 96.
127
Olyntw IV, no. 385; Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 299, p. 82.
128
Oynthus VII, no. 399; Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 298, p. 81; for the squatting girl(?),but wearing a
himation as well, cf. Oylnthus
XIV, no. 278.
129 Stackelberg 1837, pp. 40-41, pl. LXVIII; Winter 1903, I, p. 196, figs. 1-4; Oynths IV, no. 316 + XIV,
no. 284 + unpublishedfragment0 2687; Kallipolites1966, p. 70, pl. 68:a (fromburialat Aigaleos of ca.end of
5th centuryB.C.); occasionallymore clearlyshowinga pair of loverson the couch, e.g. KanellopoulosMuseum,
inv. no. 2097. For the banquet reliefs:Thonges-Stringaris1965; Dentzer 1982. For indications as to their
underlyingsignificancefrom the closely related funeraryiconographyof early Carian, etc., stelai from Egypt:
Masson, Martin, and Nicholls 1978, pp. 70-85 (R. V Nicholls).
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analogous to that of 50 above. Its right hand holds an oinochoe of chous type against its
right knee. A small boy in such a posture is a common subject on such Attic vases of this
phase.130Here he seems to be shown in front of a semicircularcave, its edge framed by an
elaborategarlandof close-packed,overlappingleaves, partlya device to give the vase a more
functionalshape but partly also suggestingthat we may be dealing with the child Dionysos
himself in front of a sacred grotto. Much larger applique ivy leaves, more appropriatein
scale to the vase itself than to its molded scene, are attached to the edge of the vase back,
forming an outer garlandframingthe possiblegrotto.
Another recliningfigure,51 (P1.106), occurs among the so-calledgrotesqueson p. 439.
RIDERS, VARIOUSLY MOUNTED:

2, 49, 68

2 (P1.106) is a solid handmade statuetteof a swimmingdolphin with a little boy seated
sideways on his back; of the child only the lower body and upper legs survive, nude apart
from possible traces of a chlamys behind. The closest parallels for this group are to be
found in the equally solid small statuettesof little boys riding sidesaddleon dolphins from
Attic mobiles of the late 5th century 1.C.131 On these the dolphin is likewise handmade,
but the child is molded, with a suspensionhole in the top of the head; despite his tender
years he is shown wrapped in adult dignity and a formally arrangedhimation and has an
"everlasting"garlandon his head. It has been suggestedthat these figuresmay have inspired
early Rich Style plastic vases depicting a similarlymounted Eros.132 Just who the small
boy of the mobiles is remains more problematic. Arion seems unlikelyhere. He might be
Taras (or Phalantos),but such young dolphin riders tend to be much more activejockeys,
astride their mounts.133 More plausibly,he could be Palaimon (Melikertes),but actually
this dignifiedchild of the mobiles seems, in fact, very like his counterpartsof plasticvases and
statuettesshown mounted sidewayson goats or panthersor carriedby a Papposeilenos.134 Is
he perhaps, as they are, intended as the little Dionysos, since the Agora mobile involved
may have shown other links with that god? His choice of mount may in that case have
anticipated the later occasion when he transformedthe pirates into dolphins. If so, the
same interpretationpresumablyapplies for the present group. Too little survivesof this to
determine whether it too served as a mobile. It is larger than these usually are, and also it
seems once to have had something attached under the middle part of the dolphin. This
could have been the base for an earthbound group or simply some representationof the
waves of the sea under a floatingsuspendedone.
130

Cf. Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 260, p. 76, pl. 28, and the mostly nude examples with which it is listed,
ibid.,nos. 253-276.
131
Stephani 1880, p. 264, pl. VI:3, 4; Winter 1903, II, p. 194, fig. 9; Reeder Williams 1978, nos. 35, 54,
pp. 388, 395, pls. 96, 100 (Agora T 1472 and, dolphin only, T 1465 from Well B 13:5 of the last quarter
of the 5th centuryB.C., wrongly as models for plasticvases;on possibleDionysiac links, notes 138, 139 below.)
132 Stackelberg1837, pp. 40-41, pl. L:2;Winter 1903, II, p. 310, fig. 2; Reeder Williams 1978, no. 34, p. 388,
pl. 96 (AgoraP 18345).
133 Kray and Hirmer 1966, pp. 313-316, pls. 102-109. Perhapsalso the Akropolisbronze applique,Athens,
N.M. 6626: Voyage
intolnie, no. 121, p. 104, pl. on p. 45 (R. Proskynetopoulou).
134 Higgins 1959, nos. 1713,1714,1719, pp. 65-66,68-69, pls. 42,43; Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 142-146,
300-310, pp. 53-54, 82-83, pls. 21, 29; Reeder Williams 1978, no. 24, p. 385, pl. 93; and here, 49 and 68
below.
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As the 5th-century Attic terracotta mobiles have received scant attention up to the
present, it may be helpful to devote a few words to them here, with special referenceto the
dated examples from the Athenian Agora. Their function is identifiedby their suspension
hole for a cord from which they hung evenly balanced, by their small scale, rather too tiny
to have served as independent statuettes, and by their occurring in clusterswhen part of
coherent finds.135 All are fashioned solid. The earliest are tiny handmade flying doves,
of which the mobile apparentlyrepresenteda flock. These seem to have begun about the
middle of the 5th century and to have persisted to around its end.136 Partly or wholly
moldmadefigureswere added later. Winglesssuspendedflyingwomen, possiblyAurai, seem
on style and context to have begun near the end of the Classical period proper.137 The
small boys on dolphins discussedin the last paragraphfall near the beginning of the Rich
Style and date from the last quarterof the 5th century. Contemporarywith these and found
with their Agora counterpartsis a similarbut nude small boy on a swing, the looped cord
carryingthe seat of his swing also serving as his means of suspension.138This may be not
so much a genre figure as one reflecting the Dionysiac Aiora festival on the last day of
the Anthesteria.139Other rather larger solid statuettesof about this date may or may not
have been from mobiles.140 The production of such figures seems not to have continued
much into the 4th century B.C., but it is possible that the small, solid, suspended Erotes of
Hellenistictimes marka revivalin such mobiles, although they are slightlylargerthan most
of the Classicalstatuettesjust considered.141
The two fragmentsthat constitutewhat remains of 49 (P1.106) appear to preserve the
hind leg, rump, and tail of a goat with indicationsthat it had a rider on its back and the
135

One of the most interestingearly finds is an apparentlyunpublishedset of flying doves from a Classical
burial, in the Mykonos Museum.
136
Examplesfrom the Athenian Agora: T 1366-T 1369 from Well M 18:8 (to ca. 430-420 B.C.): Lamberton
and Rotroff 1988, p. 9, fig. 16;T 1571 from Well B 13:5 Oastquarterof 5th centuryB.C.); T 1778 from Cistern
S 19:3 (in the main to ca. 315 B.C., in Rotroffs currentview, but with earliermaterial):D. B. Thompson 1952,
no. 41, p. 18, pl. 11;
no. 60, pp. 148, 163, pl. 40. Other examples: Stephani 1880, p. 264, pl. VI:5; Wmnrthur,
Besques 1963, nos. MYR 382-387, p. 10, pl. 8 (remainsof anterior,5th-centuryburial in Myrina Tomb 96);
Andreiomenou 1968, p. 80, p,. 83:3 (from child's grave in Athens); Dremsivova-Nelchinovaand Toncheva
1971, pp. 104, 111, fig. 24 (fromApollonia);Guggisberg 1988, nos. 22, 105, pp. 180, 219, 229, 233, figs. 5,
22 (from Argos); Schmidt 1994, no. 42, p. 46, pl. 11. The subsequentlarge molded flying doves may also
have been suspendedbut seem too big for mobiles.
137 Agora T 1371, from Well M 18:8 (to ca. 430-420 B.C.); Agora T 1958, from Area B 22; Agora T 1968,
from Unfinished Cistern 0 22:1 (currentlydated ca. 360-325 B.C., but this item, in any case, clearly earlier);
Andreiomenou 1968, p. 80, pl. 83:P(sameAthenianchild'sgraveas note 136);formerlyErlenmeyerCollection,
14 December
1990, no. 183, p. 121, with fig.);earlier(?)stage: Athens, N.M. 17225, from royal
Basel (Sotheby's,
stables. There may be some typologicallink between these suspendedAurai(?)and certain larger earthbound
fleeing women: Winter 1903, I, p. 69, fig. 5; Higgins 1954, nos. 420, 421, p. 123, pl. 60; Bol 1981, pp. 72-73,
fig. 95; Vafopoulou-Richardson1981, no. 21, p. 23, pl. 21; also the rather differentseries: Winter 1903, II,
p. 142, fig. 1; Schurmann 1989, no. 83, pp. 39-40, pl. 17.
138 Agora T 1573, from Well B 13:5 (see note 131; last quarter of 5th century B.C.). The child's genitals
are partlybrokenaway,but what survivessuggeststhat he may have been shown as ithyphallic.
139 Deubner 1932, pp. 118-122; Simon 1983, p. 90.
140 A solid Nike of the later 5th century B.C., T 365 from the Middle Stoa Building Fill H-K 12-15 (to first
quarterof 2nd century B.C., see note 273 below) in the Athenian Agora, and 2 above.
141 E.g. the very large number of these found together in a tomb at Eretria:Vollmoeller 1901; Lawrence
1927, p. 9, pl. 1; Kleiner 1942, pp. 19-20; Higgins 1967, p. 101, pl. 46:B, C.
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head, body, and arms of a child, nude as far as preservedand once mounted sidewayson an
animal, both seemingly from the same statuette. Both were molded separately and then
assembled together. The head of the child also has various handmade applique additions:
a braid of hair running back along the crown of the head, a substantialheadband worn
across the brow in a fashion appropriateto Dionysos, and what appears to have been a
garland, parts of which have been obliteratedin the subsequenthandling of the still moist
clay. It is hard to tell whether the remaining tiny cylindricalmembers meeting its stems
at around 45 degrees are intended as long leaves (e.g. of laurel) or as clusters of needles
(e.g. of pine). Similar small boys riding sidewayson goats are a not uncommon subjectfor
Rich Style Attic plastic vases, both as here142and also with the animal proceeding in the
opposite direction.143They show the same retouchingof the goat's fleece but are inevitably
differentlyfashioned, with beast and rider molded as one. The small boy is presumably
the little Dionysos, the child Zeus being a much less likely candidate since, where the sex
of the goat is indicated,it is male and thus unlikelyto be Amaltheiain goat form.
68 (P1. 106) conserves much of a Rich Style plastic vase in the form of a small boy
riding sideways on the back of a bounding panther. Of the child all that survive are the
bare legs and groin and traces of trailingdrapery(partof a chlamys?).This is a known but
less common subjectfor plasticvases of this stage.144 It seems closestin type to an example in
the KanellopoulosMuseum145but belongs to a differentseries. It also lacksthe spool base of
the latter;here the lower part of the molded Group is coated with blackglaze as a plinth, save
where the animal'shind leg extendsdown throughit. A possiblyslightlylater mold fragment
from the Athenian Agora still shows a similar treatment of the panther's head and neck,
but it is for a ratherbigger figure with the creaturelooking straightahead.146 Presumably,
here again the child is intended as the young Dionysos.
The piece molds 33a and b (p. 455 below) are for a bird apparentlywith marks for
positioning a rider on its back. This riderwas presumablyto have been molded separately,
like that of 49 above, but nothing of it now survives.
ARTICULATED
FIGURE:63

63 (P1.106) is the flat-backed,solid body of a girl dressedin an extremely short chiton
worn with a hip-length kolpos and with holes pierced right through her shoulders, her
groin, and the sides of her buttocksto take the thin rods on which her separatelyfashioned
arms and legs were pivoted;her head is missing. Althoughthere was eventuallysome stylistic
evolution,one can with reasonableconfidenceassumethe head to have been of Late Archaic
Corinthian type, with a polos-like headdressand with a hole pierced in the top to take a
suspensioncord.147 The seemingly early characterof these figures may be largely due to
142

Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 300-307, pp. 82-83, pl. 29. Agora T 2904 (from 3rd to 2nd century B.C.
fill in Area B 18) is a contemporaryRich Style statuettewith child and animal molded together.
143 Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 308, p. 83; Reeder Williams 1978, no. 28, p. 386, pl. 94 (AgoraP 25467).
144 Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 309, 310, p. 83.
145 No. 1296; is this the same as the example recorded(Trumpf-Lyritzaki
1969, no. 310, p. 83) as on Athens
market?
46 Agora T 2453, from Fill C 19:11 (3rd centuryB.C., over a well of the last quarterof the 5th century B.C.).
147
The following selective list will in due course be supersededby the full publicationof the abundant new
materialfrom Corinth. Winter 1903, I, p. 169, fig. 1; CorinthXII, no. 1301, p. 33, pl.9; Corinth
XV, ii, nos. XX:
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the conservatismof the 5th-centuryCorinthian terracottaindustry. Their main currency
in Athens as imports or, as apparentlyhere, as local derivativesfrom them was probably
in EarlyClassicaland Classicaltimes.148The most importantadvance in our understanding
of such figures and their successorshas come from Dorothy Thompson's recognition that
their short garments or total lack of them and the castanetsor cymbals that they sometimes
hold in their hands mark them out as dancing girls.'49They are presumablya rudimentary
their movable limbs being set in motion by a jerk of the suspension
form of veupocnrcsarov,
from
the
way in which their successorsare shown being carried about,150
cord. To judge
they may not have been kept permanently hanging up, as was presumablythe case with
the mobiles alreadyconsidered(p. 434 above).
This class of figures and others in various ways connected with them have tended to
be grouped together,not very aptly,as "dolls"by modern scholars. Such "dolls"underwent
some remarkabledevelopmentsin Athens within the period spannedby the present context.
Next came the "torso-dolls"with arms and legs cut off, both the clothed (Kore or, less probably, Ge Anadyomene?)151and the nude varieties (AphroditeAnadyomene?),152the latter
Pit);
10, 11, pp. 149-150, pl. 31; DelosXXIII, nos. 258-260, p. 105, pl. 25 (fromRheneia, includingKatharsis
Besques 1954, nos. C 93, C 215, C 216, C 566, C 567, pp. 99, 117-118, 155, pls. LXI, LXXXIV, XCIX;
Higgins 1954, nos. 909-916, 924-929, pp. 248-250, 252-253, pls. 132, 133; the last of these from Attica (note
148 below), as also:Akr.Mus. 12464-12470; AgoraT 2224 (fromAgora,Area A 19-20), T 1515 (fromAthens:
Boulter 1963, no. 39, p. 135, pl. 53); Oxford, Ashmolean, inv. no. 1880.129 (from the Piraeus). Apparently
an Attic version from Athens: Wurzburg, Martin-von-WagnerMuseum, inv. no. H 4475 (Beckel, Froning,
and Simon 1973, no. 53, pp. 120, 184, with fig.; Schmidt 1994, no. 5, pp. 26-27, pl. 3). There are also
occasional specializedperformers,e.g. the pyrrhicdancer,Higgins, loc.cit. no. 930.
148 As witness the example from the mid-3th-centuryAttic grave, Burgon Tomb Al: Higgins 1954, no. 929,
pp. 172, 253, and those in London from Early Classicaland ClassicalRhodian burials(on both see also note
147 above), op. cit., pp. 24-30: Papatisloures,Tomb 14: no. 910; Fikellura,Tomb 28: no. 927, Tomb 81:
no. 926, Tomb 122: no. 924, Tomb 123: no. 925, Tomb 252: nos. 913, 928; Ialysos Tomb 19: Maiuri 1926,
p. 272, fig. 17; Kameiros, MakriLangoni Tomb CVII: ClaraRhodosIV, no. 22, p. 214, fig. 229, pl. XXIII.
149 D. B. Thompson 1943, pp. 114-118. For general accounts see also Elderkin 1930; Dcrig 1958.
150 Kastriotes 1909, fig. 1; Dorig 1958, pl. 23; Clairmont 1993, I, nos. 0.851, 1.263, 1.329, pp. 172-173,
283, 316, II, no. 2.204, pp. 137-138.
151 Winter 1903, I, p. 63, figs. 4-5, p. 170, fig. 4; Hermann 1898, no. 1, p. 60, with fig.;Ktlbler 1935, p. 272,
fig.6 (Kerameikos,HTR, Sarcophagus13, ca.450-440 B.C., with two other such figures);Poulsen 1937, pp.5052, figs. 28, 29; Besques 1954, nos. C 10, C 11, p. 88, pl. LVI; Higgins 1954, nos. 678, 679, (from mid-3thcenturyBurgonTomb, Al), 682, pp. 181-182, pl. 89; DdlosXXIII, nos. 249-251, p. 103, pl. 24 (Rheneia, Child
Pit);Verhoogen 1956, p. 24, pls. VI, VII; Schlorb-Vierneisel1964, p. 98, no. 4, Beil. 55:2, 3
BurialA, Katharsis
Bonn,no. 58, pl. 37; Alexandre 1970, p. 86,
(KerameikosGravehS 193, of Lissos,shortlyafter430 B.C.); Antiken,
pl. 65:3 (fromtomb at Megara);Vafopoulou-Richardson1981, no. 15, p. 17, pl. 15; Schtirmann 1989, no. 71,
pp. 36-37, pl. 15; Simon 1989, no. 271, pp. 169-170, pl. 104 (H. Froning);also YeroulanosCollection (from
Trakhonesburial B75); Athens, N.M. 5664; DhimitsanaMuseum, no number;EleusisMuseum, no number;
Amsterdam,Allard Pierson Museum, inv. no. 4576; Munich, StaatlicheAntikensammlungen,inv. no. 5279.
Occasional exampleswith arms also occur, e.g. in Boiotia. The suggestedidentificationas Kore Anadyomene
would explain their funeraryrole in Attica and the placing of statues of figures of this kind, but with arms,
in cemeteries, e.g. at Durresi (i.e., Durazzo: GltterHeroenMenschm,no. 114, p. 42, pl. 23 [W. Oberleitner])
and at Cyrene (where they include a local variety with an aniconic face: Rowe 1959, pp. 3-4, pls. 2, 27:a,
28-30; Goodchild 1971, pp. 166-17 1, pl. 127).
152 Winter 1903, I, p. 170, fig. 3; Breitenstein 1941, no. 266, p. 28, pl. 29; Besques 1954, no. C 12, p. 84,
pl. LVI, also nos. C 208-210, p. 117, pl. LXXXIII (Cyrenaicancopies);Higgins 1954, no. 683, p. 182, pl. 89,
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skillfullymolded completelyin the round. These were essentiallya Classicalphenomenon,
but the latter persisted on into the Rich Style; they also have earlier antecedents, e.g. in
Attica, in the Late ArchaicTorso Group. In the late 5th centuryB.C. Corinthianworkshops
developed more advanced and more usually nude figures of articulateddancing girls with
their bodies molded in the round and their legs now jomted at the knees, not the groin,153
and these were imitatedin EarlyRich Style Attiic,154to be followedby a more evolved nude
also nos. 373, 1437-1442 (theselast Cyrenaicanexamples),pp. 115, 383, pls. 56, 197; Higgs 1967, pl. 30:B
(Copenhagen,NationalMuseum, mv.no. 12952);Rohde 1968, p.41, pl. 19:a;Lulliesn.d., no. 147, p. 58, pl.21;
Antiken,
Bonn,no. 58, pp. 50- 1, pl. 37; Bol 1981, p. 46, fig. 52; MiinzenundMedailkn,
Auktion
XVIII,no. 55, p. 18,
pl. 13;ManzenundMedaillen,
51, no. 200, pp. 90-91, pl. 53; Sotheby's,
14 December
1990, no. 210, p. 131,
Auktion
with fig. (formerlyBasel, ErlenmeyerCollection);examplesfrom Athenian Agora: T 463 (fromAreaJ-K 11),
T 3108 (fromFiIIJ 11:1, ca.400-325 B.C., on Rotroffs currentdating);from tombs in Athens: Alexandre 1968,
p. 115, pl. 98:y; Alexandre 1972, p. 82, pl. 65:p;Alexandre 1979, p. 126, pl. 99:y; from Salamis: Dekoulakou
1990, pp. 16-18, pl. 36:a; also Akr.Mus. 12417; Athens, N.M. 16276; Kanellopoulos Collection (residence),
inv. no. 1325; Amsterdam,Allard Pierson Museum, inv. no. 4569 (Scheurleer1986, no. 10, p. 29, with fig.);
Berlin, S.M., inv. no. 1975.3; Wurzburg,Martin-von-Wagner-Museum,no. H 2529 (Schmidt 1994, no. 58,
pp. 55-56, pl. 14);New York,M.M.A. 26.60.49; Cambridge,Mass., Fogg Museum, inv. no. 1959.192. Their
Rich Style continuationis shown by KerameikosGrave hS 163 (Schlorb-Vierneisel1966, pp. 49-50, Beil. 40,
where one occurswith an earlyjointeddoll of the type of note 154 below and one of the drapedstatuettesseated
in a separatelyfashionedchair that seem to be the directpredecessorsof the "seateddolls"of note 156 below)as
well as by the style of some of the examples,e.g., one fromAthens, SyntagmaGrave LVIII (Charitonides1961,
pp. 45-46, fig. 83) and also Athens, N.M. 2364, and by the representationsof them on grave reliefsextending
into that period (seebelow). Their identificationas AphroditeAnadyomene(e.g. Nicholls 1993)restson the use
of such a figure to depict the birth of Aphrodite on Rich Style plastic vases (Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 3,
pp. 4-5, pl. 2; possiblyalso Agora T 2484 from Fill C 19:5,late 5th-mid-4th centuryB.C.), their role in jewelry
(Segall 1966, pp. 13, 37-38, pls. 8, 20, 22, 24; Williams and Ogden 1994, no. 50, p. 97, with fig.) and a
subsequentItaliote terracottaversion of them with arms depicting Aphrodite Anadyomene (Segall, loc. cit.,
pl. 25) and latermarbleversions;the large poloi worn by some of the Cyrenaicanexamplesdoubtlessalso mark
them as goddesses. For funerary reliefs showing these figures being held: Kastriotes 1909, figs. 2-4, pl. 4;
Clairmont 1993, I, nos. 0.869a, 0.915, 0.918, 1.247, 1.296, 1.307, 1.311, 1.312, 1.328, 1.757, pp. 188-189,
20f-206, 277, 301, 307-309, 315-316, 430.
153 Corintil
XII, nos. 131-136, p. 33, pl. 9; Corinth
XV, i, nos. 66-68, p. 106, pls. 28, 41, 42; Corinth
XV, ii,
nos. XX: 1-7, p. 149, pl. 31; Besques 1954, no. C 236, p. 121, pl. LXXXVI; Higgins 1954, nos. 941-944, 959,
973, pp. 256-257, 260, 265, pls. 134, 135, 137. Again, this selective interim list will shortlybe supersededby
the full publication of the new material from Corinth. Until then, it is not always easy to distinguishAttic
derivativesfrom Corinthian among the Attic examples cited in note 154 below; the status of some of these
may then be changed, although the majorityof their heads seem to tie them firmly to known Attic Groups.
154 The Corinthianfigureswere also importedinto Athens (e.g.Nicholls 1981, p.41, fig. a), and the EarlyRich
Style Attic examples copied their ratherawkwardkneejointing:Akr.Mus. 12477, 12483-12485, 12500; D. B.
Thompson 1943, nos. 5-8, p. 136, fig. 53 (Pnyx,AssemblyPlace Period III; see note 78 above);Charitonides
1961, pp. 28-29,43, 46-47,60-61, figs. 40, 78, 84, 103, pl. 3:a (Athens,SyntagmaGravesCXII, LXIII, LVIII,
LXXXIV respectively);see also note 152 above on the example from KerameikosGrave hS 163; reasonably
preservedothersfrom the AthenianAgora: T 62 fromArea H 17, T 1323 vestigialearlierfind from Hellenistic
CisternE 5:2, T 1477 fromArea L-N 16-18, T 1523 fromWeUlB 15:1(lastquarterof 5th centuryB.C.:Corbett
1949, no. 122, pp. 339-340, pl. 100);Themeles 1984, pl. 118:3 (fromEretria);also Scheurleer 1986, no. 11,
p. 30, with fig.; Lullies 1955, no. 172, p. 58, pl. 62; Zurich University no. 2266. See also note 153 above; it
is even harder to identify the stylisticorigins of foreign derivativefragments,e.g. Olynthus
IV, no. 257, XIV,
nos. 296, 297, 300. A variantclad in a short chiton also persisted(e.g. Higgins 1954, no. 721, p. 192, pl. 94), as
at Corinth.
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varietywith the body terminatingat the lower thighs, exactly as on the naked "torso-dolls",
their legs, which now included shapely knees, being socketed inside the hollow thighs.155
Finally,occasional experirnentsat the start of the Attic Rich Style with fretting away the
in-fillbetween the legs, etc., of the thrones and klismoiof statuettesof seated goddesses and
sometirnesof fashioningthe furnitureseparatelyfrom the figuresseem to have led directlyto
the startof the nude "seateddolls"with only their arms articulated(possiblyagain depicting
Aphrodite, in which case the matching nude youthful male versions that soon developed
alongsidethem may representAdonis).156These continued far down into Hellenistic times,
but the examples with separatelymade openwork terracottathrones seem to be largely of
Rich Style date, suggestingthat their later successorsmight often have been provided with
miniature wooden furniture. These developmentsall had a considerableimnpacton Attic
terracottasof the Classicalperiod and the Rich Style. Although it is difficultto argue from
negative evidence, the complete absence of "dolls"(apartfrom the one foreign derivative
described above) from the present major factory deposit spanning this period raises the
question whether, at this stage, such "dolls"may not have been the prerogative of some
workshopsand eschewed by others.
FIGURES:22, 51, 53
"GROTESQUE"

The statuettesconsideredhere are sometirnesknown as the "Kabirionidiots"from the
developed examples of them found at the sanctuaryto the Kabeiroi near Thebes.157Their
155 On style, these would appear to have begun still quite early in the Rich Style (e.g. Higgins 1954, no. 701,
p. 186, pl. 91) and to have persistedto about its close. Winter 1903, I, p. 170, fig. 1; Akr.Mus. 12475 (D. B.
Thompson 1952, p. 127, pl. 32), 12476;D. B. Thompson 1943, no. 13 a, d, p. 137, fig. 53 (limbsfrom Assembly
Place Period III; note 78 above); Besques 1954, no. C 219, p. 118, pl. LXXXIV; Besques 1972, no. D 445,
p. 72, pl. 97; Higgins, op. cit., no. 734, p. 197, pl. 97; Rohde 1968, p. 42, pl. 19:b; Lullies 1955, no. 173,
p. 59, pl. 62. The best external evidence for dating seems to be that provided by representationson Attic
tombstones (note 150 above). On depictions of special kinds of performersof this and the previous type, see
note 217 below on the orientaldancers.
156 Winter 1903, I, p. 87, fig. 4, p. 165, figs. 1-6; Akr. Mus. 12488, 12496, 12501, 12507 (female), and
12487, 12490-12492 (male);Alexandre 1969, p. 46, pl. 26:a (from grave; still early Rich Style?);SchlkrbVierneisel 1966, no. 5, p. 98, Beil. 60:3 (advancedexample from Kerameikos Grave hS 30 of ca. 320 B.C.);
D. B. Thompson 1943, nos. 9-12, pp. 136-137, fig. 53 (both male and female examples from AssemblyPlace
Period III, on which see note 78 above);D. B. Thompson 1952, nos. 1-8, pp. 208-209, 240-241, pl. 32 (from
Coroplast'sDump, S 19:3, mainly to ca. 315 B.C. [Rotroff] but also with earlier material);D. B. Thompson
1954, no. 1, pp. 251-252, 262, pl. 18 (fromHedgehog Well, 0 18:2, to ca. 320 B.C., Rotroffs dating);Miller
1974, nos. 78-81, pp. 211-212, 239-240, pl. 36 (advancedexamples, both male and female, from Menon's
Cistern, F 16:8, to the first quarter of the 3rd century B.C., note 317 below); Higgins 1954, nos. 702, 703,
pp. 186-187, pl. 91, from Tomb A2, end of 5th centuryB.C. (?);Verhoogen 1956, p. 23, pl. XIII; Lullies 1955,
no. 174, p. 59, pl. 62; Besques 1972, nos. D 213, 215, pp. 38-39, pl. 47; Athens, N.M. 12988. Although
the humbler late examples have been describedas hierodouloi
(D. B. Thompson 1963d, pp. 87-94), it is to be
observed, on the question of their divinity,that the female "dolls"had apparentlyevolved out of enthroned
drapedfiguresof goddessesand that in some areasthey eventuallyrevertedto an elaboratelyadorned treatment
of such a goddess (the so-called orientalAphrodite,e.g. Higgins 1967, pls. 50:A, 56:A).Were the jointed arms
and removablethrones of the nude figuresto enable them to be similarlydecked out on feast days?
157 Kabirenheiligtum
V, nos. 312-320, p. 177, pls. 24, 25 and numerous other such figures (in the National
Museum, Athens) recorded as of similarprovenance. The caricaturedscenes painted on the Kabeiran vases
I, pp. 95-128, pls. 5-17, 26-34, 37, 44-61 and KabirenltigumIV, pp. 1-74, pls. 1-24) suggest
(Kabirenheiligtum
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heads tend to be over large in relation to their bodies, giving an almost dwarflikeeffect,
and they are depictedwith an unrelentinglyharshrealismthat departsfar from the Classical
ideal. They tend to have flat, broad noses, and their heads are frequentlyprognathous,
although it seems clear from other indicationsthat negroes are not normally intended but
simplyrathercurious-lookingGreeks. What may be the earliestdocumented example from
Athens seems to date from the end of the Archaic period or soon after and is an imported
East Greek figure of a banqueterfrom the Kerameikos.158Although Athens may thus not
have been responsiblefor first originatingthe class, it clearly played its part in adding to
its range, as witness a splendid 5th-centuryarchetype from the Athenian Agora.159 They
persistedabundantlyfar down into the 4th centurybut are harderto trace throughthe Early
Hellenisticperiod.
22 (P1. 106) is a fragment from the mold for such a figure, of which it preservespart
of the head. Actuallythe contact surfacesurvivesfor only a little of the left side of the face,
but this is enough to allow little doubt as to the identification. Elsewhere the surface has
flakedawayleavingonly the approximateindicationsof the main clay layer underneathas to
its shape. These suggesta high domed head and the lower part of a large cylindricalobject
carriedon top of it, which continues on out through the top of the mold. The object might
thus be a shallow round tray, but, more probably,this is another instance of a derivative
mold retaining the vestigial edge of a feature that was to be formed separately,as noted
(p. 411 above) in the part of the head remaining on the body mold 13. In that case the
presentfragmentfinds its closest counterpartin "grotesque"statuettesof women carryinga
large cista-shapedbasketon their heads.160The Agora fragment,however,seems to be from
an early, perhaps still 5th-centuryB.C. version of the subject, to judge from what survives
of its face.
The statuettefragment51 (P1.106) preservesthe upper part of a naked woman of this
kind apparentlyreclining,presumablyon a couch. She appearsto representa hetairaof only
moderateugliness. One may compareothertreatmentsof the same subjectin differentseries.
One from Olynthos seems similarlyplump and youthfulbut may be earlier.161Another from
Eleusisseems nearer in date but much more decrepit.162All show similarprominent ears.
The fragment53 (P1.106)is part of the body of a man wrappedin his himationwhich he
wearssomewhatafterthe so-calledSophoclesfashion. With his head missing,less dogmatism
stage performances,some of them linkedwith the cult of the Kabeiroi,but often show other conventions,e.g. in
the matter of beards.
158 Kerameikosno. 1484 (T 335) from the child's grave HTR 32, dated by its excavators ca. 490-480 B.C.
V, p. 117, note 582) to the second quarter of the 5th century; the
but assigned by Schmaltz (Kabirenheiligtum
associated early black-glazedvases do not seem inevitably incompatible with the higher dating and, more
relevantly,the East Greek technique of the statuette,with a completelysealed underside,would seem unlikely
much after 480 B.C.
159 T 1662 from Deposit G-H 11-12 in the Tholos area (with material down to the last quarter of the 5th
centuryB.C.): D. B. Thompson 1959b, fig. 53; Nicholls 1984, p. 27, fig. 7.
160 The finest, Athens, N.M. 12507 (Pfisterer-Haas1988, no. IV 39, pp. 76, 142, fig. 135) is clearlysomewhat
later. Possiblyneareris Leiden, inv.no. RO.II 177 (ibid.,no. IV 36, fig. 134). A tallersuch wickerworkcontainer
is carriedby a seriesof Middle Comedy slaves(Websterand Green 1978, no. AT 46, pp. 78-79).
161
OlynthusVII, no. 327.
162 Eleusis Museum, marked 10/9/87; same series but less complete: Winter 1903, II, p. 457, fig. 8 (also
Eleusis).
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is possible,but he is clearlynot an ordinaryidealizedstatuettein thispose,163on the evidence
of his proportionsand his protrudingbelly. Closely similarfiguresof about Early Rich Style
date with beardless"grotesque"heads, noted by the author on the London market, appear
to confirm him as a "grotesque"and not as one of the rare early figures of comic actors.
"Grotesques"so dressed had alreadybegun to appear in the Early Classicalperiod'64 and
became common in the second half of the 5th century,continuingon well into the 4th.165
A 5th-centuryterracottafrom the Athenian Agora (P1.106) sheds important new light
on the interpretationof these "grotesques";it depicts part of a "grotesque"mask formed
with a domed back to fit right over the wearer'shead, like those of actors in tragedy and
comedy.166Taken with the more problematicevidence of another such mask in Munich,167
this would seem to indicate that the "grotesques"may also be playersin some kind of stage
performance,that their strangeproportionsmay simplybe due to their having large masks
over their heads, and that the grinning or gaping mouths shown by many of them may
not be a sign of idiocy but a touch of functional realism in depicting the orifice through
which the actor spoke. The dramaticforms associatedwith Dionysos in Athens probably
coexisted at this time with various other kinds of farce throughout the Greek world, the
most widespreadof which appears to have been the mime. That these "grotesques"may
be mime players emerges as a strong probabilitywhen one notes their characteristicsand
compares them with those shown by the terracottafiguresof Late Hellenistic and Roman
times already regarded as depicting actors in the mime.168 Both tend to render women's
hair more or less normally,but that of men is usually fairly short, where they are not, as
often, quite bald. Also, in marked contrast to the practice of comedy, men of all ages are
normally shown clean-shavenin both. Further,where called for, both sexes are depicted
Although such figuresoccur much earlier in Attic vase painting, they seem only to become common in
Attic terracottaswith the small statuettesof youths of the later(?)third and last quartersof the 5th century
B.C.: e.g. Knigge 1981, pp. 389-393, fig. 15 (context still of third quarterof the century);Agora T 1479 from
Well B 13:3 (lastquarterof 5th centuryB.C.); Agora T 3363 from Well Q 15:2 (late 5th century to ca. 400-390
B.C.: D. B. Thompson 1965, p. 57, pl. 9); Athens, N.M. 14545. The pose, however, was apparentlycurrent
much earlier in East Greek terracottas(Higgins 1954, nos. 345-348, p. 110, pl. 53), which may also explain
its early incidence in the "grotesques".
164
Sindos,no. 24, pp. 24-25, with fig. (B. Misaelidou;from Grave 40, ca. 460-450 B.C.).
165 Winter 1903, II, p. 436, especiallyfigs. 2, 4; Kabiren/eiligtum
V, no. 318, p. 116, pl. 25; Paul n.d., no. 245,
pp. 50, 90, pl. 69; cf. also Dllos XXIII, no. 1191, p. 257, pl. 89 (bearded).
166 Agora T 3399, found in Area P 8 in a late-3th-centuryB.C. stratum. P.H. 3.9 cm. Its lower edge is shaped
as if its rear part was to rest on the wearer'sshoulders,with its chin extending lower over the top of his chest.
167
Sieveking1916,1, p. 21, pl. 29: a maskfrom Salamiswith a similardomed top and similarlyshapedto fit to
the shoulders,hithertointerpretedas that of a negro because of its featuresand the outline of its cropped hair,
but its flesh color is dark red, not black, and though much more idealized than is usual, it still has its face
pulled well askewin the fashionof the "grotesques".It now meritsreassessmentin the light of the Agora mask,
which is undeniably that of a "grotesque"old man. Schmaltz (KabireliljgtumV, p. 116, note 579) indicates
that the relevant terracottafrom the Kameiros grave, Makri Langoni Tomb CVI (ClaraRhodosC, p. 214,
fig. 228, context to ca.420 B.C.?), is not a maskbut simplythe head from a "grotesque"statuetteof a banqueter.
On the later, predominantly Doric literary evidence see
168 Bieber 1961, pp. 86, 106-107, 248-250.
Reich 1903; Wiemken 1972. The implicationsof the archaeologicaltestimony offered here are that these
performancesmay have arisen as a popular art form and that their preliterarystages may have been much
more widespreadand diverseand have had much earlierbeginningsthan hitherto allowed.
163
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unflatteringlynaked or partly so, incidentallyleaving little doubt that, in both categories,
female roles were played by women, presumablyby hetairaiand the like.
The case for this interpretationin the 5th and 4th centuriesB.C. is very strong indeed.
The problemsarisewith the lower incidenceof these figures,particularlythe distinctivemale
types,169m the 3rd century B.C. when the mime was clearly flourishing. It is clear that in
the 4th century B.C. the South Italian phvaxfarce had adopted the masks and costumes
as well as the themes of Attic Comedy.170 Is it possible that, in many parts of the Greek
world, the mime similarlytook on the conventionsof New Comedy, at least for a time, and
thus left less evidence of its independent existence? The reemergence of distinctivemime
figures in Late Hellenistic and Roman times is accompanied by changes in physiognomy
and proportions,the nose becoming much more prominent and the heads being frequently
of more normal size, possibly suggestinga growing reliance on makeup and a diminishing
use of masks. The new types were eventually inherited not only by Greek lands but also
by the whole Roman world, and interestingly,their earlier, Late Hellenistic phase seems
to be absent from some major Greek centers such as Athens. It has been widely inferred
that the changes in usage that they implymay have been inheritedfrom the Atellanfarce and
that their spreadmay have been due to the growing influenceof the increasinglyimportant
Roman mime.
As has been seen earlier,the class representedby the fragmentspublished here seems
on present evidence to have reached Athens at about the end of the Archaic period. It
remains to be considered whether there were older local antecedents of a different kind.
A curious pattern of evidence from the Athenian Agora now seems relevant. There, the
first wholly molded local statuette of this kind (P1. 106) dates, on fabric, from early in the
Early Classical period.171 It shows a naked woman in the crouched posture of vertical
childbirthl72and has the usual over-largehead but, anomalously,a normal nose (perhaps
169

There are some plausible exceptions (e.g. Uhlenbrock 1990, no. 17, p. 124 and possibly Schikrmann
1989, no. 630, p. 174, pl. 105), and such types clearly persisted in certain areas such as Ptolemaic Egypt
(wherethey apparentlymergedwith or developedinto the so-calledobscene statuettesat a stage well before the
2nd-centuryB.C. emergence of the fullydeveloped Graeco-Egyptianterracottasnow documentedby the Polish
finds at Athribis).Although some types such as the female nudes continued more widely for a time, they seem
to have moved away from straightforwardrepresentationsof players,being adapted, e.g., into jointed "dolls"
on bases:Winter 1903, II, p. 456, figs. 2, 3; Besques 1972, no. D 214, p. 39, pl.47; D. B. Thompson 1954, no. 2,
pp. 90-91, 106, pl. 21 (Demeter Cistern, F 16:1, ca. 350-290 B.C., with 2nd- to 1st-centuryB.C. disturbance
[Rotroffl). Were the movable arms to enable them to be dressed, too, as suggested for the "seated dolls"
(note 156 above)?
170 Trendall 1967,passim;Trendall and Webster 1971, pp. 127-129, 134-144.
171 Agora T 2358 + T 2378, respectivelyfrom Area A 18 (with ostraka of Themistokles and Kallixenos)
and from Fill A 18-19:1 (mostlyearly 5th centuryB.C. but extendingdown to the middle of that century). P.H.
14.0 cm. KerameikosMuseum T 234 is a laterAttic version of the same subjectwith her hair concealed under
a tightly bound turban and a wholly human "grotesque"head; it is fashioned completely in the round but
could, notwithstanding,be of Rich Style date (cf. pp. 473-476 below) on the evidence of the mold for the
back of such a turbanned head, 21 (p. 453 below); cf. also D. B. Thompson 1943, no. 86, p. 152, fig. 64
(Pnyx,AssemblyPlace, Period III, on which see note 78 above).
172 Despite the reticence of ancient literatureand more formal art on such matters, this seems the likeliest
interpretation,since the internal evidence precludesan excretoryor coital explanationof the posture. It also
brings Greek practices into line with those of other parts of the ancient world, particularlyin the Middle
East, and accounts for the similarpostureof nude representationsfrom Bronze Age and EarlyIron Age Crete
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suggestinga transitionfrom a differenttradition?) and the mouth and fangs of a Gorgon.
The bodies of two furtherearly statuettesof naked women in this pose are attested from
the Agora,173but these are LateArchaicsolidhandmadefiguresthat once had molded heads
and one of them seems on a birth stool. I am temptedto link them with a similarlyfashioned
Attic statuettein Oxford, apparentlycontemporarywith them and shown nursing a baby
and equipped with the molded head of a Gorgon.'74 Is it possible that the family life of
the Gorgons was a subject of mime or some related kind of farce, the popularity of such
mythologicalsubjectsperhaps also precedingthat of their more genre-likesuccessors?The
Polyphemosstatuetteshave similarearly beginningsand show maskssometimes completely
in what I have here tentatively inferred as the main mime tradition and sometimes with
quite anomalous featuressuch as beards.175But whatever the interpretationof the Agora
childbirthstatuettes,it appears that the Gorgon sistersmay have been the subject of much
earlierGreekstageperformances,tojudge from the primitive,slightlyover life-sizeterracotta
masksfrom Tiryns of a domed, wheelmade constructionto fit right over the head. 176
There is, of course, other evidence for early mimelike plays in Greece, in particular
that provided by the great numbers of 6th-centuryB.C. terracottamasks from the Temple
of Artemis Orthia at Sparta.'77 These are purely frontal and may be simply votive
(Levi 1931, p. 506, fig. 597; Gesell 1985, pp. 50, 57, 59, 82, pls. 67-69). Figures on birth thrones or birth
stools are graphicallyshown in Cypriot terracottas(e.g. Karageorghis1989, p. 86, fig. 85), the materialbeing
progressivelypublishedby V Karageorghis(1991-). In Greece, terracottasin this pose also became commoner
from the later 5th centuryon (Pfisterer-Haas1988, p. 73, figs. 120-129). They have been widely interpretedas
representingBaubo, with possiblejustificationin a tiny numberof later instanceswhere they are shown with a
pig: LIMC III, 1986, p. 83, no. 3, pl. 67, s.v. Baubo (T. G. Karagiorgha-Stathacopoulou;the quite different
type, ibid.,no. 1, seems more plausibly Baubo), but there appears to be no firm early evidence to support
this identificationof them and even less to mark them as the bogywomen haunting young children, such as
Mormo or Gello. Some of these figures seem less obviously pregnant and may be not so much parturient
as mimicking childbirth,whether as part of a ritual (in that case, possibly not entirely unrelated to Baubo's
displayof cult immodesty?)or, as suggestedhere, as playersacting a part.
173 Agora T 3264 from Well H 12:15 (to ca. 480 B.c.) and T 4040 from Pit H 4:5 (to ca. 425 B.C. but also
yieldingArchaic terracottas):Rotroffand Oakley 1992, no. 367, pp. 33, 127, pl. 61.
174 Price 1978, no. 44, p. 20, fig. 7; Nicholls 1982, no. A 1:8, p. 105, pl. 24:h.
175 Fellmann 1972. The Munich recliningPolyphemos(ibid.,no. V4, pp. 102-103, 130-131, fig. 20) seems to
East Greektraditionas the Kerameikosbanqueter(note 158 above),
belong near the same early(?)-Sth-century
and its slightlylaterBoston counterpart(ibid.,no. V5, pp. 103-104, 131, fig. 21) seems also a typical5th-century
mainstream"mime"figure. Anomalousbeardsare shown on the East Greek squattingPolyphemosin his cave
with Odysseusand the ram from Kameiros, MakriLangoni Tomb XXV (ca.mid-Sthcentury:ClaraRhodosIV,
pp. 98-101, fig. 87; Fellmann, op. cit. no. FL46, pp. 96-97, 128), and on the isolated squatting figures of
him (Fellmann,op.cit.,nos. BR5, 6 pp. 55-56, 103-104) which may still be of the mid-Sth century,although
a different(Attic?)version in Boston (M.F.A.01.7756) seems already,on technique, no earlier than the late
5th century. In view of their nudity and early date, the anomalous bearded figures may, if connected with
the stage, relate not so much to Old Comedy as to some other traditionof the farce or mime.
176 A proper publication of this find is still awaited. Hampe describesthe stratumin which the maskswere
found as Subgeometric(i.e., presumablyof the early 7th centuryB.C.), but E. Kunze (oralcommunication)gave
it as still Late Geometric. They are of appropriatelyearly technique. Hampe 1936, p. 63, pl. 42; Riccioni
1960, pp. 144-146, fig. 26; Karagiorgha 1970, pp. 19, 37-38, 45, 82, 90, pls. 14, 15;1JMC IV, 1988, p. 289,
no. 2, pl. 163, s.v. Gorgo, Gorgones (I. Krauskopf). Does the curious frontalityof the Archaic gorgoneion
derive as much from an originalmask iconographyas from possibleorientalprototypes?
177 Perhapscopying those worn by early Spartan8etx-qXEx'rat,
as playersin the local farceor mime therewere
called? Dickins 1929; on their date, Boardman 1963, p.6, a 6th-centuryB.C. dating being also borne out by the
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representationsof the types of mask actually worn, to be hung on a wall like protomai.
The later rapid developmentof the stagecraftof Dionysiac drama in Athens may also have
been made possible by earlierGreek experiencewith such other kinds of performance.
The ratherirreverententertainmentshypothesizedhere could either have takenplace at
religious festivals(as apparentlyat the Temple of Artemis Orthia at Sparta and, possibly,
at the Theban Kabirion)or else have been wholly profane (as may have been the case in
Athens). I am aware that this theory involves a reappraisalof early Greek life, with the
preliteraryphase of some of the local kinds of farce from which the mime seems to have
evolved apparentlyalready establishedby about the end of the Dark Age, to judge from
the Tiryns masks,but I cannot otherwiseexplain a vast body of neglected evidence.
There is finallya negativeaspectto the testimonyof this well to be considered. Although
it included the figures here tentativelyidentified as mime players, it yielded no statuettes
of comic actors. Realistic terracotta representationsof Old Comedy players in their
masks and costumes seem only to have begun to appear in Athens towards the end of
the 5th century 1.C.178 and to have been at first quite rare. At some point before the
mid-4th century B.C. their Middle Comedy successorsapparentlybecame very abundant,
above all in the wake of the innovating New York Group (pp. 473-474).179 Since, in
view of their later ubiquitousness,one can hardly have recourse here to the hypothesis of
workshop specialization(invokedon p. 438 above to explain the dearth of "dolls"),there
is a presumptionthat that phase had not yet been reached in the time span of the present
large context.
As alreadyobserved(note 171),the mold for the back of a woman's turbannedhead, 21
(p. 453), might also have been for a "grotesque"figure.
STANDING FIGUREs GIVEN A SHALLow, ALMOSTRELIEFLIKE
TREATMENT:
24,

25, 28, 29,57
The statuettesof the kind dealt with here and in the next two sections are considered
furtheron pp. 468-471 below. They representa major developmentwithin the Rich Style,
apparentlybeginning late in the 5th century B.C. and continuing in the 4th century, their
reduction in three-dimensionalityfacilitatingan elaborationof subsidiarydetail only rarely
matched before and after.
The mold 24 (P1.107) is for a statuetteof a woman or goddess with her left leg crossed
over her right, standing leaning against a column to her left and with her right hand on
her hip. She wears shoes and a chiton, the latter visible at the bottom and, possibly, at
her right breast, but most of it is hidden under the himation wrapped round her body; a
corner of the latter appears also to have been brought over her right shoulderand swathed
about her right arm. A fragment of a statuette of the same series and generation from
style of the less grotesqueexamples,where this can be relatedto that of contemporarysculpture. Carter(1987)
probablyoverstressestheirdependenceon Phoenician,etc., models. The concept of the frontal,votive mask(as
opposed to the kind actuallyworn, fittingrightover the head)may well have been acquiredby the Greeksfrom
that quarter,as also, perhaps,the wrinkledtreatmentof the faces of the elderly,but the rest of the range, young
men, warriors, satyrs, etc., is surely wholly Greek in conception, as were, doubtless, also the local religious
performancesthat the votive masksthemselvesapparentlycommemorated.
178 Websterand Green 1978, pp. 29-30; see pp. 469-470 on Agora T 1468 + T 1575, the comic terracotta
most securelydated to this period.
179 Webster and Green 1978, pp. 42-60, where a higher chronology is proposed; for the present author's
views and the vexed question of the dating of Agora T 4062, see note 320 below.
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the Athenian Agora (P1. 107) preservesa little more of the body.'80 In marble sculpture
its general characterand pose recall the "LeaningAphrodite,"known from copies,181and
the similarbut differentlydraped fragmentaryoriginal,the Aphrodite of Daphni,182works
apparentlyof the last quarterof the 5th century B.C. But, although standing leaning in the
same way, these also reveal markeddifferencesin dressand in the position of the right arm.
Indeed, the way in which the hirnationis here worn tightlyswathedabout the body and arm
of the terracottaseries seems to have more in common with some of the Rich Style dancers
(forexamples from this context that seem more certainlysuch dancers see pp. 449-453).
The situation is considerably complicated by the circumstance that there are other
terracottaversions of the same subject in other styles and, it seems, with rather different
drapery. One, apparentlyof or near the Rich Style CD Group, is from the Kerameikos
child's grave hS 264.183 Set at a more upright angle than the others, it seems to be a
derivative figure, whose drapery details can no longer be made out very well. Probably
the woman is to be understoodas dressed in a thin chiton, readily revealing the modeling
of her body, and her himation is probably only hanging behind her, one side of it trailing
down from her right hand on her hip, more like some of the variationson the type of the
Daphni Aphrodite. Againsther left hand she has an appliquetambourine,firmlyidentifying
her as a resting dancer. To judge from its proportions,an example in Paris seems a later
(Hellenistic?)reworkingof this Rich Style theme.184Here the woman seems to be wearing
a chiton, with a himation drapedover her left shoulder,and the tambourine(?)hanging from
her left hand is part of the molded detail and is smaller than shown in Winter's drawing.
It is much less clear whether this subject of resting dancers could account for any of the
variationson the "LeaningAphrodite"theme in marble sculpture.
The smaller mold fragment 25 (Pls. 105, 107) preserveshalf of the head and the left
shoulder and breast of a woman or goddess, apparentlywith centrallyparted, backswept
hair and a shoulder lock hanging behind the ear. It is not easy to interpret the drapery
of so small a fragment, but it seems that she may be wearing a chiton, whose neckline is
visible, and a thinnish himation, carried up over her left shoulder. If so, the treatment of
the folds of the latter is rather similarto that of 24 above. This fragment, however, is not
part of the same mold as 24,185 and the line interpretedas the top edge of the himation
divergesfrom that on Agora T 1285 (P1.107) of that series and generation.
The mold fragments28 (P1.107) are a tantalizingpuzzle, consisting as they do of the
plinth and a littleof the figurethat stood above in a complex setting. A fullfactualdescription
is given in the Catalogue. The interpretationoffered here can only be tentative. Beside
180Agora T 1285 from Pit E 6:3 (ca.375-310 B.C. on conventionalpottery chronology but also with much
of late 5th-centurydate). P.H. 9.5 cm
181 Bieber 1977, pl. 72:437-440; the Aphrodite in the Gardens of Alkamenes? (but see note 115 above):
LMICII, 1984, pp. 30-31, pl. 22, s.v.Aphrodite(A. Delivorriasetal.);its variants,ibid.,pp. 29-30, pl. 21.
182 Aphrodite of Daphni and
modified copies from it: LIMC II, 1984, s.v. Aphrodite (A. Delivorrias et al.);
the original:Delivorrias 1968.
183 KerameikosT 42. On
Grave hS 264 see note 11 above (thisitem, right-handfigure in published group
photograph). H. 16.6 cm. On the CD Group see p. 447 below with note 197.
184 Cabinet des Medailles, Oppermann Collection, no. 149: Winter 1903, II, p. 93, fig. 8. The author is
indebted to Irene Aghion for providinga photograph.
185
See pp. 408-409, 424 above;as alreadyobservedthere it cannot have formed part of the mold 11 which it
otherwiseresemblesin fabric.
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a small tree(?)or vine(?)a bare-legged booted figure with a cloak hanging behind stands
turned obliquely towards an altar or stele (if the latter, this is perhaps to be added to the
Stele Class discussedbelow),with, beyond this, a column on a base apparentlycovered with
thin draperywhich trailsdown onto the plinth below. Accordingto Rich Style conventions,
the column could carry a small image appropriateto the deity shown, perhaps Artemis or
Dionysos. But the circumstancethat this shaft is also drapedraisesthe questionwhether we
may not here be dealingwith one of the more impromptuimages formed by the attachment
of drapery and a mask of Dionysos to an ordinary column, as discussedon p. 419 above.
That this is not entirely fanciful is confirmed by the apparent mold for one of the details
of such a Rich Style composition recently found in the Athenian Agora (P1. 107).186 This
seems to show such a maskof Dionysos attachedto a possiblylightershaftwith the aid of the
kind of broad headband appropriateto that god.
29 (P1.105)is a smallfragmentof a mold of this date preservingthe end of the plinth and
part of the left leg and foot of a woman or goddesswearinga shoe and a chiton and himation.
It appearsto be for the kind of statuettedescribedhere or for part of one of the similargroups
of figuresdealt with in the next section.
The statuette57 is the name piece of the Stele-GoddessWorkshop(P1.108). It shows a
standing goddess facing front, her left hand on her hip and her right wrist resting on the
gabled top of a stele as she pours a libation from a tilted ph/ale mesomphalos
appropriately
gripped from its undersidein her right hand. She has disk earringsand a low, flaringpolos
with lotus-and-palmettedecoration in relief,187and she is dressed in a sleeved chiton with
a himation draped over her left shoulderand wrappedabout her left arm. The initial effect,
however,is almost one of near nuditybecause the chiton is very thin and is shown clingingto
her body as if wet. Its existence is only made clear by its faint neckline,by the fasteningof its
sleeve along her right upper arm and the folds of that sleeve hanging below, and by slight
rucksin the materialat her groin. The rich polos and the sense of presence and importance
conveyed by the frontalstance seem to imply that a goddessis intended. The revealingdress
suggeststhat the likeliestcandidateis Aphroditeherself.
The conceit of having a deity adopt the role of worshipperin pouring a libation, as if
implying an identificationwith the latter or else suggesting a wider hierarchy of ritual to
which the immortalstoo were subject,was alreadycommon by Classicaltimes.188But the
introductionof a stele as here is a peculiarfeatureof the Rich Style Stele Class which seems
to span various differentstylisticGroupsof Attic terracottas.The clearestevidence as to its
interpretationseems that providedby the statuetteof the Mother of the Gods from the child
burial hS 264 in the Athenian Kerameikos.189There the stele over which the goddess is
pouringher libation appearsto carryan indistinctreliefof the Mother of the Gods herselfof
traditionaltype with a lion on her lap. In otherwords, she appearsto be pouringher libation
over her own stele. The Agora goddess has lost almost all the relief on her stele, but the
slight remainingtraces of its top suggesta centrallyplaced figurepossiblywith a polos. The
most interestinganalogy is that provided by a somewhat humbler Rich Style statuette in
Agora T 417 1, found in AreaJ 4 with potteryof about the second half of the 4th centuryB.C. P.H. 6.1 cm.
(mold),5.7 cm. (cast). Shallowlymodeled, somewhatblurred(derivative?)mold with A incised on its back.
187
See p. 412 on the incomplete registrationof this and its significance.
188 Simon 1953.
189
See notes 11 and 114 above.
186
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the KanellopoulosMuseum in which the goddess is fully clad in both chiton and himation
(P1.108).190There the reliefon the stele under the phiale in her right hand shows a goddess
in a polos standingrigidlyin the center,dressedin a smooth, tight garment of EarlyArchaic
type and with her arms stretchedout stifflyand obliquelyto each side, the hands apparently
empty. Was a relief of this kind once also present on the stele of the Agora statuette, and
is this anotherinstanceof the associationof Aphroditewith primitiveor archaisticimages of
goddesses? A statuette of a quite diffferentseries from Kition in Cyprus shows Aphrodite
leaning againsta small Ionic naiskosor naiskos-stele,but not pouring a libation.191
Other examples of the Stele Class are much less complete. Thus a mold for a bearded
god, possibly Hermes, pouringa libation appears to show vestigial traces of the top of a
stele under the phiale.1 2 Although the evidence is as yet too limited for conclusions to be
drawnwith any certainty,it does seem that the reliefson these stelaimay serve to confirmthe
identityof the deity shown, somethingthat it often becomes increasinglydifficultto establish
as the Rich Style terracottasedge away from conventionalsculpturaliconography.Does this
observationalso extend to other figureswhere no libationis shown, e.g. the so-calledAdonis
statuettesand plasticvases at Olynthosshowinga youth takingoff (orputtingon) his chlamys,
with a narrowplinth (orwinning post)to one side and a stele with a reliefof a youthfulherm
(pace Robinson, surely male) to the other.193On the evidence of the stele, do these in fact
show the youthful Hermes, perhaps as patron of young athletes? A fragment from a well
in the Athenian Agora suggeststhat this practice of setting a stele or stele-likeconstruction
beside a statuettemay also have slightlyolder antecedentsin a differenttechnique near the
beginning of the Rich Style in the last quarterof the 5th century.194
GROUPS OF FIGURES,MosTLY

A SIMILAR
23, 26, 27, 58-62
GWIEN
SiALLow TREATMENTr:

Another distinctivefeatureof the Attic Rich Style is seen in its groups of human figures
standingor seatedsideby side and molded togetheras a singleunit. Althoughthe participants
sometimes clasp each other, they only rarely seem to be conceived as conversing together
because their gaze is in most cases directed not at each other but outwards towards the
spectator. It is more as if they are to be viewed as grouped images of deities or heroic
figures. It is, however, by no means easy to establishtheir identity if this is the case. One
important example of this class from the Athenian Agora has previously been published
but merits reassessment. This is part of a mold from the Early Hellenistic Coroplast's
190 No. 1465. H. 18.1 cm., of face 1.7 cm. Partlyrestored. Publishedwith permission,for the Kanellopoulos
Museum, of the First Ephoreia of Antiquitiesand of Alain Pasquier(responsiblefor a future catalogue of this
material).Forthe associationofAphrodite with suchprimitiveimages,see note 212 below;LLMCII, pp. 12-14,
s.v.Aphrodite (A. Delivorriasetal.); Alroth 1992, pp. 26-29, figs. 12-15.
191 Karageorghis 1976, p. 116, pl. 99 (import;from bothros of last phase of Temple of Astarteat Kition).
192 AgoraT 2422 fromFillA-B 19-20:1 (possiblySullancontext but materialmostly4th to 2nd centuriesB.C.):
Nicholls 1984, p. 30 fig. 13, top.
193 Olyntw IV, nos. 372, 373, 373A, VII, nos. 265-271, XIV, no. 214; Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 38-40,
p. 17.
194 Agora T 1572 fromWell B 13:5(lastquarterof 5th centuryB.c.). Fragmentof flat, solid relief, seeminglya
stele in the form of a naiskosor a similarsmall structure,with part of the adjoiningdraperyof a larger,shallow,
hollow Rich Style figure.
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Dump,'95 although of a series that had clearly started long before. The complete bodies
of the appropriategroup appear to be preservedin a statuette in Athens (P1. 1I0);196this
shows two women, both clad in chiton and himation, the one on the left holding a small
animal in her himation-wrappedleft hand and pointing to it with her right, the other with
legs crossedand her left hand on her hip underthe himation,leaning againsther companion
and with her right hand on the other'sright shoulder. Are they possiblyArtemis and Leto?
The well-preservedhead of the left-hand figure on the Agora mold enables it to serve as
the name piece for the Rich Style CD Group (CD being short for Coroplast'sDump).197
The most anomalous item, the mold 23 (P1. 109), is more deeply modeled than the
others. This belongs more with the miniature figures which have been seen (p. 422) as
having been resumedin Athens late in the Classicalperiod and as having continued through
that of the Rich Style and beyond.'98 The present mold appears by its very composition
an early Rich Style product. It shows three figures seated side by side. That to the left
appears,so far as preserved,to be dressedin a himationonly and may thus be that of a man.
The garment is wrapped around his bent right arm somewhat afterthe so-called Sophocles
fashion and his left hand rests on his knee. The centralfigure is that of a woman with long
hair wearing a chiton and with a himation draped symmetricallyabout her shoulders and
apparentlyalso carriedup over the back of her missinghead as a veil. Her righthand restson
her lap, but surfaceloss leaves no clear evidence of her left arm. The remainingfigureis that
of a long-haired woman, or perhaps rather a girl, wearing a chiton and with a himation
carried up over her left shoulder,enveloping her left arm, and wrapping right around her
lap and lower body. The poor survivalof the contact surfaceobscuresthe other detailsof this
figure,too. So far as it is preserved,the mold gives no indicationof what the three are seated
on. This group appears to be unique and, as so often, there are no attributesto guide its
interpretation.Is it an Eleusiniantriadconsistingof Demeter and Kore, possiblywith Hades
or Triptolemos?
The mold 26 belongs to the more usual shallowlymodeled groups of figures standing
side by side (P1. 109). Unfortunatelythe survivingparts of this mold have sufferedsevere
surfaceloss, and it has also proved necessaryin their assembly to introduce a broad band
of plasterabove the waist of the better-preservedleft figure. The mold seems to have shown
195 T 1709 from Cistern S 19:3 (mostlyto ca. 315 B.C. [Rotroff] but including much earlier material):D. B.
Thompson 1952, no. 40, pp. 140, 161, pl. 37.
196 Athens, N.M. 5772. P.H. 13.75 cm. The inappropriateheads formerly associated with it apparently
rightlyremoved some years ago. Reproducedby permissionof the Director of the National Museum.
197 Alreadyreferredto (p. 430) in connection with one of the seriesof Aphroditeseated on a klismos. Here let
it suffice to cite examples from other series from contexts that provide better guidance to its date: the resting
dancerwith a tambourinefrom the child'sgrave hS 264 in the Kerameikos(herep. 444 and notes 11 and 183);
the woman seated on a separatelyfashionedklismosfrom the Kerameikosgrave hS 163 of about the end of the
5th centuryB.C. (Schlorb-Vierneisel1966, no. 3, pp. 49-50, Beil. 40:5; here note 152);and the standingwoman
from the Kerameikosburial hS 226, of the beginning of the 4th centuryB.C. (Knigge 1966, p. 121, Beal.67:5).
Near it is the standing woman with a phiale in each hand from Athens, Syntagma Grave L (ca. end of 5th
centuryB.C.): Charitonides1961, p. 49, pl. 3:P,left.
198 They may also have persistedsome while thereafter.Thus, from the Coroplast'sDump (CisternS 19:3,
mostly to ca. 315 B.C. [Rotroff] but with earlier material)the following "miniatures"seem post-Rich-Style,
although the last four of them are seated figures in the same chairless state as 23: D. B. Thompson 1952,
nos. 13a-c, 37-39, 42, pp. 128, 140-141, 159, 161, pls. 32, 33, 37.
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two figures standingon a plinth, but virtuallynothing survivesof the right-handone. The
left-handfigure is of a woman or goddess with her weight on her left leg and with her right
slightlyflexed, dressed in a chiton and himation, the latter draped around her body up to
above waist level and carrdedup over her left shoulder. There is a generic resemblanceto
the name series of the CD Group noted earlier,but the statuette fragment 58 (see below)
from the present context seems to have been much closer; given the poor preservationof
26, however,it is hard to establishtheir relationshipfurther.
The mold fragment 27 (P1. 110) preservesthe lower part of a group of two women or
goddesses,each dressedin shoes, chiton, and himation and each standingwith the outer leg
slightlyflexed. On a slightlyraised surfacebeside the right-handone is set what appears to
be the lower part of a vase, possiblya hydria. As on 12 and 16 (pp. 424 427), the plinth was
apparentlyfashionedseparately.Variousinterconnectedseriespresumablycreated together
(or in some cases perhapsparallelvariantsin the same series)offerexact counterpartsfor the
two female figures but none for the adjacent vase, so that the present mold introduces a
yet further variation. On the others the left-hand figure appears to have unfastened her
chiton from her right shoulder,baring her breasts and much of her upper body. In one
seriesshe is shown with her right hand grippinga largeverticalphiale by the undersideof its
omphalos,199in another simplyholding its edge,200in another without the vessel,201and in
yet another equallylackingthe phiale but with a tall, narrowplinth or stele against her right
side.202 Is she possiblythe goddess Aphrodite? And is her companion, who appears to be
similarlypartiallydisrobed,although this is less clear,an attendantgoddess such as Peitho?
Although the three statuettefragments58-60 (P1. 110) are very similar to each other
in fabric, it seems that they must be from at least two quite differentworks of this kind.
59 and 60 seem to belong somewhere among the differentversions of the group of two
goddesses side by side considered in the last paragraphand could thus indeed be from a
single terracotta. As 59 preservesthe right edge of such a group without any sign of the
apparenthydria,it seems unlikelyto have been takenfrom 27 itself. 60 appearsto be the left
edge of the kindof variantcited in note 202 above, althoughit seems to have a narrowerstele
than the Olynthos example noted there.
58 preservesthe upper part of the draped body of a standingwoman or goddess from
a quite differentcompositionof this kind and the edge of the right shoulderof a companion.
Here the chiton is worn quite normally,and the transversepart of the himation is carried
up higher,more as, for example, on the name seriesof the CD Group (p. 447), and acrossthe
left shoulder,from which one end of it also hangs down. The left hand protrudesfrom the
folds of the lattergarment, cupped palm upwards,while the right arm was apparentlybent,
with the hand resting on that garment's upper transverseedge, into which its thumb may
have been tucked. It is clear that this is totally differentfrom the variously modified pair
of goddesses considered immediately above, but it has proved difficult to identifyifurther
examples; it is possible but unprovable that the poorly preservedmold 26 (p. 447) might
be for a derivativeof such a series.
199 Lullies 1955, no. 188, p. 63 (withalien heads);Olynthus
XIV, no. 267.
Higgins 1954, no. 732, p. 196, pl. 95.

200
201
202

Stephani 1874, p. 162, pl. II:1; Winter 1903, II, p. 3, fig. 6; Olynts XIV, no. 266.
Olynthus
XIV, nos. 262 + 264.
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61 and 62 (P1.110) are two plinthfragmentsof identicalfabricthat appearvery plausibly
to have been part of a single terracotta. As it has been trimmed, the plinth seems to have
sloped down gently and evenly from rightto left, suggestingthat if the two fragmentsbelong
together, they were set much furtherapart than they are shown in the photograph. Both
fragmentspreserve the edges of trailing garments above, that on the left a great mass of
oblique folds appropriateto someone moving. The two figuresindicated by these drapery
traceswould seem to have been set furtherapartthan those of the groups so far considered,
and that being so, they could well have been dancerssimilarto, though not identicalwith, the
famous pair from In Tepe in Istanbul203(comparealso the other, apparentlysingle, dancer
figuresfrom the present context, pp. 449-453).
Finally,the mold for a plasticvase, 39 (P1.109), is included here because it appearsthat,
when complete, it too probablyshowed a group of figures,althoughonly part of one of them
now survives. The statuetteelements of plastic vases often acquired a partial relief ground
behind them, sometimes disguised as a subsidiaryfeature (e.g. the possible grotto of 67,
the vase shape behind.204In the presentinstance
p. 433), which helped enlargeand simplifyr
a circularoutlinewas apparentlyadopted,edged with rosettes,but much less than half of that
circleis preserved,carryingwith it the remainsof one human figure,so that it can reasonably
be assumed that the complete composition consisted of at least two. Unfortunately most
of the contact surfacehas flaked away, and what still survivesis not very sharp, this being
clearly a derivativemold. The remains consist of parts of the body of a seated woman or
goddess, her left hand on her lap and her right arm possibly extended sideways, perhaps
towards a missing second figure. Her head was molded separately. Her lower body and
legs are draped, but her breastsand much of her upper body seem bare, although it is hard
to be completelycertainabout this. A coarselyretouchedwavy band runs down over her left
shoulder,possiblyjust a long hanginglock of hair or possiblythe edge of a garment such as a
himation across that shoulder. Are we here dealing with an Aphrodite with a now missing
Adonis or an Ariadne once flanked by Dionysos? In either case it could approximate to
a reversedversion of a known Rich Style composition.205
DANCERSGIVENA SIMILARLY
SHALLOWTREATMENTr:
3, 30,

54-56

In addition to the scrapsfrom a possiblegroup of this kind dealt with in the last section,
61, 62 (p. 449), and the resting figure mold, 24 (pp. 443-444), there are various other
elements from the statuettesof dancingwomen that are one of the delightsof the Rich Style
in their movement, vitality,and variety.
203 Reinach 1891, p. 293, pl. VIII; Winter 1903, II, p. 145, fig. 6; Mendel 1908, no. 1868, pp. 176-177, pl. IV;

Bulle 1922, p. 86, fig. 58; Besques 1978, pp. 618, 620-621, pl. 183:2. Cf. also Besques, ibid.,pl. 185:8 and
Olynthus
XIV, no. 225.
204 The relieflikeform that 3 (pp. 407 above, 450 below) shows some Rich Style archetypesto have adopted
doubtlessplayed an importantpart in allowing considerablevariationas to how much of the resultant"relief
ground"was incorporatedinto or excluded from the molds taken from them.
205 E.g. the statuette,Carlsruheno. B 834, the name piece of the Group of the CarlsruheAphrodite:Winter
1903, II, p. 367, fig. 6; Schurmann 1989, no. 39, pp. 25-26, pl. 7 (but the youth beside her more probably
a juvenile Adonis than a wingless Eros?).Also cf. the plasticvase, Agora P 320 from Deposit G 17:2 (ca. 325300 B.C. [Rotroff]):Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 147, p. 54, pl. 21; Reeder Williams 1978, no. 33, pp. 387-388,
pl.95.
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Because of their great importancefor our understandingof the way in which Rich Style
figureswere made, the archetypefragments,3 (P1.110),have alreadybeen dealt with at some
length in the technicalsection (p. 407). It is there pointed out that they are apparentlyfrom
the archetypefor the body of a veiled woman dancer from one of the rare series where the
composition gives the effect of spanning two adjacentsides of the theoreticallyrectangular
plinth on which it stands. Among the few relevant extant statuettesshowing this feature,
one from the child's grave hS 264 in the Athenian Kerameikoscomes closest,206but the
poor preservationof the archetypemakes it difficultto tell whether it marksthe firststage in
that very series or in another rather like it. The Kerameikosfigure is shown, castanet in
hand, dancingbeside an altar,and the considerablewidth of the relief-ground-likebackingto
the archetype would seem compatible with its being intended to carry such an additional
featureas the altar.
The drapery fragment from statuette 54 (P1. 110) is in even poorer condition, being
cracked,bruised,and badly worn. It seems to show part of a chiton, curlingoutwardsat the
bottom and also revealingthe outline of an advanced leg behind. It is tentativelyincluded
here because the way in which the lower edge of the garment seems to have flown outwards
appears to link it with the statuettesof dancing women, either those clad in a long chiton
only207or in the more usual Rich Style dressof both chiton and himation,but with the latter
kept clear of the lower legs.208Furtherthan this it is not possible to go.
55 (P1. 110) appears to preservepart of the rounded plinth and the tiptoed left foot of
a dancer statuetteof this stage. What is unusualis that the foot is shown bare. Although the
entertainersthat performedin the nude or in only a shortchiton (notedearlieras represented
by the articulatedfigures,pp. 435-438) normallyperformedbarefoot,as did usuallykalathiskos
dancers and maenads (cf. p. 465), the rich dress of the present class of dancers regularly
includedshoes. The exceptions,to which this fragmentis probablyto be related,are rare.209
Another statuette fragment, 56 (P1. 110), preserves a dancer's left arm, completely
swathed in her himation, and more of that garment flapping below. The pose recalls the
archetype 3 above, but here the woman seems to have been more completely muffled up.
The closest parallelfor the draperyfolds seems to be provided by a headless example from
Olynthos,2IOwhich appearsto place it in the rangeof the so-calledmantleddancers,a special
class among these figures that sprang into being with the Rich Style.211 These are much
206

See note 11 above.
E.g. Athens, N.M. 13600, 13601, and the later(?)statuetteand mold fragments,D. B. Thompson 1957,
nos. 7, 8, pp. 119-120, 127, pl. 36 (fromGroup B, Cistern H 16:3, ca. 320-240 B.C. [Rotroff]). The twirling
chiton-cladfiguresof flute-playersfrom Olynthos have a much simplerand bolder fold pattern: Olynt/zsVII,
no. 187, XIV, nos. 224, 230, and the unpublished0 2624.
208 E.g. the dancers holding a thymiaterion
(Higgins 1954, no. 715, p. 189, pl. 93) or torch(?)(Agora mold
T 1827, from Well 0 19:4, in mostly late-Sth-centurydumped filling, apparentlynot deposited till the 2nd
centuryB.C.; on its clay see note 248 below).
209 E.g. Winter 1903, II, p. 146, fig. 2, although other examples even of this same series are shown shod,
e.g. Washington,D.C., Natural History Museum, inv.no. 391 049.
210 Olynthus
VII, no. 184. The motif, but with differentfold patterns, is not uncommon, however, on other
kinds of Rich Style dancers, e.g. the more loosely veiled Athens, N.M. 4136 and 5767 (the latter, Democracy,
no. 70, p. 83, top left in fig.);also closely comparableis the unveiled EleusisMuseum, inv. no. 2099.
211 E.g. Winter 1903, II, p. 145, figs. 1-3, 5, p. 146, esp. figs. 5, 8, p. 147, figs. 2, 4, p. 148, figs. 2, 6, 10.
D. B. Thompson 1963d, pp. 102-105. These persistedinto Hellenistic times, and though at first apparently
207
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more heavily wrapped in their himation, which is always carried around the head as a veil
and normally also across the lower part of the face. It may be that their heavier dress is
to be linked with a differentdance form or associatedritual, but, as it runs through most
of the dancer types, it may simplybe connected with the weather,these figuresbeing shown
wrapped againstthe cold to performoutdoorsin winter.
The broad range of these Rich Style dancers tends to portraywomen decked out in all
their finery and often also provides subsidiarydetail suggestingwhat is going on. Where
they brandish instrumentsas well, these are usually tambourines, more rarely castanets,
the players of lyre, kithara,or pipes being usually in less vigorous motion and so perhaps
more often to be taken as striding musicians or Muses. None of them carry Dionysiac
accoutrements,and so, presumably,none are maenads. Several of them are shown beside
altars,implyingthat the danceswere out of doorsin sanctuariesand were sacred,not profane.
Less obviouslyoutdoor are other examplesdepictingthe dancer steppingonto a footstool or
performingon the top of its smallsurfaceas on a miniaturestage (p. 469). The most puzzling
evidence is that of a lost group fromAthens seeminglyshowingthe goddessAphroditebeside
an earlyclassicizingimage and possiblywith a restingdancer,loosely holding a tambourine(?)
and leaning againsther in much the pose of 24 (pp. 443444 above),apparentlyher equal.212
Does this imply that the dancers are themselves Oea'tauyXopeuatc, in some cases at least
associatedwith Aphrodite, possibly Charitesor Horai? If the latter is so, could the "winter
garb" of the "mantled dancers"of the last paragraphsimply signify a Season? Nymphs,
on the other hand, are apparentlyprecludedbecause their linked-handsdance known from
votive and similarreliefsis nowhere in evidence. The rarerdancerswith wings (e.g. note 10
above) may representdifferentdeities (e.g.Aurai?).
The final example in this section, the mold 30 (P1.111), is much better preservedand
belongs to a specialclassbest treatedseparately.It shows a dancer in orientaldressbeside an
having a religiousconnotation,possiblyconnectedwith the cult of Aphroditeor Adonis, they seem later to have
representedordinaryentertainers(seeD.B. Thompson 1950, pp. 379-380 on the suspectedlinksbetween some
of them and the profanePmuxtLat6g).
212 Certainty is not possible because Baron von Stackelbergregarded the object held as a large inverted
hand mirror;on the basis of its being a mirror,the group has since been interpretedas "the two Aphrodites".
Stackelberg 1837, p. 46, pl. LXIX; Winter 1903, II, p. 3, fig. 7; Besques 1978, p. 621, pl. 186:12; LIMC II,
p. 30, no. 192, with fig., s.v.Aphrodite (A. Delivorriaset al.). For extant fragmentsof the same series:Heuzey
1923, nos. 193, 195, pp. 184-187; Besques, loc.cit.,pl. 186:11. For a somewhat similarcomposition, different
series:Winter,op.cit.,p. 4, fig. 1; Schmidt 1994, no. 301, pp. 179-180, pl.54. The associatedstatueseems more
classicizingthan archaizing in style, but similar though more archaisticsupport figures were later fashioned
separately:D. B. Thompson 1959a, no. 9, pp. 133-135, 150, pl. 27; close to these last is the statue beside
Eros in a Rich Style bronze hydria relief (Richter 1983, p. 217, figs. 309, 310), which in turn suggestslinks
with Late ArchaicCorinthianterracottastatuettesof goddesses. It is noteworthythat when women dancersare
depicted in groups, normallyonly two, not three, of them are shown together.Althoughthere may be technical
reasons for this, setting a limit to the breadth of composition that could be handled in these single molds,
it remainspuzzling. Is it partlydue to the requirementsof the dance itself? The Eroswith a tambourineshown
beside such a pair of dancers in Parismay strengthenthe link with Aphrodite: Winter 1903, II, p. 144, fig. 3;
Besques 1972, no. D 422, p. 97, pl. 90; LIMC III, 1986, p. 909, pl. 648, s.v. Eros (A. Hermary et al.). So,
too, may the similarErosbeside single dancers:LindosI, no. 2985, pl. 138;Higgins 1953, no. 970, pp. 263-264,
pl. 137; New York, M.M.A. 06.1069 (LIMCIII, p. 910, no. 699, pl. 648); cf. also the Eros beside a standing
veiled woman with a tympanon in Berlin:Rohde 1968, pp. 23, 43-44, pl. 23.
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altar. With some exceptions,213other such Rich Style terracottadancers are usuallyclearly
shown as women, but here the light modeling of the chest leaves it open whether a girl or a
youth is intended, it being possible, too, that the heavy dress was regarded as hiding the
figure. The way in which the hair has been retouchedat an earlierstage in production(this
being apparentlya derivativemold) leaves no ready means of resolvingthis issue of gender.
The figure'shat is an orientalmitraworn with the flapshanging down and the other clothing
consistsof boots, trouserlikeanaxyrides,and a Scythian or Persiansleevedjacket, covered in
turn by a short chiton with an overfold. The dancer'shands are clasped above the head,
and the figureis on tiptoe with anklescrossed,as if in a turn or pirouette. A common motif in
the depiction of such dancers in Rich Style plastic vases and statuetteshas the figure still
with the hands clasped above the head but down on one knee and often with the upper
body bent forward in a bow.214 On the basis of this pose, the dance has been identified
The presenceof the altarwith this and some other statuettessuggeststhat it
as the oklasma.215
has ritualassociationshere and is not just an exotic turn at a banquet.
The identity of the dancers themselvesis once again a problem. On most of the plastic
vases, but not usuallyon the statuettes,the figuresare shown winged, implyingthat they are
no mere mortals. Beazleyhas observedthat the occurrenceof such dancersin contemporary
Attic vase paintingis mainly confinedto Dionysiac scenes,216and Trumpf-Lyritzakifelt that
the plastic vases of this form might also have some such Dionysiac significance.217 But,
on the evidence that the vases themselves are more usually lekythoi than oinochoai, Ellen
Reeder Williams has suggested that they may belong more to the world of Aphrodite.218
What little guidance can be gleaned from the terracottastatuettesseems to confuse the issue
even further.Here the most interestingexample is one in Athens (P1.111).219This shows the
dancer stepping forward beside an altar, her hands clasped above her head. Perched on
the altarand in directcommunionwith her is a largewater bird, almostcertainlyintended as
a swan. Is it present as an emblem or manifestationof Aphrodite or Nemesis or of a god
such as Zeus or Apollo? In recent years M. J. Vermaseren has proposed identifying the
213 E.g. Agora T 3044, the mold for a statuette(?),also heavilydressedwith an orientaljacket under the chiton,

its sleeves and cuffs remaining visible: Reeder Williams 1978, no. 49, pp. 393-394, pl. 98; LMC III, 1986,
p. 33, no. 246, pl. 29, s.v.Attis (M.J. Vermaserenand M. B. De Boer).
214 E.g. Winter 1903, II, p. 158, figs. 6, 8; OlynthusIV, nos. 340, 341, VII, no. 388; Higgins 1959, no. 1705,
pp. 60-61, pl.39; Rohde 1968, pp. 20,45-46, pl.28; Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 98-100, 106-109, pp. 37-38,
40, pls. 14, top right, 15, bottom right.
215 Weege 1926, pp. 97-98, figs. 150-156; D. B. Thompson 1963d, pp. 100-102. The bowing posture
possiblyto be related to the igdisma.
216 Beazley 1939, pp. 25, 31-33.
217
Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, pp. 137-138. Her argument(ibid.,note 284) that the round altars(as associated,
e.g., with the Olynthos examples in note 214 above) have been misidentifiedand were not normal in the
4th centuryB.C. is clearlymistaken,in the light of the currencyof such altarsfrom the 6th centuryB.C. on (Yavis
1949, pp. 136-137, 142-154;J. M. Cook 1967, pl. 1). On the other hand, the contemporaryarticulated-"doll"
versions of the subject, lightly clad or even nude apart from the mitra(e.g. Athens, N.M. 13606), may well
representdancinggirlsfor a symposion. A krateris presenton two seriesof the plasticvases of this kind, but it is
harder to tell whether this identifiesthe scene as a symposionor a temple banquet.
218 Reeder Williams 1978, p. 394.
219 Athens, N.M. 4722, from Tanagra. H. 17.7 cm. The swan is a handmade applique. Fabric hard to
establishbecause of surface"patination"but could be Attic(?).Reproducedby permissionof the Directorof the
National Museum. Of the same series,but in poorer condition, is Athens, N.M. 12405, from Eretria.
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performersof this kind that may be youths, such as 30, as the god Attis dancing.220This
would readilyexplain theirorientaldressand offerevidence of the earlyestablishmentof that
god's cult in Athens, but it does involve separatingthis tiny number of examples from the
main body of such terracottasand plasticvases, where the dancersare clearlygirls, and also
from the contemporaryvase-paintingevidence. Any resolutionof this problem may imply
that modern thought has conflatedtwo quite differentclassesof representation:(a) ordinary
exotic entertainersand (b) symbolic deities. The identity of the latter rests obscure. Might
the winged examples, in particular,be Winds or Breezes, analogousto the likewiseyouthful,
winged, capped, and chiton-claddepictionsof Boreas(ora Boread?;more dubiouslyclaimed
as Thanatos or a demon of death), as shown carryingoff Oreithyia(?)on Rich Style plastic
vases,221and might their dress, in that case, indicate linkswith the Persianeast or with the
Scythian northeast,and could the swan have similarlocal associations?
DETACHED HEADS: 21,

69

21 (P1. 111) is a piece mold for the back of the head of a woman, her hair tightly
confined in a headcloth. Separatelymolded heads, often executed in the round although
usuallyattachedto more humbly fashionedbodies, began to be common in Attic terracottas
near the startof the Early Classicalperiod (p. 467), women's heads with the hair bound up
behind, althoughmore loosely in a sphendone,
being a popularsubject. In the presentinstance,
however,the tightnessof the binding, holding the hair close to the skull,amounts almost to
a kind of turban,and this and the more naturalisticrenderingof the resultantshape probably
suggest a date no earlier than the late 5th century B.C.The nude articulateddancing girls
(pp. 435-438) occasionallyhad theirhair closelybound, but these face resolutelyto the front.
Here, the edge of the mold is markedby striationsfrom the cutting apartof the piece molds;
the angle at which this is set suggeststhat the head was turned at a three-quarterangle to the
right. (There are also traces of where a modeling tool was jabbed in at the top to free the
molds from the archetype.)This leaves the closest parallelsfor the present kind of turban
to be sought among certain of the "grotesques"molded in the round, such as Kerameikos,
inv. no. T 234 (p. 441 above and note 171).
The remaining item, 69 (P1.111), consists of the Rich Style head of a woman from a
plastic vase, attached to that vase's functional neck whose upper part probably provides a
good guide as to a trueverticalagainstwhich to gauge its angle. Retouchinghas added an ivy
garland and a broad headband of Dionysiac type. Because the vase neck is conceived as
passing through the middle of her head, this headband is shown as running above across
the junction between the two. It is fastenedwith large bows to either side of the head just
above the garland,with its loose ends hangingdown onto her shoulders. The woman's head
was turned at a three-quarterangle to her left and, to judge from the line preservedby the
trailing ends of the headband, was set remarkablyobliquely in relation to her shoulders.
These curious angles are matched on two known Rich Style series. The more relevant of
these is attested by a statuette from the Athenian Akropoliswhich, discounting the details
220

Most recentlyLLMCIII, 1986, pp. 33-35, s.v.Attis (M.J. Vermaserenand M. B. De Boer).
Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 132-136, pp. 47-49, 139, pls. 17-19; Reeder Williams 1978, no. 48, pp. 368,
393, pls. 90, 99; LIMCIII, p. 139, nos. 80-83 s.v.Boreas (S. Kaempf-Dimitriadou).
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added by hand, appears to be a weak derivativeof the same series (P1. 111).222 It shows
a woman seated on rocks,her upperbody bare and her rightarm cradlinga small child. The
infant is shown in the dignifieddressof an adult god, followingwhat appearsto have been a
Rich Style conventionfor the little Dionysos (seep. 433). The woman has her head turned to
her left and her left arm raisedto protect herselfand the child againstsomethingfrightening
that lay beyond the group. I would like to suggestthat it depicts a nymph nursingthe infant
Dionysos and that the awesome presence hinted at may be that of the child's father,which
had alreadybeen the undoing of his mother.
The ease and fluidityof Rich Style modelingoften blind one to its gaucheries. The other
seriesappearsto belong to a differentGroup and is known, interalia,from a complete plastic
vase from a grave at Rhamnous and now in Athens, an incomplete one in London, and a
fragmentaryvase and statuettefrom the AthenianAgora.223They show a woman seated on
a klismos,one breastbare, and in the complete example,with a smallboy standingbeside her
holdingher righthand. The only explanationthat I can offerfor the uncomfortableand illogical angles of the woman'shead and shouldersis that these are derivedfrom the iconography
of the previousseriesand that the Rhamnousvase may be intendedas a more conventionally
domesticand far less satisfactoryreworkingof the same subject. Its origin need not be much
later,for the child is relatedto the cheeky-lookingyoungstersnoted earlier(p. 432).
RESIDUALELEMENTS
FROMPLASTICVASES:70-72

Because of the way in which their series overlap, it has been simplest to deal with a

number of the Rich Style plastic vases alongside their statuette counterparts(on pp. 432433, 435, 449, 453 above). There remain, however, some minor fragments that can less
readilybe accommodatedin this way.
70 (P1. 111) is part of a wing, with molded feather detail on one side and smooth on
the other, which is of slightlyconvex, possibly airfoil section, tapering away to the faintly
scallopedtrailingedge. Both covertsand flightfeathersare shown as flat overlappingstepped
surfaces,followinga conventionthat would seem to favoran EarlyClassicaldate or, anyway,
one no later than Classical, and the flight feathers are probably still secondaries, not too
far out from the body. It appears that the wing may have been of the narrow, curving,
222 AkropolisMuseum, old no. 1442 (not recatalogued):Winter
1903, I, p. 140, fig. 5; Brooke 1921, p. 394;
Brouskari1974, p. 119, fig. 232. H. 12.15 cm. Publishedby permissionof the Ephor of the Akropolis.This is a
derivativestatuette that has apparentlyretained much of the "reliefground" of its secondary archetype (for
the phenomenon on plasticvases, see note 204). The interpretationofferedhere has alreadybeen adopted for a
contemporaryplasticvase of a differentseries:Huish 1900, p. 94, pl. 19;Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 47, p. 20;
Price 1978, no. 293, p. 36. The status of a furtherplastic vase assembledwith a head apparentlyrelated to
the presentseriesseems more uncertain:MiinzenundMedaillen,
AuktinXXXIV
JMay 6, 1967, no. 67, p. 32, pl. 17;
Price, loc.cit.,no. 294. See also, from the Pnyx, AssemblyPlace Period III (note 78): D. B. Thompson 1943,
no. 128, p. 162, fig. 74.
223 Higgins 1959, no. 1704, p. 60, pl. 39 (ivy-garlanded);
Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 50, 51, 54 (nos. 52, 53
apparentlyalso same series;possiblyalso no.5, p. 92?:Reeder Williams 1978, p. 383), pp. 21-22, pl. 6; Reeder
Williams, loc.cit.,no. 17, pl. 93. The statuettefragmentAgora T 2464 from Fill C 20:2 (mostly 200-150 B.C.
with a few later pieces [Rotroff]):Trumpf-Lyritzaki,op.cit.,p. 22, pl. 31.
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sickle-shapedvariety,appropriate,for example, to a sphinx, and that it may be a fragment
from an Attic rhyton.224
71 (P1.111)is an obscurefragmentfrom a plasticvase. It may be part of a tier in the base
for a Rich Style vase representingthe birth of Aphrodite. This involves the assumptionthat
there was once a lower, true base with verticalwaves around its edge and that the present
piece was set on top of this, its dimples marking the points where it rested on the tips of
the waves, while its own outer edge curved upwards as a ring of fluted, leaflike members
possiblyalso intended as breakingsurf. The bust or torso of the goddesswas probably,in that
case, once attached on top of its center. Both these devices for indicatingthe sea from which
she was born are well attested on these figures,225but they are not usually combined. The
second is also associatedwith some other subjects,such as sirens.226
72 (P1.111)is a wheelmade amphoriskosin the form of an almond, its shape finishedby
hand and with the aid of a rotating(?)tool to mark the pittings. It is presumablyof about
early Rich Style date like its molded counterparts.227
BiRDs:31-33
AlthoughEastGreekworkshopshad alreadymasteredthe techniquesfor hollow-molding
subjectssuch as blirdsand sirensby the 6th centuryB.C., theirAttic counterpartsseem to have
been much slower in following suit. Nevertheless,the Berlin sirens are eloquent testimony
that Attic coroplastswere alreadyconversantwith the piece molding involvedby the mid-5th
century B.C.228 The first two molds to be dealt with here are presumablyof this period or
a little later.
31 (P1.111) is apparentlya mold for the back of a dove with its wings furled,the feathers
pickedout in reliefalthoughthe detailis a littleblurred,possiblysuggestingthat it is derivative
work. 32 (P1.111)seems to be part of a piece mold for the undersideof the body of a similar
bird, but as regularlyon the underbody,the surface is smooth, without feather detail. Its
edge shows clear evidence of the striationsfrom the cutting apart of the piece molds as they
were separatedfrom the archetypeand each other.
The final item, 33 (PI1. 12), comprisesparts of two piece molds that, from their identity
of fabricand shared details,seem securelyfor the same figure, this time apparentlythat of a
ratherlargerbird, perhaps a goose. Their surfacetexturinghas been commented on earlier
(p. 410). Their preserved edges also show striationsfrom their original cutting apart and
separation. Both carry two steeply oblique, almost parallel lines that were incised on the
archetypefrom which they were taken. These stop where they meet a line at right angles
near the top of the upperpiece mold. They seem to have been intendedas a guide in locating
224 Cf. the sphinxrhytafrom the BrygosTomb, Capua, in London, B.M. E 787 by the TarquiniaPainterand
E 788 by the Sotades Painter:CVA,BritishMuseum 4 [GreatBritain5], III.I.c,pl. 40 [233]:1, 2; ARV2, pp. 764,
no. 8, 870, no. 89.
225 E.g. Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, pls. 1, 2; Sokolov 1974, no. 43, p. 58, with fig.; Voyage
into Time,no. 134,
p. 108, pl. on p. 52 (R. Proskynitopoulou).
226
E.g. Sokolov 1974, no. 45, p. 59, with fig.
227 It has been suggestedthat these vessels were intended as containersfor almond oil. See Mercklin 1929,
pp. 330-334, figs.49-53; Beazley 1946,p. 14;ReederWilliams1978, nos. 65,66, pp. 376-377, 397-398, pl. 102.
228 Berlin, S.M. 8335 and 8478 (both with heads of the same series and generation, but the smaller body
of 8335 may mark it as a parallel variant):Winter 1903, I, p. 227, fig. 5. Cf. also Schmidt 1994, no. 3A,
pp. 25-26, pl. 2.
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a rider on the back of the bird, presumablyseparatelymolded like that of 49 and, on such
a mount, most likely Aphrodite or Eros. Too little survivesfor one to be able to be sure
whether this group was fashioned in the round or was one of the shallow,frontal creations
more usual at the time of the Rich Style. It is, however, quite deeply modeled, and the
use of piece molds, particularlyfor the upper and lower parts of the bird's body (as on 31
and 32), suggests quite strongly that it may have been executed completely in the round.
Though much rarer,such creationsare not unknownfrom the Rich Style, the most relevant
being a plastic vase apparentlyof the Group of the KarlsruheAphrodite, found between
Athens and the Piraeusand showinga winged goddessholding a cornucopiaon the back of a
swan, seeminglya syncretisticAphrodite-Nikewith the emblem of plenty. 29 Likeother Rich
Style versions,230however, this depicts the swan as swimming. Here the apparent goose is
standingon dry land. It does, in fact, find a remarkablyclose parallelin a frontallyfashioned
group of both Aphroditeand Eroson a goose found in, or ascribedto, SouthernItaly.231But
although this is a notably early instanceof the Rich Style in the West, it does not necessarily
follow that it is an Attic derivative, partly because its idiom seems slightly different from
Attic, partly because this treatment of such subjectsseems also at home there in Italy,232
and, not least, because the markingsfor positioning the rider on the Agora molds suggest
a distinctlydifferentcomposition. These seem more consistentwith a figuremounted astride
(i.e., more probably male and thus more likely to be Eros), close behind the neck of the
apparentgoose.
SHIELDSOFATHENA:34-38

As observedearlier(p. 410), these are apparentlyfragmentsfrom a set of first-generation
parallel molds of the same series (P1. 112). As some are in poor condition (37, 38), the
discussioninevitablyconcentrateson the better-preservedpieces. These round shields have
only a narrow,plain rim. Withinthistheirdecorationconsistsof an aegis shown as a radiating
pattern of overlappingscales (or feathers?),representedon the finished products as raised
outlines,with or without center ribs. This patterndoes not, however,extend right out to the
rim at the bottom of the shields (35, 36). In the middle of the aegis is set a gorgoneion,
the Medusa head being shown as that of a beautiful and tranquil woman (34, 35). The
pupils and irisesof her eyes are indicatedby incisionon the archetypefrom which the molds
have been taken (34), as also on the very differentgorgoneion mold, 42 (p. 462 below). As
such details were normally rendered in paint on marble sculpture, as also on terracottas,
and were inlaid on bronze statues, the main influence here was probably other metalwork,
including that in repousse. The hair curls naturalistically.It projects forward somewhat at
the side of the head, but this may not be entirely due to the shape of the hair locks. It
may be that the artist originally showed the ears on the archetype (this feature is rather
low for a wing), although these were to be covered by hair, and an unobliteratedvestige
Athens, N.M. 2044: Winter 1903, II, p. 194, fig. 2; for the name piece of the Group see note 205 above.
E.g. Knigge 1993, pp. 129-131, fig. 10 (mold from Kerameikoscontext of last quarterof 5th centuryB.C.);
Olynthus
XIV, nos. 257, 258; Petsas 1970, p. 292, pl. 292:a; and the distinctlylater Kanellopoulos Museum
no. 1432 (Voyageinto Tune,no. 136, p. 108, with fig. [E. Spathari]);see also LIMC II, 1984, pp. 96-97, s.v.
Aphrodite(A. Delivorriasetal.).
231 Higgins 1954, no. 1308, p. 356, pl. 179; cf. WVinter
1903, II, p. 193, fig. 9.
232
Hornbosteletal. 1977, p. 142, no. 114, with fig.(= LLAICII, 1984, p.97, no.909, pl. 89); also cf. the plastic
vase with Eros riding a swan: Higgins 1959, no. 1720, p. 69, pl. 43.
229
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of this explains this projection under the intaglio-workfinishing of the hair on the molds.
The idiom of this completely idealized head belongs to the Classical rather than the Rich
Style, although,given the tirnelag that some ideas showedin reachingterracottaproduction,
this does not necessarilypreclude a slightlylater date for the molds. It is not possible to be
sure about the function of the shieldsthemselves,but it seems more likely,given the number
of their molds and the apparent lack of correspondinglylarge ones for Athena statuettes
from this context (but see note 86 above on 16), that they were complete in themselvesand
intendedto be hung, for instanceon a wall;such shieldspersistedmuch later,as witnessthose
of rathersimilartype in Boston from the Eretriatomb mentioned earlier(note 141 above).
Although the Classicalperiod had transformedthe fearsome Archaic gorgoneion into
something much gentler, it still normally remained broad faced and often with a certain
fatness or coarseness of feature. The idealized beauty of the present Medusa heads is
something quite different,with a narrowerstructureto the face and high cheekbones. It
finds its closest counterpartin the Medusa Rondanini,233although it clearly never had the
encirclingsnakesof the latterand too little survivesto show whether it ever had the wings on
top of its head. The surroundingsnakes, however, would have been quite inappropriate
on the presentmolds. They seem to have figuredon the Parthenosshieldin lieu of the aegis,
leaving the rest of the surface free for the other figured relief decoration, a circumstance
that, along with its large scale, has given rise to the view that the original of the Medusa
Rondanini is perhaps to be sought in that very work.234 Here the aegis is present, and if
the snakeswere to be shown, they could be expected to fringe its outer edge, as on 5 and 44
(pp. 414 417 above), rather than frame the gorgoneion. The chronology of the Medusa
Rondanini is much disputed. Evelyn Harrisonrevived the argumentsfor the Classicaldate
of its originalwith the suggestionthat it adorned a shield as part of the bronze cult images by
Alkamenesin the Hephaisteion.235The terracottaworkersof this period never set out to be
precise copyists,although they sometimestried to capture the essence of well-knownworks.
The Agora molds clearly establish the currency of such a treatment of the gorgoneion in
this period and could have been inspiredby a major masterpiece. If, however, they were
attemptingto follow it closely,they also raise new questionsabout the originsof the Medusa
Rondanini. In that case, was the unadorned gorgoneion of that monument subsequently
copied again as part of a major later Classicizingwork, this time with the wings and snakes
added,236and was that successorthe source of the Medusa Rondanini and relatedversions
that we have today,apart from those of the terracottashieldsthemselves?
233

Buschor 1958; SchlOrb-Vierneisel1979, no. 7, pp. 62-67, figs. 31-35; Floren 1977, pp. 3-4, 154-157,
216-217; LlMC IV, 1988, pp. 347-348, no. 25, pl. 196, s.v. Gorgones Romanae (0. Paoletti).
234
E.g. Schl6rb-Vierneisel1979, pp. 62-67; to the contrary:Floren 1978.
235
Harrison 1977, pp. 162-164. She has compared the clay impression from a metal belt relief, Agora
T 3393 (D. B. Thompson 1969), where the hero's shield device of a gorgoneion is encircled by snakesand set
on a plain ground and where, so far as one can judge from its profile rendering (Thompson, op.cit., fig. 1,
pls. 64:a, 65:a, b), the Gorgon is of the older, heavier-facedkind and not the present beautiful type; being
taken from repoussemetalwork,it does, however,show the same form of iris and pupil treatmentas 34.
236 Belson (1980) and Callaghan (1981) have suggestedthat this originalwas the gilt bronze aegis dedicated
on the Akropolisby Antiochos III (or IV); this presumablyrests on the assumption that, by that date, the
encircling snakes had become so much a part of the gorgoneion that no incongruitywould have been felt
in theirbeing retainedaround it when it was itselfset on an aegis. They had once, afterall, sometimesalso been
an integral part of the actual head of the Gorgon (e.g. on the Corfu pediment and Karagiorgha 1970, p. 18,
fig. 1) and persistedlater as such.
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DECORATIVE
RELIEFDISKS:64-66

As noted earlier (p. 41 1), these belong to two successivegenerationsof the same series
(P1.112), 64 being the larger,earlier-generationrelief, while the fragmentslisted under 65
and 66 appear to be from at least two derivativeexamples a generation later. Although
now discolored by burning, the clay of 64 suggests that it is a Corinthian import, as may
also be the case with 65, but the 66 fragmentscould represent one or more local Attic
derivatives.237 These objects took the form of flat disks with serrated edges apparently
intended to be hung up as decoration,doubtlesson interiorwalls since their painting would
not resistthe weather. Their reliefornamentconsistsof an outer zone in the form of a laurel
garlandwith ratherstiff,pointed leaves and an inner one comprisingan elaborateversion of
the floral "star"or so-called sun-burstmotif. The combination of these devices may have
had more than ornamental significance. Such vertical garlands, this being the laurel of
victory are frequentlymeaningful adjunctsin Greek art, and the central motif appears to
have become the emblem of the Macedonian royal house, for example, adorning the lid
of the gold cinerariumof Philip II in his tomb at Vergina.238Its message could thus have
been "Victory to Macedonia's king." What gives one pause is the wider use of the same
motif in Athens, both earlierand in the late 5th and 4th centuriesB.c.239
It was Dorothy BurrThompson who firstidentifiedfragmentsfrom the floralouter zones
of three other seriesof such decorativedisksfrom the AthenianAgora and who firstascribed
them to Corintlh.240It will be helpful to relist these here, along with subsequentadditions
to the tally:
(a) Plain-edgedwith simple palmetteswith flat-facedpetals:T 1783,241T 3593.242
(b)Serrated-edgedwith rounder-petaled,more evolved palmetteslinkedby volutes with
tendrilsto alternating,highly schematiclotus blossoms:earlierof two generationsT 1700,243
T 2415;244one generationlater T 37 19.245
237

It does, however, seem not impossible that the difficultiesmet with in identifying the local derivatives
of the kindred palmette relief disks dealt with below, in the light of their clay analysis (see note 248 below),
could indeed be repeated with the present disks, whose clays have yet to be so studied, and 66 be, in fact,
in a Corinthianfabricof unusualappearance.
238 SearchforAlexander,
no. 172, pp. 35, 187, fig. 17, pl. 35 (M. Andronicos, C. Paliadeli);Andronicos 1984,
pp. 168-171, pls. 135, 136; cf. the same motif on gold disks(froma hanging?)in the antechamber:ibid.,p. 177,
pls. 143, 144.
239 Quite apart from indicatingstars,e.g. for the Dioskouroi,it continued not only as a Macedonian but also
as an Athenian shield device, e.g. of Athena (as earlieron the Swing Painter'samphora in London: LMC II,
1984, p. 1001, no. 493, pl. 755, s.v.Athena [P.Demargne]),on a calyx-kraterby the Kadmos Painter(Webster
1956, pls. 4:b, 5:b; ARV2, p. 1185, no. 7) and on relief vases in St. Petersburgand Paris (Zervoudaki1968,
nos. 9, 78, pp. 16, 37, pls. 22:1, 2, 23:1);also as a more generalshielddevice, e.g. that of a pyrrhicdancer by the
Kiev Painter (Stephani 1865, pp. 230-239, pl. VI:5; ARV2,p. 1346, no. 3). Or was this ambiguity simply
used to cloak such partisanship?
240 D. B. Thompson 1952, pp. 152-153, 164, publishingthe examples from the Coroplast'sDump in the
Athenian Agora, Cistern S 19:3 (mostlyto ca. 315 B.C. [Rotroff], but also with earliermaterial).
241
D. B. Thompson 1952, loc.cit.,no. 76, pl. 39.
242 From
Road Fill S 17:3 (4th centuryB.C. and earlier).
243
D. B. Thompson 1952, loc.cit.,no. 77, pl. 42 (a mold for this generation).
244 D. B. Thompson 1952, loc.cit.,pl. 42, from Area C 18 (withmostly 5th- and 4th-centuryB.C. pottery).
245 From Area R 19.
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(c) Serrated-edged,patternsas (b)but cruder:T 123.246
The inner zones of none of these are preserved and only (c) retains a little of its edge,
enough to show that it took the form of cut-out reliefworkand thus probably to explain
the poor survival of them all. (Frettedrelief plaques, seemingly mostly 5th-century,with
a circular border usually with a serrated edge and both with and without such a floral
zone, are a known Corinthianproduct.24)Clay samples from the examples of (a)-(c)listed
above have subsequentlybeen firmly established as Corinthian from their examination
by Dominique Fillieresand colleagues at the BrookhavenNational Laboratory,the results
being also confirmed by Marie Farnsworth, although the appearance of a very few of
them had earlierled me to questionwhether they might not be local Attic derivativesfrom
Corinthian!248Also, although the series of 64 66 seems to have originatedas Corinthian,
it has yet to be attested in published finds from Corinth, and sirnilaruncertainties may
attend the manufactureof its examples from Athens. The plaques (a)-(c), have previously
been dated, on their contexts, to the 4th century B.C.,249but a slightly higher chronology
may be appropriate. This is partly because of the wide date range of the terracottasfrom
the Coroplast'sDump, which appear to have spanned a century and a ha1f250 and partly
because, just as some molds clearly enjoyed a life above ground well after the age that
246 D. B. Thompson 1952, loc.cit.,pl. 42, from Area H 5.

Again, the evidence of the new materialfrom Corinth is still awaited, and this account is based on that
published earlier. With palmette, lotus, or similardecoration:Corinth
XII, nos. 215, 469, pp. 40, 62, pls. 17,
247

44; CorinthXIV, no. 32, p. 141, fig. 27, pl. 55; CorinthXV, i, nos. 103-106, pp. 112-113, pl. 47; CorinthXV,

ii, nos. XXXV: 1-9, pp. 213-216, pl. 47. Disks sinply with figured scenes: Corinth
XII, nos. 212 (as square
relief wall plaque?), 213, 214, p. 40, pls. 16, 17; Corinth
XV, i, no. 103, p. 112, pl. 46 (double-sidedmold,
with lotus-and-palmettedisk on reverse;see also note 251 below);possiblyalso the much smaller Oynthus VII,
no. 372. Both categories seem to be directly linked to the characteristicCorinthian cut-out relief figures
of the 5th century representingsphinxes, Gorgons, cocks, etc. It is to be noted, however, that although it
providesextremelyclose parallels,the Corinth material,as pubiishedso far,does not seem yet to include exact
duplicatesof the Athenian Agora series. The types consideredhere are probablyto be segregatedfrom certain
later Tarentine disks,which, though superficiallysimilar,appear to have served a differentrole: Wuilleumier
1932, p. 44, pl. II:4; Vafopoulou-Richardson1981, no. 11, p. 13, pl. 11. More closely connected, though
smaller,seem the Kynouriapalmette disks,Athens, N.M. 19479-19481, 19484.
248 Filli&res,Harbottle, and Sayres 1983, pp. 62, 66-67. Although this has amply confirmed Dorothy
Thompson's hypothesis, it does highlight wider problems that may also require investigation. At this stage
there are two known molds for these disksfrom Athens (notes 243, 251), and these would normally lead one
to expect a local derivative production there, even though the molds themselves are apparently imported
Corinthian products (cf. CorinthXV, ii, pp. 214-215). The circumstance that all the finished Attic disks
themselvesare also in Corinthian clay (or perhaps in a blend of it with Attic in the less typical cases?)raises
the possibility that these disks were being made in Athens in imported Corinthian clay, its purity perhaps
being compromised at times when suppliesbecame difficult. The alternative,that all the disks known from
Athens are Corinthian imports, some of them in clay of untypical appearance, and that nothing survivesof
the local Attic productionattestedby the molds, seems rathermore problematical.Does Filli&res'identification
of Corinthian clay also in some contemporarystatuettesfrom Athens that seem Attic in style, e.g. the mold
T 1827 (note 208 above), have any bearing on a possible imported source for the blond clay that played a
significantrole in the makingof the clearlyAttic molds of the presentStele-GoddessWorkshopitself? Perhaps
light will be shed by the new Corinth materialor futurestudiesof the clays involved.
249 D. B. Thompson 1952, p. 153.
250 Cf. notes 37, 136, and 195 above for items of the later 5th century B.C. cited here. The terracottasfrom
this context actuallyseem to begin in EarlyClassicaltimes, e.g. a seated Artemis,T 1779 (unpublished).
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gave them being, so the very fragilityof these reliefs may sometimes have ensured their
longevity, hung high on a wall out of harm's way and possibly survving as long as the
building they adorned. The firm forms of (a) seem to relate best to 5th-centuryCorinthian
work and probably befit a date in the second half of that century. Some confirmationfor
this is providedby part of a round double-sidedmold in Corinthianclay from the Athenian
Kerameikosapparentlyfallingbetween (a)and (b),251the one side for a serrated-edgedplaque
with normal Classicallotus-and-palmettedecoration,the other, plain edged, preservingthe
rump and tail of a horse, akin to the figured cut-outs. For the chronology of (b) and (c),
it is to be noted that somewhat sirnilarpalmettes combined with precisely the same quite
distinctive,highly stylizedlotus blossomssometimesoccur in the reliefornament of the poloi
of early Rich Styleprotomai.252They may thus be close predecessorsof 64 66 if, as seems
probable,these last are to be reckonedamong the later items from the Stele-GoddessWell.
The serratededge adopted by so many of these roundels may have been inspired by
that of earlier disk akroteria.253Although of foreign origin, they seem to have enjoyed
considerable popularity in Athens. Those with a floral outer zone described in the last
paragraphmay possibly also have had a direct impact on the local so-called architectural
molds of the GrandjouanClass dealt with in the next section. At least, this seems a possible
explanation for the occurrence in the Athenian Agora of fragmentsof molds for disks in
the coarse, gritty "architectural"fabric associated with these, with a scalloped (instead of
serrated)edge and with lotus decorationin relief 254
It remains to consider the possible wider significance of the relief disks themselves.
Interestingresemblancesexist between the laurel-garlandouter zone of 64-66 and those
of some of the earliest Neo-Attic marble oscillaof the Ist century B.C.255 The oscilla, to
be sure, have smooth, not serratededges, but alreadywithin the time span of the present
context, the relief-diskmold 43, dealt with in the next section, seems to be making the
transition to their kind of outer border. Their inner zones, of course, carried figured
scenes, and sometimes, instead of garlands, they displayed floral or foliate decoration as
an alternativein the outer zone. It is thus tentativelysuggestedthat these terracottadisks
hung high on walls in the 5th-4th centuries B.C. may have been the remote ancestors of
their double-sidedmarblecounterpartssuspendedunder the architravesof colonnadesfrom
the Ist century B.C. on. A phenomenon that might possibly have linked them is discussed
in the next section.
251

KerameikosMuseum, Mold 120; for such a double-sidedmold, see also note 247 above.
E.g. Olynthus
I1, no. 297, in PolygirosMuseum. There the lower petals of the palmettesalso occasionally
spring from the volutes, giving them a side-spurredeffect. This feature was formerly used as evidence for
a lower dating for these disks,but, in Attic vase paintingat least, seems alreadyto have developed ratherearlier:
cf. Boardman 1989, figs. 309, 311.
253 E.g. Lawrence,Tomlinson 1983, fig. 106; on the more vexed questionof its originalsignificance,see p.462
below with note 262.
254 Largefragment,Agora T 2143 from Area G-H 18 (omitted,Grandjouan1989) and, closely with this, the
smallerscrap,Agora T 3108 from DepositJ 11:1 of ca.400-325 B.C. on Rotroffs currentdating (Grandjouan,
op.cit., no. 92, p. 55, pl. 22). Unless a true architecturalrole can be found for these or they served to make
elaborate pottery handles (cf. the somewhat similar but earlier relief fragment from Corfu: Kalligas 1969,
p. 312, pl. 252:a), they may well both belong to this Class (pp. 461-465 below).
255 Corswandt 1982, pls. 1-3, 5, 6, 10-12, the earliestbeing reckoned to be Agora S 934 (H. A. Thompson
1949, pp. 220-221, pl. 44:2; Corswandt,op.cit.,no. K 8, pp. 10-12, 74, pl. 1).
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MOLDS
(THEGRANDjouAN
CLAss):40-43

These molds have previouslybeen alluded to as "architectural"because the clay used
for the majorityof them has the added grits and, sometimes, grog appropriateboth to the
terracottasused to fit out the roofsof buildingsand to the moldswith which these were made.
This is doubly unfortunate,both because it does not allow for the examples, includingall of
those from the present context,256that do not show this fabricwhile remaininginseparable
from the others and also because it tends to prejudgethe function of these molds and their
products. They need a distinctivedesignationof their own. The author proposes naming
them the GrandjouanClass in recognitionof the contributionof his former colleague, the
late Claireve Grandjouan,in providingthe firstdetailed account of them.257
40 (P1. 113) preserves part of the mold for a large rectangularrelief of a woman in
motion, probablydancing. It retainsmuch of her chiton-drapedlegs and, obliquely above,
the lower part of an overlyinghimation, its edge apparentlyto be understoodas held out in
front of her in her left hand. Forthe best explanationof what is going on, one has to turn to a
Neo-Attic marble relief type, best known from two examples in Athens from the Theater
of Dionysos.258 These show a veiled dancer on tiptoe in similar dress but with slightly
differentlypositioned legs, possibly executing a turn with the lower part of her himation
trailingback obliquely from her left hand as she does so. On the terracottarelief it is the
dancer'sleft leg, shown frontally,that is verticaland that may thus be supportingher weight
in such a turn, whereas her profile right leg is bent. The suspected twisting effect may be
obscured by the convention of presenting the body frontallywhere a similar motif seems
to have been attemptedin Rich Style terracottastatuettesof dancers.259
The small scrap 41 (P1. 113), from the mold apparentlyfor another such rectangular
relief,has an importancefor thiswhole Classout of all proportionto its size. It, too, preserves
part of the left edge of the relief, but it does not produce a neat vertical line because, as
it approachesthat point, the whole reliefturnsthrougha tight curveof 90 degrees, so that the
edge presentsthe irregularoutline of the relief itself in profile, as it continues in a different
plane. In other words, we seem to be dealing with a frieze that proceeded on around
a right-angledcorner. The subject of what survivesof the relief is even more surprising,
consistingas it does of plants,presumablyas subsidiaryfeaturesin the landscapeof the frieze.
Just above the lower break is set an eight-petaledrosettelikeflower with a large center. To
each side of it grows a reed with long, broad leaves. That to the right has partlyperished in
the breaks but seems to have continued on upwards;that to the left, against the junction
between this relief plaque and the next, appearsto have reached its top, markedby a quite
different smaller crinkly growth (immatureleaves or a flower or seed head?). Botanical
accuracy may be too much to expect. What is remarkableis that a reed with a similar
rosettelikeflower and with a contrastingfeathery top is a feature of the kalathiskosdancer
256

Their fabricis discussedon p. 409 above.
Grandjouan 1989. The present examplesbrieflymentioned, op.cit.,p. 4.
258 Fuchs 1959, pp. 99-101; his ascriptionof the originalto after the middle of the 4th century B.C. is clearly
contradictedby the present context and by the close kinshipof these figureswith the early Rich Style of Attic
terracottas,both implying a date around 400 B.C. or not too long after. For the Athens examples see now
LIAICV, 1990, p. 504, nos. 10, 11, pl. 345, s.v.Horai (V.Machaira).
259
E.g. the right-handfigureof the In Tepe group, note 203 above.
257
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reliefsof this Class.260Is this fragmentfrom an early and, to judge from its plant life, much
finer continuousfrieze of such dancers?
The commonest of the disk-shapedreliefs among the molds of this Class are those
showinggorgoneia.26142 (P1.I 13) is a fairlytypicalexample,the frontalhead adaptingitself
to fill almost all the round space available,as especiallyevident here in the splendidlywild
hair. This circumstancealso leads to a preferencefor the traditionalheavy, broad features.
The pupil and iris of the eye are indicatedin relief (see p. 456).
Despite its diminutivesize, 43 (P1.I 13) seems also to belong here as the mold for a small
decorative disk. It shows the same fabric as 42 above, as well as the rather coarse detail
characteristicof this Class. Further,the only other possible role for it, as a mold for toy
wheels, seems quite ruled out on two grounds: the wheel is surroundedby a decorative
border completely inappropriateto such a toy, and it reveals only a summarytreatment of
the hub, whereasthe functionalones for models were of necessityequippedwith large, wide
hubs. It offersa distinctlycursoryreliefrenderingof a four-spokedchariotwheel surrounded
by a shallower flat outer border incised with a zigzag. This incision may well have been
intended as a guide in the painting of the end product, but it might be rash to take it as
indicating a radiant wheel of Helios' chariot.262It may after all be no more than a direct
reflectionof the serratedborder normal on the Corinthiandecorative disks still popular in
Athens at this time and possibly also echoed in some of the molds of this very Class (see
p. 460 above under 64-66). But it is of interest to note that, if so, it is here reduced to
a vestigialfeaturein an otherwiseplain, smooth outer border. Detached chariotwheels were
apparentlyappropriateofferingshung high up in the shrinesor naiskoi of chthonic deities
and, even more, of the dead conceived of as heroes.263This might explain the aptness as
a votive or as wall decorationof such a modest relief representationas this.
The molds of this Class appearto have been taken, in the usual terracottafashion, from
clay archetypes. It is also clear that terracottareliefscould be made from them,264but the
extant fragmentsof these from Attica are so few as barely to meet the need for secondary
archetypesfor the replicationof the molds themselves. In other words, the ordinaryreliefs
260

Known only from possible scraps from the Athenian Agora (Grandjouan 1989, nos. 16, 17 [and also
no. 15 ?], pp. 1-2, 5-6, 47, pls. 5, 26:b) but attestedby a complete mold from Eretria(Kahil 1967, pl. 335:a,
b) and by actual terracottareliefs from such molds from Praisos (Halbherr 1901, p. 390, pl. XII:5; Forster
1904-1905, no.31, p. 255, fig. 17). A variantmold of this type fromDelos (DelosXXIII, no. 1364, pp. 282-283,
pl. 101) has substitutedacanthusvolutes for the reed.
261 Higgins 1954, no. 708, pp. 187-188, pl. 92; Grandjouan 1989, nos. 84-89, pp. 15, 54-55 and, possibly,
nos. 90, 91, 93, pls. 21, 22. Perhapsclosest, but not of the same series, is Grandjouan,op.cit., no. 84. The
treatmentof the hairis remarkablylikethatof a gorgoneionreliefmedallionon a lekythosin Leiden:Zervoudaki
1968, no. 9, p. 21, pl. 20:1. For a gorgoneionapparentlyused as wall decorationin a house in Eretria:Metzger
1979, no. l,pp. 14-15, pl. 5:1.
262 As sometimes claimed for earlier Greek motifs of this kind: Roes 1933, pp. 7-17, figs. 1-3; Goodison
1989, pp. 75-76, 94-96, 129-131, 151-157, figs. 132, 274, 275, 288.
263 Especially attested in Apulian vase scenes: Smith 1976, figs. 4, 9, pls. 1:a, 3:a, 4:b; Lohmann 1979,
pls. 40:2, 46:2 (where they presumablyfall under the armor and weapons particularlyappropriateto heroes,
pp. 167-169, but are not mentioned specifically);Trendall 1982, pls. 165:3, 194, 196, 198, 325:1.
264 Grandjouan1989, nos. 106, 107, 109, 110 (lessprobablythe obscure scraps,nos. 103-105, while no. 108
is a primary archetype),pp. 2, 56, pls. 23, 24. That these molds could be used to make terracottareliefs is
clearlyshown by the examplesfrom Praisos(note 260 above),but it is equallyclear that they were not normally
so employed in Athens.
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made for sale from this large Class of molds have not survived, presumablybecause they
were in a perishable material.265There are only two serious contenders for the material
used, unbakedclay (ratherfavoredby Grandjouan)and plaster,and there are real difficulties
with the firstof these. Severalof these reliefswere very large by terracottastandardsand, if
molded in clay,would have needed to be kept damp and dried very slowlyindeed to prevent
cracking. If, however, this difficultywere overcome, it is hard to see why they should not
have been fired too, as this would then have been comparativelyeasy. Also, there is the
problem of explaining the relative coarseness of their detail, which sets them apart from
other terracottawork. It seems much more likely that these molds were for making reliefs
of gypsumplasteras cheap, mass-producedalternativesto marbleones, whose coarserdetail
they emulated. They would have been largely restrictedto indoor use by their choice of
material,and coming into being before the Athenianshad masteredthe use of plastermolds,
they employed an intermediatetechnology based on that of terracottaworking. The molds
lack rear grips for verticaluse, such as for pargetingin stucco work, and it seems more likely
that the reliefs were made in plaster of Paris on workshop benches. If our hypothesis is
correct, then the seeming unity of these molds may simply have been that of the material
in which their castswere made, the functionsof the finishedreliefsbeing rathermore diverse.
Thus the banquet-typehero scenes were presumablyvotive or commemorative, like their
marblecounterparts.266The role of the greaterpart of these reliefswould seem, however,to
have been largely decorative, perhaps as occasional adornment of the walls or fittings of
domestic or commercialbuildings.267
The sources of some of these ornamental motifs are of some interest. It has already
been seen how the contemporarywork from which 40 apparentlydrew its inspirationwas
later copied in Neo-Attic Classicizingmarble reliefs(p. 460). The terracottaartisthad not,
however,followedit closely. He seems more to have carriedits image in his head and to have
created his own original work of its type and in its style. The same phenomenon recurs
elsewhere in this Class. One of its best attested examples is a dancing maenad.268 This
is conceived in the style of a whole range of such maenadswhich are later standardsubjects
of ClassicizingNeo-Attic relief work and which modern scholars have regarded as copied

265 Claireve Grandjouanhas set out the possibilitiesin exemplary fashion (Grandjouan 1989, pp. 32-34).
Unfortunately,her accountwas never completedto the point of fullyevaluatingtheirdegrees of probabilityand
thus arrivingat what, at this stage, seems the likeliesthypothesis.
266 Grandjouan 1989, nos. 41-44, pp. 9-11, 33, 49-50, pls. 10-11, 29, 31, 32; on their interpretation,see
note 129 above.
267 There is hardlyanythingamong these molds to link them with a systemof formal architecturaldecoration,
and the room interiorswith which they may, on this hypothesis, have been associated could still have been
relativelyplain and simple. Apart from the gorgoneia and other disks,most are for rectangularrelief panels.
41 seems to indicate that, at least initially,these were capable of forming continuous friezes (the larger reliefs
perhaps servingas dados?);in their later replicationtheir range may have become much more restrictedinto
standardizedisolated panels. Apart from interiorwalls, they could have decorated plinths and other indoor
fittings.
268 Grandjouan 1989, nos. 1-8 and, possibly,9-14, pp. 1, 4-5, 46-47, pls. 1-4, 25, 27; already current in
the 4th centuryB.C., on the evidence of nos. 5, 7, 9, from the 4th-centurycontextsWellA 16:3and FillJ 11:1. A
variant of this type appears to have persisted much later at Chalkis (Sampson 1982, no. 46, pp. 147-148,
160, pl. 54), like the more canonical types of Roman decorativesculpture.
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from Attic originals of the end of the 5th century B.C., possibly by Kallimachos.269 But,
again, the terracotta-moldversionis a replicaof none of these but is an independent,wilder,
and more abandoned creation in their idiom, perhaps also first devised near the start of
the Class early in the 4th century B.C.,270although endlesslyrepeated thereafter. Precisely
the same relationshipexists between the kalatiskosdancer of our Class271and her various
counterpartsof Neo-Attic marble work, which have themselvesbeen regarded as possibly
copied from the Laconian Dancers of Kallimachos.272Once again the GrandjouanClass
type emerges as a matching independentwork in the same style.
This bringsus also to the vexed question of the date range of this Class, since, although
attestedfrom the early 4th centuryB.C. on, the vast majorityof its molds from the Athenian
Agora are from Hellenisticcontexts. If, however,we have rightlyinferredthat it did not have
a backward-lookingClassicizingphase so much as a continuingproductionof some of its own
early works,the style of its molds would seem to suggestthat most of its creativityhad fallen
in the 4th centuryB.C., the subsequentstages in the industrybecoming increasinglymerely
replicative. The large, late finds of its molds may also, in part, represent the progressive
abandonmentof the now outmoded technology that they represented.273Ancient tradition
seems to imply that Greeksculptorsacquiredthe skillof makingplastercastsduringthe later
4th century B.C.,274 although it could well have taken longer to adapt the new techniques
to the production-linerequirementsof our suggestedplaster-reliefworkers.275 May one,
however, hypothesize a furtherstage, now quite lost because of its perishablematerials, in
Fuchs 1959, pp. 73-91, fig. 1, pls. 15-19; see now also Touchette 1992. On Kallimachos: Gullini 1953;
Schlorb 1964, pp. 45-53.
270 On the basis that the molds of this Class are absent from Agora contexts down to the end of the 5th
centuryB.C. or just beyond but are clearlyattestedfrom the well publishedhere, it is taken that they probably
had their beginningsquite early in the 4th centuryB.C.
271 See note 260 above. The evidence that they were already current in the 4th century B.C. rests on the
fragments(Grandjouan1989, nos. 15, 17)fromWellsR 13:11and A 16:3;but 41 from the presentwell (U 13:1)
may indicate that differentand finer versionswere alreadyin existence by the early 4th century.
272 Bltimel 1931, nos. K 184, 185, pp. 45-46, pl. 77; Fuchs 1959, pp. 91-96, fig. 2; Tiberios 1983, figs. 1,
2, pls. 4:p, 5, 6.
273 Their abandonment is not easily dated because many of the largestfinds of them have been in building
fills,which can also incorporatea great deal of much earliermaterial,as clearlydemonstratedby the ordinary
terracottastatuettesfrom their richest source, that of the Middle Stoa (Fill H-K 12-15), whose lower limit
is now set at ca. 183 B.C. (Grace 1985). Even so, this last may imply that they were alreadypassingout of use by
the early 2nd centuryB.C. In supportof an earlyend to theirregularemployment,it may also be significantthat
the deviant types of the GrandjouanClassjust consideredseem to have had no impact on the repertoireof the
emerging Neo-Attic sculptors. Note, however, the late continuationof a somewhat divergent but apparently
connected type at Chalkis(note 268 above).
274 The innovatorwas, according to Pliny (N.H. 35.153), the SikyonianLysistratos,the brother of Lysippos.
The necessarytechnology,however,albeit possiblyin a simplerform, had long been current in other regions
such as Egypt, as witness,e.g., the fine range of 14th-centuryB.C. castsfrom the Amarna studio of the sculptor
Tuthmosis. On Graeco-Romantechniquessee Landwehr 1985.
275 Plaster molds for terracottafigurinesare in evidence in Corinth from the 3rd century B.C. on (Boukidis
and Fisher 1972, p. 316; Uhlenbrock 1990, p. 16; Merker 1990, pp. 57-58) and in Athens from the 2nd
century B.C. on (D. B. Thompson 1965, pp. 35-36; Uhlenbrock, op. cit. p. 16). But there was apparently
an inbuilt resistanceto plaster molds in the finer terracottafabrics because they did not lend themselves to
adding details in intaglio. This terracottaevidence thus does not necessarilygainsay the likelihood that the
appropriatenew plastertechnology may have been alreadyin place early in the Early Hellenisticperiod.
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which their new plastermolds began to be taken directlyfrom originalssuch as the reliefsof
Kallimachos, thus finally bridging the gap between the decorative art of the Grandjouan
Class and that of the emerging Neo-Attic marble workers,who may themselves thus have
been simply drawingon an alreadyestablishedrepertoire?

THIS CONTEXT AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ATTIC TERRACOTTAS
This concluding section providesa brief outline of the main developmentsthat occurred in
Attic terracottasduringthe period spannedby the examplesfromWell U 13:1and also a little
to eitherside, the betterto evaluatethe contributionmade by the new materialpublishedhere.
A better perspective on the Early Classical items with which this context begins may
be gained by glancing back at the situationjust before, in Late Archaic times. The last
thirty years of the Archaic period, 510-480 B.C., saw the volume of votive terracottas
dedicated at the great public sanctuarieson the Akropolisand in Eleusis reach its height.
Although this coincided with the new democracy,it may have had other causes. Terracotta
offeringshad already been growing steadilyin number for a long time before, and slightly
earlierAttic advances in the frontal molding of whole statuetteshad made this final surge
possible. The great number of the terracottasmakesthe assemblyand study of their stylistic
Groups reasonablystraightforward.276When this is done, however, it becomes clear that
a few significantareas of Attic terracottaproductionare largelymissingfrom this sanctuary
material.277It thus seemslikelythat even as earlyas this a somewhatwider rangewas already
on the marketfor adorningthe homes and workplacesof ordinarycitizens and, more rarely,
for placing in their graves or those of their children.
This abundanceof votive terracottascame to an abrupthalt at the very end of the Late
Archaicperiod. On the Akropolisthis interruptionin the votive-terracottasequencewas not
total:a small trickleof such items continuedon throughthe EarlyClassicalperiod, dwindled
in Classicaltirnes,and resumedwith the Rich and Tanagra Styles, when there was even a
minor revival. But there is a vast differencebetween seriesattestedby hundredsof examples
and those representedby at most a mere handful. That the irnmediatecause of the break
was the Persian occupation of 480-479 B.C. seems confirmed by the numerous statuettes
extending down to advanced Late Archaic in date (discardedby the original excavators278)
whose clay walls appear to have crumbledunder intense heat. At Eleusis the cutoff at this
stage may have been rather more complete.279 A similar interruptionis evident at other
276

E.g. the two such Groups:Nicholls 1982, pp. 93-122.
E.g. the scant representationof certain types of protome which other evidence is starting to reveal as
having evolved in Athens at this stage (p. 418 above).
278
Part of a formidable body of material apparentlyrecovered ca. 1940 from the original dumps of the
19th-centuryexcavatorsand seen by the present author in 1949-1950, stored on the flat roof of the National
Museum in Athens.
279 The terracottasidentifiablyfrom the Demeter sanctuarynow held in the Eleusis Museum seem to have
come to a complete halt ca. 480 B.C., and the same story seems to be told by the better documented finds, e.g.
from the SacrificialPyre outside the terracewall of the Archaic Telesterion(Mylonasand Kourouniotis 1933,
pp. 280-282, fig. 15) and the offeringsfrom the "SacredHouse" (Kourouniotisand Travlos 1938, pp. 42-52,
figs. 8-11). On the other hand, terracottasappear, naturally,to have continued in use in the town and its
277
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majorAttic sanctuarieswhere terracottashad been abundant,280althoughthe more modest
dedications at various minor shrines apparentlycontinued.281 Although the initial break
thus seems to have been caused by Persian action, the subsequent dearth of terracottas
appearsmore likely to have been due to a deliberatepolicy of restrictingthe clutter caused
by such humble offeringsas certainof the main templeswere reinstated.
This phenomenon seems of great importancefor our understandingof Attic terracottas.
Firstof all, it providesa chronologicalfixedpoint in theirdevelopmentand one that, with due
allowancefor the derivativeproductionthatis a featureof moldmadeterracottaseverywhere,
accords quite well with conventionalpottery and sculpturedating for the Late Archaic and
Early Classicalperiods.282
Secondly, the abrupt reduction in the more prestigiousvotive role of Attic terracottas
must have had a profoundeffect on the industryproducingthem. Henceforward,although
the rarerintact survivingexamples seem mostly to have been from graves and the archaeologicalrecordof local householdpracticesin this regardis woefullyinadequate,the main role
of Attic terracottaswas presumablyas simple adornmentsor displaysof piety or children's
playthingsin the homes and businessesof ordinarycitizens. Although not necessarilyreflecting the same usages as in Athens, the Olynthos excavationsprovide a fascinatingrecord of
the rooms in houseswhere such figureswere found.283North Greece has also affordedclear
evidence of how a terracottaprotome (here pp. 413-419) was hung high on the wall of a
room,284and it seems possible that the masks, shields, and decorative disks (pp. 419-420,
456-460) were similarlylocated. The mobiles (pp. 433-435) were presumablyhung from
ceilings,lintels,or architraves,but there is less evidence as to how the ordinarystatuettesand
plasticvases were kept and displayed.
This change of emphasis in the role of Attic terracottashad a more gradual influence
on the types involved,apart,perhaps,from a certainshiftin the choice of deitiesrepresented,
but, from the end of the Classicalperiod on, the cumulativeeffectof it seems to have become
all-pervasive,leading to the emergenceof the quite new and initiallyuniquelyAttic concepts
that characterizedthe Rich Style. Much of the new spirit widely regarded as informing
Hellenistic terracottasseems in fact to have had its beginnings in Attic work of this date.
cemeteries. Winter (1903) records some post-Archaicterracottasas then in the Eleusis Museum, but their
source is not clear,as is true of some other items currentlythere (e.g. note 162 above).
280 E.g. at Brauron where, so far as one may judge from the material on public display in the Brauron
Museum, there was some Early Classical revival of terracottadedications after the interruptionof 480 B.C.
but a rapid tailing off thereafter.
281 E.g. from the Caves of Pan at Eleusis C1ravlos1962, pp. 54-55, pl. 42:3) and at Oinoe near Marathon
([Papademetriou]1959, pp. 15-22; the terracottasin MarathonMuseum, unpublished).
282 I have, accordingly,followed conventional dating for the artifactsof these periods, as opposed to the
lower chronology recently advanced by M. Vickers, E. D. Francis,and their colleagues, their earlier articles
usefullylisted and discussedby R. M. Cook (1989);for theirproposedreviseddates for developmentswithin the
Athenian Agora over this period: Francisand Vickers 1988 (rebutted,Shear 1993).
283 Olynthus
VII, pp. 9-15; Olynthus
XYV,pp. 63-67. A much more detailedanalysiswould be useful,but there
are special problems at present in allowing for the chronologicaldimension in the architecturalhistory of the
houses involvedand also for the spreadof the materialin the collapseof these apparentlyfrequentlytwo-storied
structures.
284 By the inside of the sarcophagusin the Thessalonike Museum from Tomb II (ca. 350-325 B.C.), Nea
Mechaniona mound, decoratedto representthe interiorof a room.
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Its essence seems to have lain in the new freshnessand freedom with which its subjectsare
handled, but it would, on the whole, be wrong to regard this as a change from sacred to
profane iconography. Traditionalbeliefs and attitudesseem to underlie much more of this
new Rich Style world than is usuallyconceded;the differenceis in the way in which these are
completely humanized. Over most of the rest of Greece their continuing votive role still
dictated many of the types of terracottas,leading to a growing gulf between these and Attic
products. This circumstancemay also explain how these other fabricsseem often to have
been somewhat selectivein imitatingor makingderivativecopies of the new Attic creations.
The ending around 480 B.C. of the massiverecord of Attic productionprovided by the
great votive deposits also has drasticconsequencesfor the modern study of the subsequent
historyof terracottasthere, as alreadyobservedon p. 420. Documented later finds of them
are much more modest and not very abundant, and it is against this backgroundthat the
present context assumesconsiderablesignificance.
The break in large-scale votive usage around 480 B.C. also coincided with a major
technical change, which became universalat the startof EarlyClassicaltimes. Late Archaic
Attic molded statuettes had been heavy and required a great deal of clay because they
were fashioned solid apart from a skewer hole, pierced from below and enlarged at the
bottom by knife-hollowing,whereas the Early Classicalones were formed hollow, usually
still in simple frontal molds with plain added backs, normally with square vents. Because
of their contactswith East Greece, ArchaicAttic craftsmenhad long been aware of the more
advanced techniquesfor hollow-moldingfigurescompletelyin the round, but although they
had adopted them for plastic vases, they had only rarelyused them for statuettes.285Their
EarlyClassicalsuccessorsdeveloped the practiceof molding the statuettes'heads separately,
and these were often fashioned in the round. The technique of the Attic head-vases may
have been part of the inspirationfor this, but a few of the best of these heavier-walledor
solid statuette heads surpassedeven the head-vases in quality.286The plastic vases of the
Early Classical potter Sotades made further spectacularadvances in hollow molding (the
wing fragment, 70, p. 454, P1. 111, might even be linked with his workshop),287and a
new confidence, already in evidence by the start of the Classicalperiod, in treatingwhole
statuettesin this way may mark the influence of his new approach on terracottas. This is
attestedin the doves and sirenshollow-moldedin the round (pp. 455-456) and, above all, in
the nude "torso-dolls"(pp. 436-438).
As already indicated, the main types continued to be the traditionalones of protomai
and standing and seated figures,particularlyof goddesses (pp. 413-430). But now some of
the statuettescan be identifiedas modeled on known EarlyClassicaland Classicalsculptural
285

E.g. the statuette molded in the round (but in this case solid):Nicholls 1982, no. Dl: 1, p. 122, pl. 29:f,
see also note 12 above. Hollow molding in the round was a regular feature of Archaic Attic plastic vases,
beginning with the kneeling boy from the Athenian Agora, P 1231 (Vanderpool 1937; HumanF;gure,no. 48,
pp. 42-43, 136-137, with pls. [R. V. Nicholls, M. Pandou]).
286 E.g. Berlin, S.M. 8230 (Winter1903, I, p. 178, fig. ; Knoblauch 1937, no. 362, p. 183, fig. 18) or, showing
some incision afterwards:Munich, StaatlicheAntikensammlungen,iDv. no. SL 96, 1120 (Sieveking 1916, I,
pp. 10-11, pl. 14:4);more commonly evinced in secondary-archetype-likeheads (e.g. the Frankfurtexample
illustrated,ibid.),which appear to have been produced as busts.
287 Buschor 1919;ARV2,pp. 764-768, 769, 772-773. Forthe associatedanimal-headvases:Hoffmann 1962,
pp. 19-25, pls. VI-XI.
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types, sometimespossiblymerely imitatinga motif but perhapsmore often loosely adopting
an establishediconography as part of the identity of the deity or figure type depicted;28
this may also explain the frequenttime lag between that originaland the terracottaversions.
Another phenomenon is the way in which various quite differentterracottaseries seem to
be inspired by the same, otherwise unknown, lost work, although here it is harder to tell
whether the vanishedoriginalwas a majorsculptureor a smallercreation in the minor arts,
even perhapsamong the terracottasthemselves.289
The main new developmentin Attic terracottasin the period coveredby this context has
hitherto lacked even a generallyaccepted name. The author has attempted to remedy this
by adoptinga term, now ratherneglected in the other artsbut which fits the characterof the
terracottasthat now emerged tolerablywell, the Rich Style.290 It is probably convenient
to regard the beginning of the transitionto it as marked by the reemergence of miniature
statuettestowardsthe end of the thirdquarterof the 5th centuryB.C. (p. 422 and the molded
mobiles, pp. 433-434) and continuing in the 4th century (p. 447), although most of its
products were of more normal size. Its early style is a direct continuation of the Classical
but with growing attention to the more complex treatment of drapery folds characteristic
of Attic sculptureof the later decades of the 5th centuryand, on vases, of the work of artists
such as the Meidias Painter (modest examples of or near this stage are 11, 14, 4648,
Pls. 104-106). Associatedwith this was an increasingpreoccupationwith subsidiaryrelief
detail, particularlyof hair and jewelry. Much of this seems to have been achieved by fine
intaglio work on the molds, sometimes involving the use of miniature dies for impressing
tiny rosettes or necklet pendants (heads of this kind are not preserved from our context,
but one may cite the polos ornament of the more evolved 57, P1. 108).291 The growing
elaborationalso led to the startof retouchingaftermolding and an increasinguse of applique
details (as, e.g., on 49, P1. 106). In extreme cases the effect could be one of an almost sugary
ornateness. Some of these series doubtlesscontinued to be made far into the 4th century.
Alongside these rather more normal statuettes a quite different tendency was also
evolving in which the flat-backedfigureswere considerablyreduced in depth so that they
acquired almost the characterof detached high reliefs. The new technique allowed much
more attention to subsidiarydetail, particularlyto the setting of the scene, and to enabling
differentfiguresto be grouped together in the same composition(pp. 443-453). 3 (pp. 407,
450 above) providesthe firstevidence of how the primaryarchetypesfor the bodies of these
shallower statuetteswere made. The way in which the resultantfigures accomplished so
much with a singleundulatingmolded clay surfacesuggeststhe influenceofthe contemporary
288 As probably with 13 (p. 422 above). Others such as 24 (pp. 443-444) and, possibly, 16 (pp. 426-427)
suggesta much looser connection.
289
Most interestinglyhere, the Variable Goddess Groups (pp. 426-427 above) and the name series of the
Group of Hett Collection 239 and the others copying it (p. 422); cf. also the other series repeating the types
of 10 and 17 (pp. 421-422, 428-429).
290 The name adopted for plastic vases of this stage by Trumpf-Lyritzaki(1969); already proposed that it
should be extended to the terracottasas well: Nicholls 1984, p. 28.
291 More typicalare Higgins 1967, pl.31 :E, F.The higherchronologyconfirmedhere establishesthe currency
in the late 5th and early 4th centuries B.C. of the remarkabledevelopments in Greekjewelry to which such
worksbear witness.
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art of repousse metalwork.292But today the main local analogies for these statuettesare
provided by Attic pottery vessels whose raised decoration was doubtless inspired by such
metalworkbut was executed much more shallowly.293Higher metal relief work more akin
to these figuresin depth may have occurred earlier294and is certainlyattested later in the
4th century295and probably flourishedright through this period as well,296so that these
terracottasmay not originallyhave been quite so unusualas they now appear. But, as things
stand, they and the plasticvases relatedto them seem, aftertheir early stages,to have moved
increasinglyaway from theirformerdependenceon sculpturalmodels and into a freerworld
of remarkableoriginalityand creativity.
Their very uniquenesshas made them hard to date stylistically,and they have variously
been ascribed to periods between the late 5th century B.C. and Hellenistic times,297none
of these estimates being in fact too far from the truth, as they appear to have had both
an early start and a long derivativeproduction. That they had already begun by the late
5th century B.C. seems establishedby their occurrencein contexts of about that date in the
Athenian Agora and Kerameikos. Partly to lay at rest any uncertaintyabout the pottery
chronology on which thesejudgments depend, I have done my best to arriveat an absolute
date for the best preserved of the early Agora figures executed in this way, a statuette of
a dancing Old Comedy actor.298Although this is a tentative suggestion, it may be useful
to set it out here. In the 5th century B.C. it may have been normal, on the interpretation
offeredearlier(pp. 438-443), to show mime playersin their costumesand masks;the present
statuette, however, is one of the very first attempts in terracotta to depict a comic actor
realistically,and the artistmay have been luredinto doing so by the very incongruitybetween
a high point in the action of a play and the quaint mechanicsby which it was portrayed. It
seems that the mask may be a caricaturedpersonal likeness. The polos on his head may
markhim out as one of the blessedor "heroized"dead, on the analogy of similarheadgearof
heroes on funerarybanquet reliefs.299He is dressedin the long' formal chiton of poets and
292

Although some of the earliest lidded-mirrorreliefs seem close to Attic work (Ztichner 1942), the main
evidence from Athens for local repoussemetalworkof this period is providedby ancient terracottaimpressions
taken from it; for the examples of these from the Athenian Agora:D. B. Thompson 1939, 1949, 1969; Reeder
Williams 1976 (forexamples from elsewhere,ibid.,p. 41, notes 2, 3).
293
Zervoudaki1968; Barr-Sharrar1990.
294 E.g., to judge from later copies, the reliefsof the
Parthenosshield:Simon 1976; Harrison 1981; LIMC I,
1981, pp. 602-603, no. 246, pls. 472, 473, s.v.Amazones (P.Devambez and A. Kauffmann-Samaras).
295
Best attested fartherafield by the Derveni krater:Gioure 1978; color plates: SearchforAlexander,
no. 127,
pp. 164-165, pls. 20, 21 (K. Rhomiopoulou);Andronicos 1987, pp. 16-17, pls. 32-35.
296
E.g. on the evidence of the earliest lidded-mirrorreliefs (note 292 above) and of the Agora "mourning
Odysseus" impression (notes 235, 292) and, even more, of contemporary Greek repousse metalwork from
outside Attica (e.g. Richter 1983, p. 220, fig. 313).
297 Earlierviews on the subject are usefullyassembledby S. Besques (1978), who provides the best general
account to date of Attic Rich Style terracottas,althoughshe places their main creativephase rathertoo late, in
the middle years of the 4th centuryB.C.
298 Agora T 1468 + T 1575 from Well B 13:5 (to the last quarter of the 5th century B.C.). H. 12.35 cm.
Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, pl. 31; Websterand Green 1978, no. AT 1, p. 29.
299 See note 129. This may also reopen the question whether the various "grotesques"(interpretedon
pp. 438-443 as mime players) with polos-type headdresses are not irreverentportrayals of heroes (or the
"heroized"dead) or of deities, and possiblywhether such interpretationsmay not also apply to the Middle
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charioteers,here with an overfoldwith the comic phallushangingfrom under it, and (aspart
ofthe byplay?)has wrappedhis upperbody and armsin a skimpymantle,mimnicking
the dress
of Rich Style dancers(see pp. 450-453). Further,like some of these last, he is bounding onto
a footstool ready to perform. The tentative suggestionis that this lively "deceased"figure
may be the Euripidesof Aristophanes'Frogsand that the byplay with the dancerlikemantle
and footstool may have accompanied the deliveryof some of his verses in the contest with
Aischylos,perhapsto stresstheir insubstantialityand feminine sensitivity.300The long, lank,
slightlywavy locksand the unimpressivebeardseem at leastcompatiblewith laterportraitsof
Euripides.30'On thisinterpretation,one gainsa date of 405 B.C. for the creationof this series,
while ephemeral public recollections of the original stage directions were still current.302
Further,its parody of the Rich Style dancers and the footstool performancessuggests that
terracottaversionsof these were alreadyin fashionby the time that it was made.303
The chief earlyfind of such statuettesfrom the Kerameikosis that from the child'sgrave
hS 264.304 This has been variouslydated to ca. 400 B.C. or to the earliestyears of the 4th
century. What is significantis that the statuettesin question seem nearly all to be weak,
indistinctderivat'ives,probably implying that the differentseries to which they belong had
alreadybeen in productionfor severalyears before these exampleswere made.
The correspondingRich Style plastic vases in statuette form also seem to have had
their beginnings in the late 5th century B.C. At least, this appears to be indicated by the
occurrence of the lower part of such a plastic vase in an Agora context whose pottery has
been conventionallydated ca.430-410 B.C.305 (This need not surpriseone since it is already
generally accepted that the Rich Style head-vases were directly continuing the tradition
of their Classicalpredecessors.)Henceforwardboth statuettesand plastic vases could even
occur within the same series. Becauseof theirsuperiorclay and higherfiringthe plasticvases
are often in better condition, but the statuettesseem to have enjoyed a much wider range of
subject. The questionof primacyis not easily resolved. The only archetypesthat we appear
Comedy chorusesof the Agora reliefs,S 1025, S 1586, and S 2098 (Webster1960, nos. B7, B33, pp. 263-265,
pl. 66; Websterand Green 1978, nos. AS 3, AS 4, pp. 118-119, pl. IX).
300 Ranae830-1481. Perhapssome interludesuch as lines 1285-1295? Probablynot the actual "weighing"of
the verses (1378-1406) because the balance is not in evidence. Webster and Green 1978, p. 29 (cites both
this interpretationand that of E. W Handley as the dithyrambistKinesias).
301 Richter 1965, pp. 133-140, figs. 717-767; Richter
1972, p. 6, figs. 744:a-d, 756:a.
302 If
this is so, the way in which the polos was hidden by a garland on the plastic-oinochoeversion of the
same series in Vienna (Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 97, p. 37, pl. 13, where misinterpretedas a Papposeilenos;
Websterand Green 1978, no. AV 2, p. 31) may suggesthow fleeting such memories were.
303 A woman footstool-dancerin essentiallythe same pose (as Winter 1903, II, p. 148, fig. 4) is Athenian
Agora T 830 from Well E 16:1 (late 5th century B.C. down to the first quarter of the 4th century), but this
is a blurred,weak derivative,suggestingthat its series had alreadybeen in productionfor a considerabletime
beforehand.
304 See note 11 above.
305 P 789, from Pit I-J 18:1 (one of the fragmentsomitted from the publicationof such plastic vases from the
Athenian Agora:Reeder Williams 1978);too little of it survivesfor certainty,but the figureseems to have been
that of a crouching child with its weight on its left hand (cf. 50 and 67), a type with excellent 5th-century
antecedents, especially in East Greece. The adaptation of the series of the late-5th-centuryactor statuette
cited above (note 298) into a plastic oinochoe (note 302) likewise confirms the early currency of such vases
as does the context of the discardedKerameikosarchetype(note 306).
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to have for such plastic vases seem secondary ones for derivativeproduction.306 Perhaps
the truthis that, at this stage, seriescould begin eitheras plasticvases or as statuettesand that
each could change its statusto the other.
Some of the Groups of these new statuettesand plasticvases continued the very ornate
stylementioned earlier,while othersfollowedthe lessflorididiomsnow emergingin sculpture
and other media. The important thing to observe is that these different styles seem to
have coexisted, according to the choice of the differentcraftsmeninvolved. The principal
contributionmade by the present context is that it establishesthat the evolution of these
Rich Style terracottaswas a very rapid one indeed through the late 5th and early 4th
centuries B.C. This is because this well includes not only identifiablyearly items but also
what have previouslybeen regardedas quite advanced ones whose series or types had been
ascribedto the middle and third quarterof the 4th century or even later.
As mentioned earlier (pp. 405, 412), on conventional pottery chronology the fills of
Well U 13:1 have been dated to ca. 380 B.C., or anyway no later than the 370's, and the
Stele-GoddessWorkshopmight itself have been destroyed a few years before that. That
4th-century ceramic dating may now need to be revised somewhat to accord with that
more recently established for the 3rd century B.C. on the evidence from the Ptolemaic
encampment at Koroni apparentlyof the time of the ChremonideanWar.307As it stands,
4th-century pottery chronology largely rests on the assumption that the latest vases from
Olynthos date from the time of that city'scaptureand destructionby Philip II in 348 B.C., an
assumption already queried on various grounds.308 A small number of terracottasfrom
Olynthos in the Tanagra Style would seem in fact unlikely to date much before the last
quarterof the 4th century B.C.,309 and a few others, though earlier,may still be later than
306 KerameikosMuseum, T 349 from burial SA 40 (ca.400 B.C.): youth (Theseus?)with bull. Agora T 3255:
female head (ReederWilliams 1978, no. 2, pp. 361, 379-380, pl. 91, where assignedto the series of the Athens
Nike lekythos [here note 78] or, anyway, the same Group). Although the latter had been retouched, both
had clearlybeen molded.
307 Vanderpool, McCredie, and Steinberg 1962; 1964. On the controversyover dating that resulted and
its resolutionby V R. Grace (1974), see S. I. Rotroff(Thompson,Thompson, and Rotroff 1987, pp. 5-6).
308 Ferguson 1935; Bellinger 1953; Thompson, Thompson, and Rotroff 1987, p. 184 (Rotroff;where further
bibliography);resumesofpapersby the followingon differentaspectsofthe problemappearedin 1990 (Olynthos
Colloquium 1990):N. Cahill,J. Heskel,J.A. Dengate, M. Rose, S. I. Rotroff,J.Tidmarsh,H. Williams,B. BarrSharrar,and A. S. Benjamin. On the basis of restudyingpart of the Olynthospottery,Wolf Rudolph (1988 and
in correspondencewith the author)favorsthe view that occupationhad continued there until the foundationof
Kassandreiain 316 B.C. In point of fact, the problem was partly recognized by the original excavators and
is well set out in Olynts VIII, pp. 1-17, where it is readily accepted that settlement had clearly continued
after 348 B.C. on partsof the North Hill there.
309 Most obviouslythe women's heads, Olynthus
IV,nos. 365-369, VII, no. 289; also the Artemis, Olynthus
VII,
no. 192, and the standingwoman, OynthusXIV, no. 190; in addition,the unpublishedfigures,the Eros 0 2589
and the standingwoman 0 2688; possiblyalsothe (decent)actor,Olynthus
XIV, no. 388, asperhapsalreadyofNew
Comedy date, although treated as earlier (Websterand Green 1978, p. 101, no. OT 2). An even more
problematicalunpublishedAttis figure with the Olynthos terracottasin the Salonica Museum (old no. 806)
is markedas only "probablyfrom Olynthos". The TanagraStyle heads from nearbyMekyberna, Olynthus
XWV,
nos. 491,492, causefewerproblemsbecauseit had been recognizedthatoccupationhad continuedlaterthere. It
is also to be noted that a few scraps from Olynthos may be much later still. The advanced mime head,
OlynthusIV, no. 387, could be Late Hellenistic or Roman, and the boy's-head attachments, OlynthusVII,
no. 257, XIV, no. 455, seem possiblyRoman and perhapsto be linkedwith the Roman blown glassfrom the site.
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348.310 It is clear,however,that these demonstrablylater items are relativelyfew in number,
possibly implying that any continuing occupation or reoccupation there was itself quite
modest.311

As observed on p. 466 above, the Attic terracottaevidence suggeststhat conventional
Early Classical dating may be tolerably correct, and the same is surely true of Classical
chronology. I suspect that, as a result, any subsequentadjustmentsneeded in the late 5th
and early 4th centuriesmay still be quite small. In correspondencewith the author, Susan
Rotroffhasexpressedthe view that the currentmid-4th-centurypotterychronology,based on
the destructionof Olynthos,may also be not too wide ofthe mark,since the majorcorrections
needed are in the late 4th century B.C.312 The terracottaspublished here can only make a
modest contributionto the discussion.The only items that may suggestan absolutedate as a
control appear to be the decorativedisks,64-66 (pp. 458-460). If we have rightlysurmised
that their motif carrieda political message of supportfor the Macedonian king (and, as has
been seen, this is far from sure),then might not the introductionof these Corinthianreliefs
intoAthenshave coincidedwith an event thatmade them speciallyapposite,such as the treaty
between Athens and AmyntasIII of ca. 374-373 B.C.?313This fallswithin the lower range of
the conventionaldatingof this context, although,if the burningof 64 is to be connected with
the destructionof the Stele-GoddessWorkshop,the suggested time lag between that event
and the relevantwell fillsmightjust imply a modest loweringof currentceramic chronology
at that stage. On that basis, however,the lower linit for all the developmentsin these more
advanced Rich Style terracottaswithin the Stele-GoddessWorkshopwould seem unlikely
to be very much later than the end of the firstquarterof the 4th century B.C. As a result, in
a period of a little over thirty years from our earlier, so tentatively suggested fixed point,
they would seem to have passed throughmost of their later evolution.
These Rich Stylestatuettesand plasticvasesalso clearlycontinuedas partof normalAttic
terracottaproduction at least down to earliest Hellenistic times, but it would appear that,
310 Various statuettesalready executed in the round and apparentlybelonging in the main to the Evolved
Style (see pp. 475-476 below) of about the thirdquarterof the 4th centuryand markingthe transitiontowards
the Tanagra Style: the standingwomen, OlynthusVII, no. 181 and XIV, no. 218, the crouching women of the
knucklebone-playertypes, Olynthu3IV,nos. 379, 380 and IV,no. 381, the seated nurse, OlyniumsIV, no. 378, and
possibly also the seated woman, Olynthus
VII, no. 241. A few of the latest protomai and latest local plastic
vases might also belong with these, but this is less sure.
311 There is no way of determiningwhetherthe main body of Rich Style derivativesfrom Olynthos stoppedin
348 B.C. or continued into earliest Hellenistic times, but there is equally nothing to show that they did not
end in 348. It is also far from certain that the few later, Tanagra Style examples (note 309 above) are all

earlierthan316 B.C.
312 She bases this partly on the small volume of the material from Olynthos that seems securely post-348
and, even more, on the potteryfrom the thirdphase of BuildingZ in the Kerameikosto which Mrs. Knigge has
kindly allowed her access and which seems firmly dated numismaticallyto the earlierpart of the last quarter
of the 4th centuryB.C. "IfOlynthoshad continuedto be heavilypopulateduntil 316, the potteryfrom Olynthos
and that from Building Z should look very much alike, but there is clearly a long gap between them." She
has been able to identify only isolated vases of Building-Z date from Olynthos. It is to be hoped that the
resumed Greek excavations at Olynthos (Drougou and Vokotopoulou 1989) may finally resolve the matter
by producing clear-cutexamples of houses destroyedin 348 and of the apparentlylimited number of others
that were reoccupied after that date.
313 IG 11/1112 102; Tod 1948, no. 129, pp. 90-92; Bengston 1962, no. 264, pp. 220-221. On present
indications,the subsequenttreatybetween Athens and Philip II in 346 B.C. would seem too late a possibility.
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after that initial creative explosion, most of these later examples may have been derivative.
This presumptionis strengthenedby the way in which the draperyfolds of so many of their
more elaboratecompositionsstillecho the conventionscharacteristicof Attic sculptureof the
late 5th century and the early-4th-centurycontinuationof this tradition,e.g. by Timotheos.
Until these terracottasbecome more abundant it will be possible to assemble only some
of them into stylisticGroups, but, insofar as this can now be done, its effect is to identify
increasing numbers of them as having had their beginnings in the main creative phase of
the late 5th and early 4th centuries. New additionswere doubtlessmade to the repertoire
over the rest of the 4th century,but they are less easy to identify.Hairstyleswere sometimes
updated314 or even whole heads, but this does not necessarilypreclude an earlier origin
where the stylisticidiom remains otherwisethe same. The circumstancethat most of the
Rich Styleterracottasfromthe main EarlyHellenisticcontextsin the Agora seem identifiable
as having originatedearly may also be significant,315 althoughthese could equallyrepresent
extraneousoldermaterialas much as the finalstagesof production,particularlyin the case of
the Coroplast'sDump316and Menon's Cistern,317where even earlierfiguresare attested.
At this stage it is necessaryto turn to other quite differentcategoriesof Attic terracottas
to signpostsubsequentdevelopmentthroughthe 4th century rathermore clearly. The Old
Comedy statuettediscussedearlier(p. 469) is unusualin being treatedwholly in the shallow
Rich Style fashion. Some of the few other early terracottafiguresof comic actors are shown
much more in the round,318 possibly influenced by bronze statuetteswhich may initially
have played a larger role.319 The New York Group of Middle Comedy terracottas, as
defined by Websterand Green,320does seem indeed to comprisethe main body of a major
314

See the updatingof the hairstylesof the VariableGoddess Groups,pp. 426-427 above. In Besques 1978,
pp.619-620, 625, the lampadionhairstyleof the Aphroditewith a codex (or tablets?)and Eros, LouvreN 4866
(loc.cit.,pl. 184:5, 6; Besques 1954, no. C 199, pp. 115-116, pl. LXXXIII), is used to justifya date between 355
and 340 B.C., but, even here, in an example of the series that lacks the topknot (Besques 1978, pl. 184:7),
the hair treatment does not seem so very advanced. A few Rich Style compositions do, however, seem on
stylisticgrounds possiblyto belong near her later date range, e.g. the series showing Theseus(?),Ariadne, and
Eros in a vine arbor(Stackelberg1837, pl. XLIV; Cambridge,Corpus ChristiCollege:Nicholls 1978, no. 100,
p. 19, fig. on p. 18; New York, MetropolitanMuseum no. 35.11.1). See also note 338 below on the nurse
and child "grotesques"still in the Rich Style.
315 E.g. nos. 6, 7, 13, 14 from the Hedgehog Well, 0 18:2 (ca. 350-320 B.C. [Rotroff]):D. B. Thompson 1954,
pp. 72-87; and nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 9 from the Demeter Cistern, F 16:1 (ca.350-290 B.C., with later disturbance,
Rotrofi: op.cit.,pp. 87-107.
316 Cistern S 19:3, conflated with Pit S 19:5 (in the main to ca. 315 B.C. [Rotroff]):D. B. Thompson 1952.
The Rich Style most strikinglyattestedby the name piece of the CD Group (p. 447); for much earlier items
from this context, see note 250 above.
317 Miller 1974. The Rich Style probably in evidence in nos. 118, 138-140; a small amount of yet earlier
material (e.g. no. 135) dates from Archaic times on (cf. notes 29, 31 above). For the dating of this context
(Welland Cistern F 16:3) in the first quarterof the 3rd century B.C., perhaps ca. 287-286, see Rotroff 1984,
pp. 346-347.
318 E.g. Webster 1960, no. B 14, pp. 268, 280, pl. 67; Besques 1972, no. C 636, p. 5, pl. 5; Webster and
Green 1978, pp. 29-30.
319
Websterand Green 1978, pp. 39-42.
320
Webster and Green 1978, pp. 45-60, where dated earlier on the evidence of Agora T 4062 (ibid.,
no. AT 23d, found in Area T 13 with several sherds of the late 5th and beginning of the 4th century B.C.),
a debased example apparentlyof the stage when these figureswere already common and, on this evidence,
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innovative stylisticGroup in coroplasticterms also. Although sometimes debased in later
derivative frontal molding, these small statuetteswere originally made completely in the
round. Also, most unusually,they seem to have had almost all their surfacedetail executed
on the archetype (i.e., in the positive), with little added by intaglio work on the mold in
the usual terracottafashion. Indeed, this positive incision has much more in common with
the fine workon bronze statuettes,whethercut into the surfaceof the preliminarywax model
or chased into that of the finished casting. These very differentcomic statuettesand their
successorscoexisted abundantlywith the much shallowerRich Style figuresthroughoutthe
later history of the latter; their complete absence from the present context and, with the
curiousexception discussedin note 320, from all othersof similaror earlierdate, may imply
that, at that stage, they had yet to appear in any quantity(see also p. 443).
These figuresof comic actorswere by no meansthe only terracottasfashionedcompletely
in the round to share the world of the shallower,flat-backedRich Style statuettes. It has
alreadybeen seen (pp. 436-438) how the Attic nude "dolls"were made fullyin the round and
how the "torso dolls" continued down into the Rich Style, the developed Attic articulated
dancing girls coincided with it, and the "seateddolls"evolved during it. Also, occasionally
other worksmore completelyin the Rich Style idiom were executed wholly in the round, the
piece molds 33 (p. 455) being possiblyfor one of these.
If comparisonsare made between typical standing draped female figures of the Rich
Style and those of the succeeding early Tanagra Style, the characteristichorizontal body
sectionsof the firsthave a shallowcurvedfrontand flattishback, whereasthose of the second
tend to be oval or round. There are isolatedstatuettes,however,some apparentlydating still
quite early in the Rich Style, formed completelyin the round and of a more trulycylindrical
character than the Tanagra figures themselves. Here let it suffice to cite just one series,
the dove girls of the Akropolis (P1.113).321 These show a small girl standing holding an
apple and a dozy dove(?)and with two more doves at her feet. She is dressed in a polos
and chiton and is apparentlywearingan orientaljacket in place of a himation over the latter.
Quite probablya juvenile goddess is intended, but, if so, her identityis problematical,since
Aphrodite is not a deity usually credited with a normal childhood.322 Her long hair and
cylindricalbody give a heavy,strong,almostkaryatidlikestructure,and her head suggestsan
earlyRich Style date. Despite the great achievementsof the mainstreamRich Style, it seems
that throughoutits historythere was also some awarenessof its limitations,as expressedby
the making of such very differentlyconceived figures, and that these carried the germ of
a new idiom that was eventuallyto replace it completely.
seemingly pushing the start of the Group back into the 5th century. In my view, however, it appears wiser
to treatthis associationbetween sherdsand terracottaas a purelyfortuitousone, since there is no corroboration
for such a high chronologyfor this main body of comic statuettesfrom any of the numerousother more securely
dated contexts of the late 5th and early 4th centuries.
321 Akr. Mus. 12438 (reproducedhere by permission of the Ephor of the Akropolis;H. 11.7 cm.), 12439,
12440. Winter 1893, p. 147, fig. 30; Winter 1903, I, p. 58, fig. 8; Brooke 1921, nos. 528-530, p. 385.
322 The fullgrownbirth of Aphrodite from the sea foam or a sea shell is the subject of various Rich Style
plastic vases (cf. those cited on p. 455 under 71), but the cult of Dione, then newly introduced into Athens,
may have brought with it a tradition of Aphrodite'smore normal birth and, presumably,childhood as the
daughter of Zeus and Dione. It seems less in the spirit of the Rich Style to interpret these figures as young
mortalpriestesses,such as the &ppnyp6pou.
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The uncertaintiesalready mentioned surrounding4th-centurypottery chronology are
even more of a problem in determining the point at which the Tanagra Style effectively
replacedthe Rich Style as the dominantforce in Attic terracottas.But where the dates of the
relevantEarly Hellenisticcontexts have been tentativelyadjustedto fit the new 3rd-century
evidence, it still appearsthat the Tanagra Style may have been beginnimgto emerge in Attic
workshopsby about the start of the last quarter of the 4th century.323 The question for
considerationhere is how it may have developed out of its predecessorin the light of the
antecedent works in the round already touched on. I suggest applying the term "Evolved
Style"to a smallclassof advancedexamplesof these, apparentlyon this basis mainly datable
in the third quarter of the 4th century, that appear to have been making the transition
between the two while belonging to neither.324iUkewisefashionedin the round, these seem
also to have caughtup again with the characteristicsof contemporarysculpture. Examplesin
other fabrics have already been mentioned from Olynthos (note 310 above) and Corinth
(p. 427 above and note 95). The latteris of interestfor its completenessand for its showing a
typical Rich-Style-typecomposition of two figures executed in a way completely alien to
that style. Indeed, in view of the subsequentwide spread of the Tanagra Style, it is worth
noting how its predecessorwas alreadybecoming establishedin other fabricsas well as Attic.
The most extensively illustratedAttic terracottasof this stage consist of a small body
of fragmentaryexamples in Heidelberg,325three of them claimed as archetypesand found
togetheron the WestSlope of the AthenianAkropolisin 1895,326and two statuettesalso from
the West Slope,327one of them possiblypartof the same find.328With these have been linked
two further statuettesof this stage in Heidelberg, the one of Attic provenance329and the
other claimed as Attic in fabric.330To judge from the way in which they were fashioned in
two halves, the archetypescan only have been secondaryones, and clear technical evidence
of Athens' preeminence at this stage comes only a little later with the primary archetype
323

In Thompson, Thompson, and Rotroff 1987, pp. 184-185, Susan Rotrofftentativelysuggestsprovisional
reviseddatingsfor the relevantcontexts in Dorothy Thompson's "Three Centuriesof HellenisticTerracottas"
series,and these she has since refinedfurther.She is now inclinedto place the lower limit of the Hedgehog Well
(O 18:2; see note 315 above) at ca. 320 B.C., although its terracottaswould seem to have extended into the
early Tanagra Style (e.g. no. 9) and in the main to assign that of the Coroplast'sDump (S 19:3; note 316
above) to ca. 315 B.C. and that of the Demeter Cistern (F 16:1; note 315 above) to ca. 290 B.C., both of these
yielding typical early Tanagra Style figures. Corroboratoryevidence from the Kerameikosseems to confirm
the late-4th-centurycurrency of such statuettesin Athens: Knigge 1980, pp. 263-265, fig. 14; Rotroff 1990,
p. 27, fig. 17.
324 I had originallyproposed using this term rather more widely for such statuettesin the round (Nicholls
1984, pp. 28, 30), but it seems better and clearerto limit it to this short transitionalstage and treat the earlier
examples as an anomalouspart of the Rich Style, to which they tend themselvesto relate more closely.
325 Neutsch 1952. The evidence of this stage from the Athenian Agora is to be published in the Catalogue
preparedby Dorothy Thompson and now being completedby MargretRothman. It seems to suggest a move
away from the Rich Style towardsgreater depth and three-dimensionality(attested,e.g., in the growing use
of piece molds),possiblyalreadygetting underwayin the second quarterof the 4th century.
326
Nos. Tk 93, Tk 94, Tk 95: Neutsch 1952, pp. 17-24, pls. 2, 3:1, 4:3, 5, 12, 13, 19, 20:1.
327
Tk 96: Neutsch 1952, pp. 11-17, pls. 1:3, 10:1 and 2, 11:1. Tk 90: ibid.,pp. 34-38, pl. 8.
328 Tk 90 (note 327).
329
330

Tk 92: Neutsch 1952, pp. 38-54, pls. 3:2, 22.
Tk 86: Neutsch 1952, pp. 54-59, pl. 31.
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for a seated youth of the early Tanagra Style found to the north of the Athenian Agora
and identifiedby Dorothy Thompson.331Some of these Heidelbergfigures are themselves
also already of the Tanagra Style,332but the others belong to the Evolved Style or to a
transitionalstagebetween the two. Some echo distinctlyearliersculpturaltypes33 but seem,
on technicalgrounds,to belong firmlyto this phase. The unprovenanceditem among them
is a squattingwoman of knucklebone-playertype.334 Similar figures, but of two different
series,are attestedfrom Olynthos and have accordinglyhithertobeen dated before 348 B.C.,
although they appear rather to belong to the Evolved Style of about the third quarter of
the century.335As 20 (p. 431 above) has shown, figuresin this posture had in fact begun to
be made quite earlyin the Rich Style,but accordingto the quite differentconventionsof that
phase. Indeed, severalsuch seriesflourishedin the Rich Style, as is perhaps most readilyto
be seen from the plasticvases,336although,again, there the final stage bringsus to the quite
differentEvolvedStyleworldwith which we are now confronted.337Dorothy Thompson has
also observed how other recentlycreated types, now likewisemolded in the round, notably
the nurse with a child, were also becoming more prominentat about this stage.338
With the appearanceof the Tanagra Style, Attic terracottaswould seem once more in
the vanguardof new sculpturaldevelopments. Also it may be that, once the adjustmentsto
the pottery chronology of the period are firmly established,the evolution of the Tanagra
Stylewill emerge as no less suddenand dramaticthan that of the Rich Style, althoughhaving
a much more enduringeffect. These questions,however,lie beyond our present horizons.
CATALOGUE
These terracottasand molds emergedbadlybroken. When separatelyinventoriedfragmentshave subsequently
been found to belong to the same piece, their numbersare linkedwith plus signs where they make directjoins
and separatedby commas where they do not. On account of their length, the inventory numbers begin the
technicalportion of the entry,a procedurealso to be followedin subsequentcataloguesof the Greek terracottas
from the Athenian Agora. The descriptionsof clay colors use terms evolved by Dorothy Burr Thompson
during her studies (note 5 above), based on a range of control samples to be set out in those forthcoming
cataloguevolumes.
All measurementsare given in centimeters,with the followingspecial abbreviations:E.M., distance from
center of mouth to inside corners of eyes; F., height of face (from chin-neckjunction to hairline);S., width
D. B. Thompson 1963a, pl. 32.
Tk 93: Neutsch 1952, pp. 31-34, pl. 20:1; also probablyTk 90 (note 327 above).
333 Notably Tk 92 (note 329 above).
334 Tk 86 (note 330 above).
335 OlynthusIV, nos. 379, 380; IV,no. 381 (note 310 above).
336 Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, nos. 87-89, 364, pp. 34-35, 90, pls. 11, 12, 14.
337 Trumpf-Lyritzaki1969, no. 82, p. 32, pl. 11.
338 D. B. Thompson 1966c, pp. 56-57, pls. 17:3,4, 18:5-7; Pfisterer-Haas1988, pp. 36-46; also the Olynthos
example (herenote 310) which shouldprobablylikewisebe assignedto the EvolvedStyle. The earliestinstances,
however, e.g. Kanellopoulos Museum no. 2076 (Pfisterer-Haas,op. cit., p. 123, fig. 41) are not fashioned in
the round and seem no later than the Rich Style. Dorothy Thompson has suggested that they may have
had dramatic associations. In their facial treatment and unflatteringlydepicted partial nudity, these earliest
examples appear to relate to the "grotesques"(tentativelyidentified as mime-playerson pp. 438-443). But
the remainder, surely rightly of Evolved Style and Hellenistic date, appear eventually to have developed a
rathermore idiosyncraticcharacter.
331
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at shoulders. All items are from Layer 1, unless otherwise specified. References to the discussionabove are
given at the end of each entry.
HANDMADE
Both 1 and 2 may once have had molded human
heads, but these are not preserved.
1. Plaque fragment
P1. 101
(froma plaque-protome?)
T 4153. Layer 2. P.H. 6.9; max. D. 1.2. Pinkish
buff clay. Modeling tool used to impress small
dot rosetteson main part of panel and two small,
shallow holes on its raised lower border and for
detail of lower part of shoulderlock at its vertical
edge.
Seems to preservebottom corner of archaizingprotome. Pp. 407, 411, 413-414.
2. Statuetteof a boy on a dolphin
P1. 106
T 4056. P.H. 4.0; p.L. 8.85. Pale ocher clay. Modeled completely in round. Dolphin with large applique eyes. Once attached to somethingbeneath.
Preservesonly the lower body and upper legs of a
small boy who sits sideways on a dolphin; he is apparentlynude apart from a possible chlamysbehind.
Pp. 407, 433-434.

MOLDED
ARCHETYPE

3. For a statuetteof a woman dancing(?) P1. 110
T 4147; p.H. 4.75. T 4148; p.H. 5.35. Even
pinkishbuff clay. Carefullyhand tooled. Surface
worn on T 4147. Two nonjoiningfragmentsfrom
the upper part of the archetype for the body of a
shallow statuette that has been built up in relief
against a slab of clay (D. 0.9-1.7), which has itself
been bent into a curved angle of ca. 120 degrees.
Head cut away at base of neck, presumablyto form
a separatearchetypefor a separatemold.
A woman apparentlyswathedin her himation,which
seems also to have been drawn up as a veil. Pp. 407,
413,450,468.
MoLDs
Measurementsof clay impressionsare also given
for the molds, as these allow for the inevitableshrinkage in the terracottasmade from them and enable

them to be assigned to the appropriate"generation"
in the series. "Left"and "right",whether of individual figures or of the layout of the whole composition (the latterfrom the spectator'sviewpoint),refer
always to the cast.
MASK AND PROTOMAI

4. Mask of Dionysos
P1. 103
T 4065. Layer 5. P.H. 11.0 (mold), 10.0 (cast);F
9.45 (cast); E.M. 1.77 (cast). Pinkish buff clay,
grayish at core, with ocher-blond contact surface. Pupils of eyes marked by faint incision (on
archetype?).
A smaller(votiveor decorative?)version of the ritual
masks of the god. Top of head lost. Pp. 408, 410,
413,419-420.
5. Bust of Athena
P1. 102
T 4099 + T 4102 + T 4105 + T 4116 + T 4149.
H. 34.0 (mold),28.1 (cast);E.M. 2.86 (cast);D. of
walls 1.0-1.5. Hard, gritty,grayish buff clay with
even ocher-blond surfaces, now stained. Socket
for forearm, to be added separately. Hole for
suspensionpeg marked.
She wears a polos (or stephane?) and veil, a peplos with overfold, and a snake-fringedaegis with a
gorgoneion. Pp. 408, 410, 412, 413, 415, 416.
6. Bust of a goddess
P1. 101
Three units that are all part of the same mold:
(a) T 4066 + T 4068. P.H. 22.2 (mold),20.7 (cast).
(b) T 4069. P.H. 8.9 (mold), 7.9 (cast). (c) T 4096
+ T 4145. P.H. 16.7 (mold), 15.5 (cast). (a-c) D. of
walls0.9-2.0. Clay with even ocher-blondsurfaces
and a flakygrayishor reddishcore.
She wears a peplos with overfold, a veil, and a low
polos(?) and holds her right hand below her right
breast and her left hand rather higher, to the right
of her left breast. Pp. 408, 413, 417-418.
7. Part of the head of a protome
P1. 103
T 4088 + T 4094. Max. dim. 14.6 (mold);p.H.
ca. 8.0 (cast). Flaky orange-buff clay with small
surviving areas of original buff interior contact
surfacein poor condition. Inscribed on buff back
while clay still moist:rLL.
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Curiouslyproportioned and apparentlywithout either stephane or polos, the fragmentpreservesmuch
of the hair over the brow, the area beside the right
eye, and apparentlypart of the right ear. Pp. 408,
411, 417.
P1. 102
8. Fragment,bust of a veiled goddess
T 4110. Layer 2. P.H. 14.0 (mold), 12.6 (cast).
Hard, gritty,pinkishbuff clay with smooth, even,
ocher-blondsurfaces. Heavy walled (max. D. 2.4).
Faintincisionon mold to indicatestrandingof hair
inside veil, against side of neck.
Preservesher right shoulderwith her peplos fastened
over it, the rearpart of its overfoldapparentlycarried
up behind her head as a veil. Pp. 408, 411, 416-417.
Apparentlythe same series as 8, but one generation
later:
P1. 102
9. Fragment,bust of a veiled goddess
T 4081 + T 4086 + T 4103. P.H. ca. 18.5 (mold),
ca. 17.0 (cast). Soft grayishpink clay with vestiges
of ocher-blondsurfaces.Worn.
Preservesher left shoulder and the left edge of her
head, including part of a low polos. Pp. 408, 411,
413, 416-417.
STATUETTES OF ISOLATED HUMAN FIGURES

Standing
P1. 104
10. Woman or goddess
T 4077. P.H. 10.5 (mold), 8.2 (survivingmolded
surface on cast); W of plinth at front 7.3 (cast).
Hard pinkish gray clay with ocher-blond contact
surface(preservedat and beside right leg).
Preservesthe top of the plinth and part of the chitondrapedlegs, barefootedand with the rightleg slightly
flexed and advanced. Pp. 408, 420-421, 468.
11. Woman or goddess with her arm raised P1. 104
T 4064. P.H. 13.2 (mold), 11.3 (cast). Pinkish
buff clay with grayishcore containinggrits. Right
wrist and hand, excluded from mold, to be added
separately.
The right side of a woman standing with her right
leg slightlyflexed and her rightarm raised,seemingly
wearinga peplos whose overfoldis also securedabove
her arm(?),unlessa separateshortmantle is also worn
behind, and a sleeved under-chiton(?).Pp. 408-409,
423-424, 468.

P1. 105
12. Woman or goddess
Pinkish
buff
T 4067. P.H. 7.75 (mold), 7.1 (cast).
Thinnish
walled
(D.
ocher-buff
surfaces.
with
clay
0.3-1.3).
There is no integral plinth or base. Preserveslower
part of a barefooted goddess wearing a peplos with
overfoldand standingwith her left leg slightlyflexed
and a little advanced. Pp. 408, 424-425.

P1. 104
13. Youngwoman or goddess (Kore?)
T 4104. RH. 9.2 (mold), 8.5 (cast);H. from top
of plinth to top of shoulders6.75 (cast);D. of walls
0.5-1.2. Pinkish buff clay with traces of lighter
surface. Left forearm,excluded from mold, was to
be added after molding. This body mold, being
apparentlyderivative, also includes lower half of
head.
Small breasted, she stands with her right leg slightly
flexed, dressedin thin chiton and himation. Pp. 408,
411, 422, 468.

P1. 105
14. Fragment,woman or goddess
D.
of
walls
T 4106. RH. 6.0 (mold), 5.25 (cast);
with
buff
surfaces.
light
0.5-1.6. Grayishclay
Partof the slightlyflexed left leg and foot of a woman
dressed in a chiton(?)and with a himation hanging
down her back. Pp. 408, 424, 468.

Similarto 14, but not the same series:
P1. 104
15. Fragment,woman or goddess
T 4113. P.H. 9.6 (mold),8.65 (cast). Flaky,pinkish
buff clay, slightly gray in core; contact surface
almost entirelydestroyed.
Similardrapery(?);left leg less flexed. Pp. 408, 424.

P1. 104
16. Goddess
T 4076 + T 4101 + T 4111. P.H. 16.6 (mold),
14.6 (cast); D. of walls 0.9-2.5. Grayish pink
and buff clay. Rather worn but early-stage(firstgeneration?)mold, which excluded any plinth or
base.
She wears a chiton and a himation, slightlyadvances
her rightfoot, and standswith her rightleg somewhat
flexed. Pp. 408, 426-427, 468.
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Seated,CrouchZ,orRecling
17. Seated goddess
P1. 105
T 4118. P.H. 9.75 (mold), 8.7 (cast). Pinkish
buff clay with gray core and pinkishblond contact
surface. Earlygeneration.
Preservespart of her peplos-clad right leg and foot,
with parts of the throne and footstool and the edge
of a deep kolpos.Pp. 408, 413, 428, 468.
18. Seated goddess
P1. 104
T 4120. P.H. 8.6 (mold), 7.8 (cast). Pinkishgray
clay with remainsof a finer blond contact surface.
Details indistinct.
Preservesher left shoulderand arm, her hand placed
above her left breast, and part of the back of the
throne. Pp. 408, 409, 428-429.
19. Reclining banqueter(?)
P1. 105
T 4119. PH. 10.35 (mold),8.1 (cast). Piinkishbuff
clay with darkgray core and vestigesof blond contact surfacewhich has flakedbadly,losing most of
detail. Partof bottom and one side edge preserved,
and socket for separatelyfashionedleft forearm.
Apparentlyhad a himationover the leftarm. Pp. 408,
409, 431.
20. Kneeling young woman (knucklebone P1. 105
player?)
T 4202. PP' containerT.291. PH. 6.5 (mold),5.3
(cast). Hard-firedpale gray clay with blond and
buff surfaces.
Preservesthe top of the plinthwith part of her draped
right knee and the right hand and arm with which
she supportedherself. Pp. 408, 431, 476.
Detached
Heads
21. Back of a woman's head
P1. 111
T 4121. P.H. 6.9 (mold), 5.1 (cast). Pinkishbuff
clay with remains of buff surface. Oblique rear
piece mold.
Woman's head with her hair tightly confined by a
kerchief. Pp. 408, 441, 443, 453.
P1. 106
22. "Grotesque"face
T 4080. P.H. ca. 5.0 (mold), 1.05 (cast). Pinkish
buff clay with only small area of contact surface
surviving,rest having flakedaway.
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Part of a face with thick lips and spreading nose.
Indicationsthat somethingwas carriedon top of the
head. Pp. 408, 439.
HUMAN FIGURES IN ELBORATE

SETINGS OR GROUPS

23. Seated god or hero and goddesses(?) P1. 109
T 4093. RH. ca. 4.15 (mold), ca. 3.1 (cast); W.
7.6 (mold),6.0 (cast). Pinkishbuff clay with blond
contact surface, parts of it lost. Miniature mold,
excludingthe figures'heads, which, it reveals,had
been cut away on the archetype.
Left to right on the cast: a man(?)wrapped in a himation; a long-hairedwoman in a chiton and symmetricalhimation carriedup as a veil; a long-haired
woman in a chiton and with a himation about her
lower body and over her left shoulder. No integral
seat, plinth, or base. Pp. 408, 410, 447.
24. Woman or goddess (restingdancer?) P1. 107
beside a column
T 4063. RH. 19.05 (mold), 16.65 (cast);H., top
of plinth to shoulder, 14.1 (cast). Grayish buff
clay with even blond-buff surfaces;back of mold
finishedsmooth.
She wears shoes, chiton, and himation and stands
with her himation-wrappedright hand on her hip
and her legs crossed. The column has a profiled
rectangularbase with roundels (summaryrosettes?)
at its corners. Pp. 408, 443-44, 468.
25. Head and shoulderof a woman Pls. 105, 107
or goddess
T 4108. P.H. 8.0 (mold), 7.2 (cast);F. 1.93 (cast);
E.M. 0.82 (cast). Fine, even-surfaced,gray-blond
clay with grittiergray core.
Preservesthe leftside ofthe head and left shoulderand
breastof a woman, clad in a chiton and himation(?).
Pp.408,410,444.
26. Standingfigures
P1. 109
T 4079 + T 4084 + T 4091. P.H. 15.6 (mold), 14.4
(cast);D. of walls 1.0 average. Pinkish buff clay,
lighterat surfaceand grayishin core, with much of
contact surfacelost. Surfacepartly restored.
Two figuresstandingon plinth:to left a woman wearing chiton and himation,apparentlywith her rightleg
slightlyflexed. Cf. 58? Pp. 408, 412, 447-448.
27. Standingwomen or goddesses
P1. 110
+
T 4114. P.H. 8.1 (mold), 7.4 (cast);
T 4074
p.W. 15.1 (mold), 14.3 (cast);D. of walls 0.6-3.0.
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Pinkishbuff clay with a blond-buffsurface. Plinth
or base excluded from mold and apparentlyto be
fashionedseparately.
Two women or goddesses side by side: figure to the
left stands with her right leg flexed while that to the
right slightlybends her left; both wear shoes, chiton,
and himation. To the right of the right-handfigure
there is a vessel, possiblya hydria,on a standnow lost.
The breakhas obliteratedwhethertherewas anything
beside the otherfigure. Cf. 59, 60. Pp. 408, 412, 448.
28. Deity(?)by a column
P1. 107
(a) T 4078. P.H. 6.7 (mold),6.2 (cast). (b) T 4083
+ T 4152. Layer 1 and Layer 2, respectively.P.H.
7.5 (mold), 6.8 (cast). (a, b) D. of walls 0.8-2.0.
Pinkishbuff clay with blond surfaces. Nonjoining
fragmentslinkedby identityoffabric, plinthheight,
etc., but composition may have been wider than
as assembledin photographs.
The poor preservation makes a fuller description
necessary. To the left is an irregularlyrounded,
obliquely upright member, perhaps the trunk of a
tree or vine. To the right are the faint traces of the
rightfoot and betterpreserved,seeminglybooted left
foot of a human figure;behind the latter,what may be
the bottom of a plain garment (cloak?).To the right
again is the corner of a square structure,perhaps an
altar or stele. The other fragmentpreservespart of
a column on an indistinctbase. The imprecisionmay
be partlydue to draperyhanging over these, to judge
from blurredfolds, which also extend down onto the
face of the plinth. Pp. 408, 413, 444-445.
29. Fragment,standingwoman or
Pls. 105, 107
goddess
T 4112. PH. 7.15 (mold),6.1 (cast). Grayishbuff
clay with gray interiorand with blond-buffsurfaces
and knife-smoothedback.
Preservesthe end of the plinth and part of a woman's
left leg and foot with shoe; she wears a chiton and
a himation. Pp. 408, 445.
30. Oriental dancer by an altar
P1. 111
T 4072 + T 4073 + T 4075. H. 22.2 (mold),20.15
(cast); F. 2.0 (cast); E.M. 0.72 (cast); D. of walls
mostly 0.5-1.5. Buff clay with even ocher-blond
surfaces.
Dancer (youth or girl?) in front of an altar, hands
clasped above the head and ankles crossed, wearing
boots, anaxyrides,mitra,oriental sleeved jacket and,

over it, a short chiton with a kolpos. Pp. 408, 410,
451-453.
BIRDS

31. Back of a dove
P1. 111
T 4115. RL. 7.4 (mold), 6.4 (cast). Pinkish buff
clay with lighterbuff surface.
Piece mold. Wings folded. Feathers indicated in
relief. Pp. 408, 409, 455-456.
32. Fragment,undersideof a bird'stail(?) P1. 111
T 4203. PP' containerT.291. RL. 6.1 (mold),4.8
(cast). Soft blond clay throughout.
Probablya piece mold. Pp. 409, 455-456.
33. Goose(?),to take a rider
P1. 112
(a) T 4070. P.H. 8.0 (mold),6.6 (cast). (b) T 4082.
RL. 10.0 (mold),8.3 (cast). Both grayish buff clay
with blond surface. Surface of b worn; a shows
bandingto suggestfeathertexture(apparentlyproduced by fine tooling on archetype).
Two piece molds for differentparts of the same side
of the same bird, a for its legs and lower body and b
for its back. Both carry setting-out lines incised on
the archetypefor locating a separatelymolded rider.
Pp. 408, 409, 410, 455-456, 474.
SHIELDS

34-37. Shields of Athena, with gorgoneia P1. 112
Fragmentsfromparallelmolds of the same generation, possiblyall made at the same time. Est. diam.
15.0-16.0 (cast); E.M. of gorgoneion 2.02 (cast).
Softish pinkish buff clay with ocher-buff contact
surfaces.
Apparentlyfirst-generationmolds, with some of the
detail added directly by intaglio work on their surfaces, notablythe eye outlinesand some of the stranding of the hair of the gorgoneia and, above all, the
variable treatment, whether as scales or feathers, of
the aegis occupying the main surface of the shields
around the gorgoneia. This last was intended from
the outset because the better-preservedfragments,
34 and 35, also retain faint traces of a preliminary
sketchingout of the aegis by very light incision on the
archetype. The irisesand pupilsof the eyes appearto
have been incised on the archetype. Pp. 408-409,
410,456.
34. T 4095. P.H. 5.9 (mold),4.7 (cast).
35. T 4109. PH. 9.7 (mold),6.5 (cast).
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36. T 4092. Near 35 but apparentlynot part of
same mold.
37. T 4090. Unillustrated. Part of gorgoneion
with surfacelargelyflakedaway.
Probablyalso:
38. T 4085.
Unillustrated.On size, shape, and fabricprobably
anotherof these shield molds but with its contact surface now entirelyflakedaway,althoughstillretaining
a blond clay back.
PLASTIC VASE

P1. 109
39. Seated woman or goddess
T 4089 + T 4100 + fragmentfrom PP' container
T.291. PH. ca. 19.3 (mold), ca. 16.2 (cast);p.H.
of body of woman ca. 7.0 (cast). Flaking, pinkish
gray-buffclay with smallvestigesof the finerblond
contact surface.
It has an incised stroke on the back, possibly the
letter 1.A derivativemold, to judge from the vestigial
rosettes;the woman's head was apparentlyremoved
fromthe vase being copiedbeforethe mold was taken.
The contact surfacesurvivesonly at her shoulders
and left thigh, on which her left hand also rests. Her
lowerbody is drapedand thereis a coarselyretouched
hair lock (or himation edge?)acrossher left shoulder.
Pp. 408, 411, 412, 449. (Mold more revealing than
cast in photographs.)
"ARCHITECTURAL" RELIEFS

P1. 113
40. Dancing(?)woman
T 4087 + T 4117. P.H. 23.5 (mold), 20.0 (cast);
p.W. 24.4 (mold), 21.5 (cast). Softish orange-buff
clay with a gray core.
Preservesthe verticaledge of a reliefwith the draped
legs of a woman in motion in chiton and himation,
the edge of the latter apparentlyheld out in front of
her. Pp. 409, 412, 461.
P1. 113
41. Plants(partof a largerfrieze?)
T 4071. P.H. 10.1 (mold), 9.1 (cast). Well-fired
buff clay, its surfacepartlystainedblack.
Preservesone edge of the plaque, which is quarterround in section. Relief decorationcontinuesaround
the curve: reeds and an eight-petaled rosettelike
flower. Pp. 409, 412, 461.
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P1. 113
42. Gorgoneion
T 4098. Diam. 18.2 (mold), 15.3 (cast).Hard-fired
pinkishclay with a buff surface.
Partof a circularreliefpreservingthe top of the head
and the right eye and ear; the iris and pupil of the
eye boldly indicated. Pp. 409, 412, 462.
Apparentlyalso, based on fabric:
P1. 113
43. Wheel
T 4107. Diam. 12.4 (mold),8.8 (cast). Hard-fired
pinkishclay with a pinkishbuff back surface (very
like that of 42). Coarselyexecuted.
Preserves about a quarter of a four-spoked wheel,
probably that of a chariot, surroundedby a slightly
recessed border decorated with a zigzag incised on
the archetype. Pp. 409, 412, 462.
COMPLETED FIGURINES
PROTOME

P1. 101
44. Fragment,bust of Athena
T 4125 + T 4127. P.H.9.0; p.W. 7.7. Gorgoneion:
F. 3.85; E.M. (fromunder teeth) 1.38. Blond clay,
grayishat core.
From the bottom edge of the protome, preserving
part of the goddess'speplos with its overfoldand part
of her snake-fringedaegis with its gorgoneion. Cf.
5. Pp. 412, 415-416.
ISOLATED HUMAN FIGURES

Seated
45. Fragment,goddess

P1. 105

T 4126. P.H. ca. 7.1. Pinkishbuff clay with gray
core. Worn.
Preservessome of the upper part of her body. She
wearsa chitonand a himationthat is drapedobliquely
over her left shoulder. Pp. 412, 427-428.
46. Mother of the gods
P1. 105
T 4130. P.H. ca. 6.3; p.W. 5.4; S. ca. 5.2. Attic
pinkishblond clay. Large rectangularvent cut in
back.
Seated, wearing chiton and himation, she has both
arms lowered, her left hand around the forepart of
a small lion on her lap. Pp. 411, 429, 468.
P1. 106
47. EnthronedGoddess
T 4151. P.H. 5.3; S. 4.92. Grayish buff clay,
reddishat core. Rectangularvent cut in back.
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She sits with her hands in her lap, wearing a chiton
and with a himation over her left shoulderand arm
and apparentlyacross her lower body. Palmette in
relief on the outer part of the throne back. Attribute
lost or removed (?). Pp. 411, 430, 468.
48. Fragment,goddess on a klisnws
P1. 106
T 4131. P.H. ca. 4.2; p.W. 3.8. Light red clay.
Worn.
Preservesher legs, draped in chiton and himation,
and the edge of the klismoson which she is seated.
Pp. 412, 429-430, 468.
Riding
49. Child Dionysos on a goat
P1. 106
Two nonjoining fragments:(a) T 4124. P.H. 4.8;
E.M. 0.37. (b) T 4142. P.H. 5.8. Combined H.
ca. 10.3. Both pinkishbufflclaywith some gritsand
a mostly blond surface. Molded separatelywith
plain added backs, then assembled with a layer
of clay added between them to make the join,
traces of which remain on the goat's back near
the break and under the child'srump. Retouched
after molding on the goat's pelt and the child's
hair, and an applique head band, central braid,
and garland(?)added on the latter.
Preserved are the head, arms, and body, its upper
part nude, of the child, seated sideways(a), and the
rump, tail, and hind leg, apparently of a goat (b).
Pp. 411, 434-435, 468.
andBanquetng
Reclining
50. Child at the Choes festival
P1. 105
T 4141. P.H.4.75; W 5.9. Atticblond clay,pinkish
at core. Possibly a workshop reject, fired but
apparently never decorated; a faulty impression
in over-dry clay that has cracked as a result and
that has failed to cover the mold at all at two points
between the legs.
Head missing. A long-haired child (little girl?)supporting herself on her left arm and holding an oinochoe of chous type in her right hand. She wears
shoes, an ankle-lengthsleevedchiton, and a himation
hanging down her back and apparentlyextendingup
to cover the back of her head as a veil. Pp. 411,
431-432.

51. Naked hetaira ("grotesque")
P1. 106
T 4128. P.H. ca. 6.65; F. 2.85; E.M. 0.95. Grayish brown clay. Rectangular vent cut in back.
Scrawnyneck retouched after molding.
She was apparentlylying on her left side, supported
on her missingleftelbow;an indistinctobject(possibly
part of a small vase?) appearsbelow her right breast,
perhaps being held in her missing left hand. She
has shortishhair, a grinning mouth, squinting eyes,
projectingears, and, apparently,a dumpy, plumpish
body. Pp.411,439.
P1. 105
52. Youth
T 4137. P.H.ca.7.6; F. 1.92;E.M. 0.6. Pale grayish
buff clay, light red at its core. Large rectangular
vent cut in back. Hair retouched after molding,
with appliqueknot added.
He is apparently reclining with his weight on his
missing left elbow, his upper body nude, although
changingcontoursat the breaksuggestthat the lower
partjust beyond was draped. He has long hair,some
of it gathered into a knot above his brow. Pp. 41 1,
432.
StadingorDancing
53. Man in a himation ("grotesque"?)
P1. 106
T 4154. P.H. 5.0. Pinkishbuff clay. Rectangular
vent cut in back.
He is shown standing,swathedin his himation,which
envelopshis bent rightarm, and is probablyidentified
as a "grotesque"by his type, dumpyproportions,and
protrudingbelly. Pp. 411, 439-440.
54. Fragment,drapery
P1. 110
T 4123. P.H. ca.5.4. Pinkishbuffclay with reddish
interior.Much worn, particularlyat the edges.
Apparentlypartof a chiton that curlsoutwardslightly
at the bottom and elsewhere sweeps back against a
leg behind. Pp. 412, 450.
55. Fragment,dancer
P1. 110
T 4140. P.H. 4.1. Pinkishbuff clay. Traces indicate backgroundat top of plinthwas paintedblack,
with foot apparentlyleft in white of underlyingslip.
Part of a cylindricalplinth with, above, a bare left
foot on tiptoe. Pp. 411, 450.
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56. Fragment,dancer
P1. 110
T 4139. P.H. ca. 4.75. Pale grayishbuff clay.
Preservesthe himation-wrappedleft arm of a woman
in motion. Pp. 450-451.

Preserves part of the plinth and the left side of a
group, with the edge of a stele(?)and the right shoe
and himation-drapedleg of a standing figure. Cf.
27(?). Pp. 412, 448.

HUMAN FIGURES IN ELABORATE SETTINGS OR GROUPS

The fiagments 61 and 62, in the same fabric, may
well have belonged to the same composition:

57. Libation-pouringgoddess beside
P1. 108
a stele
T 4122 + T 4136 + T 4138 + T 4143 + T 4144 +
T 4146 + T 4150 + fragmentfrom PP' container
T.396. H. 25.5; F. 2.42; E.M. 0.78. Pinkishblond
clay with blond surface. Rectangularvent cut in
back. Applique disk earrings. Faulty impression
of decoration of goddess's polos above right side
of head suggestsflakingfrom mold surface;detail
also blurredby mold wear or derivativecopying,as
in poor and only intermittentregisteringof chiton
details.
She is shown standing,wearing earrings,a low, flaring polos, a thin, almosttransparentchiton, and a himation drapedover her left shoulderand enveloping
her left arm. Her right arm rests on top of a stele
of naYskostype as she pours a libation from a phiale.
Pp. 411, 412, 445-446, 468.
The fragments58-60 are similarin fabricand condition but come from at least two differentseries:
58. Group of standingwomen or goddesses P1. 110
T 4133. P.H. 7.5. Hard-fired,even, grayish buff
clay.
Standing woman wearing a chiton and himation;
beside her left shoulder a small part of the draped
rightshoulderof a second similarfigurestandingnext
to her. Cf. 26(?). Pp. 412, 448.

61. Fragmentfrom a group of figures(?)

P1. 110

T 4134. P.H. ca. 3.15. Pinkishblond clay.
Preservespart of the plinth and the edge of a mass
of draperytrailedfrom a moving figure (?). P. 449.

62. Fragmentfrom a group of figures(?)

P1. 110

T 4135. P.H. 2.45. Pinkishblond clay.
Preservespart of the plinth and a trace of drapery
above it. P. 449.
TEMS OF FOREIGN ORIGIN OR DERIVATION

SuspndedArtiulad Figure
63. Girl dancer
P1. 106
T 4129. P.H. 6.05. Buff clay. Attic(?)derivative
from Corinthian. Surfaceworn.
Preserves her torso wearing a short chiton with a
and with holes pierced for the rods to take her
koXpos
separatelyfashioned,pivoted arms and legs. Pp. 412,
435-438.
Reif Disks
Decorative
64. Disk with a garland and "floralstar" P1. 112
T 4156. Max. dim. 14.4; diam. ca. 18.8, excluding
serrations17.0;D. 0.5-0.6. Very smooth-surfaced,
fine, even, gray clay, light red at its core, probably
Corinthian, but the fire damage makes certainty
difficult. Carries remains of slip and of colored
painted decoration over it, both now burnt gray,
and of overlyingblack linear details.

59. Fragmentfrom a group of standing
P1. 110
figures
T 4155. P.H. 5.5. Hard-fired, even, buff clay,
partlygrayishbuff.
Preservesthe right edge of a group and part of the
himation-drapedlegs of a standingwoman, the underlying chiton appearing at the bottom between
them. Cf. 27. Pp. 412, 448.

Disk with a serrated edge and with two concentric
zones of relief decoration, the outer in the form of
a laurelgarlandand the inner occupied by the "floral
star"or so-called sunburstmotif. Pp. 411, 412, 413,
458-460, 472.

60. Fragmentfrom a group of standing
P1. 110
figures
T 4132. P.H. 4.8. Hard-fired,even, grayish buff
clay.

65, 66. Fragmentsfrom diskswith
P1. 112
garlandsand "floralstars"
T 4157 a-d, T 4158. Diam. ca. 16.5, excluding
serrations 15.0. Grayishbuff to pinkish buff clay.

Same series, but one generation later, the fragments
seeminglyfrom at least two examples:
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ProbablyAttic derivativesfrom Corinthian, with
apparent exception of T 4157 a (65, bottom in
P1. 112), whose finer clay seems to mark it as
Corinthian.
Decoration as 64 (q.v.)but smaller. Citations as for
64.
PLASTIC VASES

molding. Black-glazed back and neck of vase.
Black eye details over white-slip flesh color; red
on edges of headband.
Head of a woman wearingan ivy garlandand a broad
headband tied with bows. Pp. 411, 453-454.
Apparentlyalso:
P1. 111
70. Wing fragment
T 4097. Max. dim. 5.35. Lighter-surfaced,
smooth, pinkish buff clay. It has an even, curved
back, thinning towards one edge where shallow
scallopingmarksthe tips of the flight feathers;the
overlappingfeathersthemselvesare shown flat and
"stepped".Traces of white slip.
From a sphinx rhyton (?). Pp. 454, 467.

P1. 105
67. Squattingchild (Dionysos?)at a
grotto(?)
P 30560. P.H. 5.5; p.W. 7.3. Hard-firedpinkish
buff clay, reddish on interior. Made in front and
back molds, with appliqueivy leaves. Black-glazed
back and plinth.
Preservesthe draped right leg of a child seated sideways on the ground, his right forearm holding an
oinochoe of chous type. Curved background (a
grotto?)is bounded by a thick garlandof small over- NON-MOLDED ELEMENTS OF PLASTIC VASES
lapping leaves, with larger ivy leaves attached above
P1. 111
71. Fragmentfrom a plasticvase (?)
its outer edge. Pp. 411, 432-433.
dim.
5.5;
Max.
T.396.
PP'
container
P 31831.
P1. 106
68. Child Dionysos riding on a panther
p.H. ca. 1.5 (?). Well-fired,fairly thin-walledbuff
clay. Apparentlyshaped by hand from thin sheet
P 30561 + P 30563 + two fragmentsfrom PP' conof
clay. Traces of black glaze (possiblypartly slip
tainer T.396. P.H. 8.4; p.W 6.0. Hard-firedpinkmaking
joins fired black)on both sides.
apish clay. Made in front and back molds, with
plique forelegsfor pantherattachedby slip. BlackApparentlypartof a base with a ringof dimples,rising
glazed back and most of frontofplinth. Only color
beyond in broad, undulating fluting. Pp. 407, 41 1,
survivingover white slip is red in panther'snostril.
455.
Rearing panther with a boy seated sideways on its
P1. 111
72. Fragment,almond amphoriskos
back. All that survivesof the child are his bare legs
P 31830. PP' container T.396. PH. 6.5. Buff
and groin and possibletracesof his trailingdrapery(?).
with a paler exterior. Wheelmade vase, with
clay
Pp.411,435.
almond shape built up around it by hand. Almond
pittings in regularrows, probably added by some
P1. 111
69. Woman'shead
form of rouletting.Dull blackglaze on neck of vase
P 30559. P.H. 5. 1, of molded part 3.5; F. 1.82;
and traces also inside handle.
E.M. 0.63. Hard-firedpinkishbuff clay. Garland
Preservesparts of body, neck, and handle. Pp. 407,
retouched after molding with applique ivy leaves
455, 474.
and fruit; headband apparently also added after
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PLATE 106

47, from slightlyabove

48

47, normal front view
Seated Figures: 47; 48

68
Rider Figures: 2; 49; 68

2, back

2, front

49, rider
from side

22 and cast

51

49

53

"Grotesque" Figures: 22; 51; 53

Articulated Figure:
63
63, front

Agora T 3399, side
Agora T 2358 +T 2378
1:n2

63, side

Front
Scale

PLATE 107

Agora T 1285

1:3

24
24 (cast)

Shallow Figures
25 (cast)

28

28 (cast)

1:3

Agora T 4171

Cast

29 (cast)

Scale 1:2,exceptwhereindicated
RICHARDVAUGHANNICHOLLS:THE STELE-GODDESS
WORKSHOP

PLATE 108

~~~~~~~O*'

KanellopoulosMuseum 1465

57

Shallow Figures

57 (detai

57_(detail),front

57 (detail),front

1:1

57 (detail),side

1:1

Scale 1:2,exceptwhereindicated
RICHARDVAUGHANNICHOLLS:THE~STELE-GODDESS
WORKSHOP

PLATE 109

23

1:1
23 (cast)

Shallow Groups

26

1:3

26 (cast)

39 (cast)

1:3

39
Scale 1:2, except where indicated
RICHARDuVAUGHAN NICHOLLS: THE STELE-GODDESS WORKSHOP

PLATE 110

Shallow Groups:
27
27

58-62
~~~~27;
1:3

27 (cast)

61 Oeft),62 (right)

55

Dancers: 3; 54-56

Athens, N.M. 5772

56

54

3, front

3, from above
58 (top) 60 (bottom left), 59 (bottom drght)
Scale 1:2, except where indicated

RICHARu VAUGHANNICHOLLS:TmESTELE-GODDESS WORKSHOP

PLATE 111
Dancer: 30

1:3

30

.

_

Athens N.M. 4722
(cast)

310

Cast and 21
69, side

69, front
Heads: 21; 69

Akropolis Museum

old no. 1442

70

71

72
31 and cast

RemainingPlastic
Vases: 70-72

32 andcast
31;
32
Birds:
1:2,exceptwhereindicated
~~~~~~Scale

WORKSHOP
NICHOLLS:
THE STELE-GODDESS
RcICHARVAUGHAN

PLATE 112

34 (top left), 35 (right),36 (bottomleft)
33a (detail)

1:1

1:3

33 (casts)

Bird: 33

35 (cast)

34 and cast
33

1:3

Shields: 34-36

64 (left),65, 66 (right,65 at bottom)
Relief Disks: 6466

1:2,exceptwhereindicated
~~~~~~~~~~~Scale

WORKSHOP
RICHlARDVAUGHANNICHOLLS:THE STELE-GODDESS

PLATE 113

40 (cast)

40

'Architectural"
Relief Molds:

A1
_31~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*
1

RIr_l

VAGA

Arpoi
NIHLS

Msem123
Tm SEE-ODES

1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-x
Scl 1:3, xcetwhridcae
OKSO

Cast and 42

Cast and 41

"Dove girl"

atad4

